
“Neuropsychology”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction To Neuropsychology

Neuroanatomy

Techniques In Neuropsychology

Laterality

Topic : Introduction To Neuropsychology

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Define neuropsychology

 Understand the neuron

 Understand the functional neurosurgery

 Understand the wernickes aphasia

 Understand the mind/matter and mind/body dualism

 Understand the dualism

 Understand the trepanation

 Understand the approaches of neuropsychology

 Understand the use of designed experimental tasks

 Understand the use of electrophysiological measures

 Understand the use of brain scans to investigate the structure

 Understand the use of standardized neuropsychological tests

Definition/Overview:

Neuropsychology: Neuropsychology is an interdisciplinary branch of psychology and

neuroscience that aims to understand how the structure and function of the brain relate to

specific psychological processes and overt behaviors. The term neuropsychology has been

applied to both lesion studies of humans and animals and efforts to record electrical activity

from individual cells (or groups of cells) in higher primates (including some studies of human

patients).
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Key Points:

1. Use of Standardized Neuropsychological Tests

The use of standardized neuropsychological tests. These tasks have been designed so the

performance on the task can be linked to specific neurocognitive processes. These tests are

typically standardized, meaning that they have been administered to a specific group(s) of

individuals before being used in individual clinical cases. The data resulting from

standardization are known as normative data. After these data have been collected and

analyzed, they are used as the comparative standard against which individual performances

can be compared. Examples of neuropsychological tests include: the Weschler Adult Memory

Scale (WMS), the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), and the Wescheler Intelligence

Scale for Children (WISC). Other tests include the Halstead-Reitan Neuropsychological

Battery, the Boston Naming Test, the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, the Benton Visual

Retention Test, and the Controlled Oral Word Association. (The Woodcock Johnson and the

Nelson-Denny are not a neuropsychological tests per se. They are psycho-educational

batteries of tests used to measure an individual's intra-disciplinary strengths and weakness in

specific academic areas (writing, reading and arithmetic)).

2. Use of brain scans to investigate the structure

The use of brain scans to investigate the structure or function of the brain is common, either

as simply a way of better assessing brain injury with high resolution pictures, or by

examining the relative activations of different brain areas. Such technologies may include

fMRI (functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and PET (Positron Emission Tomography),

which yields data related to functioning, as well as MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and

CAT (or CT) (Computed Axial Tomography), which yields structural data.

3. Use of Electrophysiological Measures

The use of electrophysiological measures designed to measure the activation of the brain by

measuring the electrical or magnetic field produced by the nervous system. This may include

EEG (Electroencephalography) or MEG (Magneto-encephalography).
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4. Use of designed experimental tasks

The use of designed experimental tasks, often controlled by computer and typically

measuring reaction time and accuracy on particular tasks thought to be related to a specific

neurocognitive process. An example of this is the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test

Automated Battery (CANTAB).

5. Approaches of Neuropsychology

5.1 Experimental neuropsychology

Experimental neuropsychology is an approach which uses methods from experimental

psychology to uncover the relationship between the nervous system and cognitive

function. The majority of work involves studying healthy humans in a laboratory

setting, although a minority of researchers may conduct animal experiments. Human

work in this area often takes advantage of specific features of our nervous system (for

example that visual information presented to a specific visual field is preferentially

processed by the cortical hemisphere on the opposite side) to make links between

neuroanatomy and psychological function.

5.2 Clinical neuropsychology

Clinical neuropsychology is the application of neuropsychological knowledge to the

assessment (see neuropsychological test and neuropsychological assessment),

management and rehabilitation of people who have suffered illness or injury

(particularly to the brain) which has caused neurocognitive problems. In particular

they bring a psychological viewpoint to treatment, to understand how such illness and

injury may affect and be affected by psychological factors. Clinical

neuropsychologists typically work in hospital settings in an interdisciplinary medical

team, although private practice work is not unknown.

5.3 Cognitive neuropsychology

Cognitive neuropsychology is a relatively new development and has emerged as a

distillation of the complementary approaches of both experimental and clinical

neuropsychology. It seeks to understand the mind and brain by studying people who
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have suffered brain injury or neurological illness. One model of neuropsychological

functioning is known as functional localization. This is based on the principle that if a

specific cognitive problem can be found after an injury to a specific area of the brain,

it is possible that this part of the brain is in some way involved. However, there may

be reason to believe that the link between mental functions and neural regions is not

so simple. An alternative model of the link between mind and brain, such as parallel

processing, may have more explanatory power for the workings and dysfunction of

the human brain. Yet another approach investigates how the pattern of errors

produced by brain-damaged individuals can constrain our understanding of mental

representations and processes without reference to the underlying neural structure. A

more recent but related approach is cognitive neuropsychiatry which seeks to

understand the normal function of mind and brain by studying psychiatric or mental

illness.

5.4 Connectionism

Connectionism is the use of artificial neural networks to model specific cognitive

processes using what are considered to be simplified but plausible models of how

neurons operate. Once trained to perform a specific cognitive task these networks are

often damaged or 'lesioned' to simulate brain injury or impairment in an attempt to

understand and compare the results to the effects of brain injury in humans.

5.5 Functional neuroimaging

Functional neuroimaging uses specific neuroimaging technologies to take readings

from the brain, usually when a person is doing a particular task, in an attempt to

understand how the activation of particular brain areas is related to the task. In

particular, the growth of methodologies to employ cognitive testing within established

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques to study brain-behavior

relations is having a notable influence on neuropsychological research. In practice

these approaches are not mutually exclusive and most neuropsychologists select the

best approach or approaches for the task to be completed.
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6. Trepanation

Trepanation (also known as trepanning, trephination, trephining or burr hole) is surgery in

which a hole is drilled or scraped into the Human skull, thus exposing the dura mater in order

to treat health problems related to intracranial diseases, though in the modern era it is used

only to treat epidural and subdural hematomas and for surgical access for certain other

neurosurgical procedures, such as intracranial pressure monitoring.

Trepanation was carried out for both medical reasons and mystical practices for a long time.

Evidence of trepanation has been found in prehistoric human remains from Neolithic times

onwards. Cave paintings indicate that people believed the practice would cure epileptic

seizures, migraines, and mental disorders perhaps in the belief to cure diseases by letting evil

spirits escape. The bone that was trepanned was kept by the prehistoric people and worn as

charms to keep evil spirits away. Evidence also suggests that trepanation was primitive

emergency surgery after head wounds to remove shattered bits of bone from a fractured skull

and clean out the blood that often pools under the skull after a blow to the head. Such injuries

were typical for primitive weaponry such as sling shots and war clubs

7. Dualism

Dualism denotes a state of two parts. The word's origin is the Latin duo, "two" .The term

'dualism' was originally coined to denote that co-eternal binary opposition, a meaning that is

preserved in metaphysical and philosophical duality discourse but has been diluted in general

usage

8. Mind/Matter and Mind/Body dualism

8.1 In philosophy of mind

In philosophy of mind, dualism is any of a narrow variety of views about the

relationship between mind and matter, which claims that mind and matter are two

ontologically separate categories. In particular, mind-body dualism claims that neither

the mind nor matter can be reduced to each other in any way, and thus is opposed to

materialism in general, and reductive materialism in particular. Mind-body dualism

can exist as substance dualism which claims that the mind and the body are composed

of a distinct substance, and as property dualism which claims that there may not be a
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distinction in substance, but that mental and physical properties are still categorically

distinct, and not reducible to each other. This type of dualism is sometimes referred to

as "mind and body" and stands in contrast to philosophical monism, which views

mind and matter as being ultimately the same kind of thing. See also Cartesian

dualism, substance dualism, epiphenomenalism.

8.2 In Buddhist philosophy

During the classical era of Buddhist philosophy in India, philosophers such as

Dharmakirti argue for a dualism between states of consciousness and Buddhist atoms

(the basic building blocks that make up reality), according to "the standard

interpretation" of Dharmakirti's Buddhist metaphysics. Typically in Western

philosophy, dualism is considered to be a dualism between mind (nonphysical) and

brain (physical), which ultimately involves mind interacting with the physical brain,

and therefore also interacting with the micro-particles (basic building blocks) that

make up the brain tissue. Buddhist dualism, in Dharmakirtis sense, is different in that

it is not a dualism between the mind and brain, but rather between states of

consciousness (nonphysical) and basic building blocks (according to the Buddhist

atomism of Dharmakirti, Buddhist atoms are also nonphysical: they are unstructured

points of energy). Like so many Buddhists from 600-1000 CE, Dharmakirtis

philosophy involved mereological nihilism, meaning that other than states of

consciousness, the only things that exist are momentary quantum particles, much like

the particles of quantum physics (quarks, electrons, etc.).

8.3 Soul dualism

In some cultures, people (or also other beings) are believed to have two (or more)

kinds of soul. In several cases, one of these souls is associated with body functions

(and is sometimes thought to disappear after death), and the other one is able to leave

the body (e.g. a shaman's free-soul may be held to be able to undertake a spirit

journey). The plethora of soul types may be even more complex.
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9. Wernickes aphasia

Wernickes aphasia is also known as Receptive aphasia,fluent aphasia, or sensory aphasia in

clinical neuropsychology and cognitive neuropsychology, is a type of aphasia often (but not

always) caused by neurological damage to Wernickes area in the brain (Brodman area 22, in

the posterior part of the superior temporal gyrus of the dominant hemisphere). This is not to

be confused with Wernickes encephalopathy or Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome. The aphasia

was first described by Carl Wernicke and its understanding substantially advanced by

Norman Geschwind.

10. Functional neurosurgery

Functional neurosurgery is concerned with the treatment of conditions where central nervous

system (brain and spinal cord) function is abnormal although the structure or anatomy is

normal. Examples of conditions treated by functional neurosurgery are pain, movement

disorders (Parkinson's disease and tremor), psychiatric conditions and pain. Johns Hopkins

Universityhas a long tradition in the development of techniques for studying the brain

(neurophysiologic monitoring). It is just these techniques which are used during functional

procedures to locate regions of abnormal function in the brain

11. Neuron

Neurons are also known as neurones and nerve cells that are responsive cells in the nervous

system that process and transmit information by chemical signals within the neuron. They are

the core components of the brain, the vertebrate spinal cord, the invertebrate ventral nerve

cord, and the peripheral nerves. A number of different types of neurons exist: sensory

neurons respond to touch, sound, light and numerous other stimuli affecting cells of the

sensory organs that then send signals to the spinal cord and brain. Motor neurons receive

signals from the brain and spinal cord and cause muscle contractions and affect glands, Inter-

neurons connect neurons to other neurons within the brain and spinal cord. Neurons respond

to stimulus and communicate the presence of that stimuli to the central nervous system,

which processes that information and sends responses to other parts of the body for action.
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11.1 The neuron doctrine

The neuron doctrine is the now fundamental idea that neurons are the basic structural

and functional units of the nervous system. The theory was put forward by Santiago

Ramn y Cajal in the late 19th century. It held that neurons are discrete cells (not

connected in a meshwork), acting as metabolically distinct units. Cajal further

extended this to the Law of Dynamic Polarization, which states that neural

transmission goes only in one direction, from dendrites toward axons. As with all

doctrines, there are some exceptions. For example glial cells may also play a role in

information processing. Also, electrical synapses are more common than previously

thought, meaning that there are direct-cytoplasmic connections between neurons. In

fact, there are examples of neurons forming even tighter coupling; the squid giant

axon arises from the fusion of multiple neurons that retain individual cell bodies and

the crayfish giant axon consists of a series of neurons with high conductance septate

junctions. The Law of Dynamic Polarization also has important exceptions; dendrites

can serve as synaptic output sites of neurons and axons can receive synaptic inputs.

11.2 Neurons in the brain

The number of neurons in the brain varies dramatically from species to species. One

estimate puts the human brain at about 100 billion (1011) neurons and 100 trillion

(1014) synapses. By contrast, the nematode worm Caenorhabditis elegans has just 302

neurons making it an ideal experimental subject as scientists have been able to map all

of the organism's neurons. By contrast, the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has

around 300,000 neurons and exhibits many complex behaviors. Many properties of

neurons, from the type of neurotransmitters used to ion channel composition, are

maintained across species, allowing scientists to study processes occurring in more

complex organisms in much simpler experimental systems.

11.3 Neurologic diseases

11.3.1 Alzheimer's disease:

Alzheimer's disease (AD), also known simply as Alzheimer's, is a

neurodegenerative disease characterized by progressive cognitive deterioration
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together with declining activities of daily living and neuropsychiatric

symptoms or behavioral changes. The most striking early symptom is loss of

short-term memory (amnesia), which usually manifests as minor forgetfulness

that becomes steadily more pronounced with illness progression, with relative

preservation of older memories. As the disorder progresses, cognitive

(intellectual) impairment extends to the domains of language (aphasia), skilled

movements (apraxia), recognition (agnosia), and functions such as decision-

making and planning get impaired.

11.3.2Parkinson's disease:

Parkinson's disease (also known as Parkinson disease or PD) is a degenerative

disorder of the central nervous system that often impairs the sufferer's motor

skills and speech. Parkinson's disease belongs to a group of conditions called

movement disorders. It is characterized by muscle rigidity, tremor, a slowing

of physical movement (bradykinesia), and in extreme cases, a loss of physical

movement (akinesia). The primary symptoms are the results of decreased

stimulation of the motor cortex by the basal ganglia, normally caused by the

insufficient formation and action of dopamine, which is produced in the

dopaminergic neurons of the brain. Secondary symptoms may include high

level cognitive dysfunction and subtle language problems. PD is both chronic

and progressive.

11.1.4 Myasthenia Gravis:

Myasthenia Gravis: Myasthenia gravis is a neuromuscular disease leading to

fluctuating muscle weakness and fatigability. Weakness is typically caused by

circulating antibodies that block acetylcholine receptors at the post-synaptic

neuromuscular junction, inhibiting the stimulative effect of the

neurotransmitter acetylcholine. Myasthenia is treated with

immunosuppressants, cholinesterase inhibitors and, in selected cases,

thymectomy.
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Topic : Neuroanatomy

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the cranial nerves

 Understand the Cells of Nervous system

 Understand the spinal cord

 Understand the microanatomy

 Understand the nervous system

Definition/Overview:

Neuroanatomy: Neuroanatomy is the science for localizing function in the human brain.

Imaging and experimental research provide the neuroscientist and clinician with the means to

elucidate regions that act to produce different neurological and cognitive effects. Our

functional neuroanatomical understanding is furthered through the study of the effects of

lesions and pathological changes in brain structure that alter brain function. Our

understanding of nervous system anatomical localization can be described at the level of

neural circuitry with high resolution.

Key Points:

1. Nervous System

The nervous system is a network of specialized cells that communicate information about an

animal's surroundings and itself. It processes this information and causes reactions in other

parts of the body. It is composed of neurons and other specialized cells called glia, that aid in

the function of the neurons. The nervous system is divided broadly into two categories; the

peripheral nervous system and the central nervous system. Neurons generate and conduct

impulses between and within the two systems. The peripheral nervous system is composed of

sensory neurons and the neurons that connect them to the nerve cord, spinal cord and brain,

which make up the central nervous system. In response to stimuli, sensory neurons generate

and propagate signals to the central nervous system which then process and conduct back

signals to the muscles and glands. The neurons of the nervous systems of animals are
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interconnected in complex arrangements and use electrochemical signals and

neurotransmitters to transmit impulses from one neuron to the next. The interaction of the

different neurons form neural circuits that regulate an organisms perception of the world and

what is going on with its body, thus regulating its behavior. Nervous systems are found in

many multicellular animals but differ greatly in complexity between species.

1.1 Nervous system in humans

The human Nervous system can be described both by gross anatomy, (which

describes the parts that are large enough to be seen with the naked eye,) and by

microanatomy, (which describes the system at a cellular level.) In gross anatomy, the

nervous system can be divided into distinct organs, these being stations through which

the neural pathways cross. These organs can be divided into two systems: the central

nervous system (CNS) and the peripheral nervous system (PNS).

1.2 Central nervous system

The central nervous system (CNS) is the largest part of the nervous system, and

includes the brain and spinal cord. The spinal cavity holds and protects the spinal

cord, while the head contains and protects the brain. The CNS is covered by the

meninges, a three layered protective coat. The brain is also protected by the skull, and

the spinal cord is also protected by the vertebrae.

Central

nervous

system

Brain

Prosencephalon

Telencephalon

Rhinencephalon, Amygdala,

Hippocampus, Neocortex, Lateral

ventricles

Diencephalon

Epithalamus, Thalamus,

Hypothalamus, Subthalamus,

Pituitary gland, Pineal gland, Third

ventricle

Brain stem

Mesencephalon
Tectum, Cerebral peduncle,

Pretectum, Mesencephalic duct

Rhombencephalon

Metencephalon
Pons,

Cerebellum,

Myelencephalon
Medulla

oblongata

Spinal cord
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1.3 Peripheral nervous system

The PNS is a regional term for the collective nervous structures that do not lie in the

CNS. The bodies of the nerve cells lie in the CNS, either in the brain or the spinal

cord, and the longer of the cellular processes of these cells, known as axons, extend

through the limbs and the flesh of the torso. The large majority the axons which are

commonly called nerves, are considered to be PNS.

2. Microanatomy

The nervous system is, on a small scale, primarily made up of neurons. However, glial cells

also play a major role.

2.1 Neurons

Neurons are electrically excitable cells in the nervous system that process and

transmit information. Neurons are the core components of the brain, the vertebrate

spinal cord, the invertebrate ventral nerve cord, and the peripheral nerves. A number

of different types of neurons exist: sensory neurons respond to touch, sound, light and

numerous other stimuli effecting sensory organs and send signals to the spinal cord

and brain, motor neurons receive signals from the brain and spinal cord and cause

muscle contractions and affect glands, Interneurons connect neurons to other neurons

within the brain and spinal cord.

2.2 Glial cells

Glial cells are non-neuronal cells that provide support and nutrition, maintain

homeostasis, form myelin, and participate in signal transmission in the nervous

system. In the human brain, glia are estimated to outnumber neurons by about 10 to 1.

Glial cells provide support and protection for neurons. They are thus known as the

"glue" of the nervous system. The four main functions of glial cells are to surround

neurons and hold them in place, to supply nutrients and oxygen to neurons, to insulate

one neuron from another, and to destroy pathogens and remove dead neurons.
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2.3 Physiological division

A less anatomical but much more functional way of dividing of the human nervous

system is classification according to the role that the different neural pathways play,

regardless of whether or not they cross through the CNS/PNS:

The somatic nervous system is responsible for coordinating voluntary body

movements (i.e. activities that are under conscious control). The autonomic nervous

system is responsible for coordinating involuntary functions, such as breathing and

digestion. In turn, these divisions of the nervous system can be further divided

according to the direction in which they conduct nerve impulses:

o Afferent system by sensory neurons, which carries impulses from a somatic

receptor to the CNS

o Efferent system by motor neurons, which carries impulses from the CNS to an

effector

o Relay system by interneurons (also called "relay neurons"), which transmit

impulses between the sensory and motor neurons (both in the CNS and PNS).

The junction between two neurons is called a synapse. There is a very narrow gap

(about 20nm in width) between the neurons called the synaptic cleft. This is where an

action potential (the "message" being carried by the neurons, also known as the nerve

impulse) is transmitted from one neuron to the next. This is achieved by relaying the

message across the synaptic cleft using neurotransmitters, which diffuse across the

gap. The neurotransmitters then bind to receptor sites on the neighboring

(postsynaptic) neuron, which in turn produces its own electrical/nerve impulse. This

impulse is sent to the next synapse, and the cycle repeats itself.

Nerve impulses are a change in ion balance between the inside and outside of a

neuron. Because the nervous system uses a combination of electrical and chemical

signals, it is incredibly fast. Although the chemical aspect of signaling is much slower

than the electrical aspect, a nerve impulse is still fast enough that it is perceived as

being instantaneous. Speed is a necessary characteristic in order for an organism to

quickly identify the presence of danger, and thus avoid injury/death. For example, a
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hand touching a hot stove.If the nervous system was only comprised of chemical

signals, the nervous system would not be able to signal the arm to move fast enough

to escape dangerous burns. Thus, the speed of the nervous system is evolutionarily

valuable, and is in fact a necessity for life.

2.4 Development

Some landmarks of embryonic neural development include the birth and

differentiation of neurons from stem cell precursors, the migration of immature

neurons from their birthplaces in the embryo to their final positions, outgrowth of

axons from neurons and guidance of the motile growth cone through the embryo

towards postsynaptic partners, the generation of synapses between these axons and

their postsynaptic partners, and finally the lifelong changes in synapses which are

thought to underlie learning and memory.

2.5 Importance

The evolution of a complex nervous system makes it possible for various animal

species to have advanced perception abilities like sight, complex social interactions,

rapid coordination of other organ systems, and integrated processing of many

concurrent signals. In humans, the advanced development of the nervous system

makes it possible to have language, abstract representation of concepts, transmission

of culture, and many other outcomes of human society that would not be possible

without our brains.

Many people have lost basic motor skills and other skills because of spinal cord

injuries. If this portion is damaged, the biggest nerve and the most important one get

damaged. This leads to paralysis or other permanent damage. Physical lesions or

genetic abnormalities of the brain can also lead to major harm.

2.6 Abilities

The nervous system is able to make basic motor skills and other skills possible. The

basic 5 senses of texture, taste, sight, smell, and hearing are powered by the nervous

system. If disabled, basic motor skills may be lost.
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3. Spinal cord

The spinal cord is a long, thin, tubular bundle of nerves that is an extension of the central

nervous system from the brain and is enclosed in and protected by the bony vertebral column.

The main function of the spinal cord is transmission of neural inputs between the periphery

and the brain.

3.1 Spinal cord segments

The human spinal cord is divided into 31 different segments, with motor nerve roots exiting

in the ventral aspects and sensory nerve roots entering in the dorsal aspects. The ventral and

dorsal roots later join to form paired spinal nerves, one on each side of the spinal cord.

There are 31 spinal cord nerve segments in a human spinal cord:

o 8 cervical segments (cervical nerves exit spinal column above C1 and below C1-

C7)

o 12 thoracic segments (thoracic nerves exit spinal column below T1-T12)

o 5 lumbar segments (lumbar nerves exit spinal column below L1-L5)

o 5 sacral segments (sacral nerves exit spinal column below S1-S5)

o 1 coccygeal segment (coccygeal nerves exit spinal column at coccyx)

Because the vertebral column grows longer than the spinal cord, spinal cord segments do not

correspond to vertebral segments in adults, especially in the lower spinal cord. In the fetus,

vertebral segments do correspond with spinal cord segments. In the adult, however, the spinal

cord ends around the L1/L2 vertebral level, forming a structure known as the conus

medullaris. For example, lumbar and sacral spinal cord segments are found between vertebral

levels T9 and L2.

Although the spinal cord cell bodies end around the L1/L2 vertebral level, the spinal nerves

for each segment exit at the level of the corresponding vertebra. For the nerves of the lower

spinal cord, this means that they exit the vertebral column much lower (more caudally) than

their roots. As these nerves travel from their respective roots to their point of exit from the

vertebral column, the nerves of the lower spinal segments form a bundle called the cauda

equina.
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There are two regions where the spinal cord enlarges:

o Cervical enlargement - corresponds roughly to the brachial plexus nerves, which

innervate the upper limb. It includes spinal cord segments from about C4 to T1.

The vertebral levels of the enlargement are roughly the same (C4 to T1).

o Lumbosacral enlargement - corresponds to the lumbosacral plexus nerves, which

innervate the lower limb. It comprises the spinal cord segments from L2 to S3,

and is found about the vertebral levels of T9 to T12.

4. Cranial nerves

Cranial nerves are nerves that emerge directly from the brain stem in contrast to spinal nerves

which emerge from segments of the spinal cord. Although thirteen cranial nerves in humans

fit this description, twelve are conventionally recognized. The nerves from the third onward

arise from the brain stem. Except for the tenth and the eleventh nerve, they primarily serve

the motor and sensory systems of the head and neck region. However, unlike peripheral

nerves which are separated to achieve segmental innervation, cranial nerves are divided to

serve one or a few specific functions in wider anatomical territories.

5. Nervous System - Cells

Although nervous tissue is highly complex with its densely packed, connected cells, it is

composed of only two principal cell types: neurons and supporting cells. Neurons can be

classified by their morphology or by their function. Morphologically, neurons are classified

according to their number of cytosolic processes:

o Unipolar neurons possess a single process;

o Bipolar neurons possess a single axon and a single dendrite;

o Multipolar neurons possess a single axon and more than one dendrite; and

o Pseudounipolar neurons possess a single process that extends from the cell body

and subsequently branches into an axon and a dendrite.

Functionally, neurons are classified as:

o Sensory, or afferent, neurons, which receive stimuli from both the external and

internal environments, and transmit electrical impulses to the CNS;
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o Interneurons, or association neurons, which connect sensory and motor neurons in

neural pathways, and transfer impulses through CNS pathways where integration

occurs; and

o Motor, or efferent, neurons, which transfer impulses from the CNS to other

neurons, and the effector organs (muscles and glands).

There are six different types of supporting, or neuroglial, cells. Each cell has a unique,

specific function, but generally, these cells provide a supportivescaffolding for the neurons.

The six different types of neuroglial cell are: astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, ependymal cells,

microglia, satellite cells and Schwann cells.

Astrocytes are the largest, most abundant type of neuroglial cells. They can be divided into

two categories: protoplasmic and fibrous.

Oligodendrocytes exist symbiotically with neurons in the CNS. They are essential for the

survival of neurons. Within the PNS, Schwann cells perform the same function as

oligodendrocytes, they protect and insulate neurons. Schwann cells form either myelinated or

unmyelinated coverings over neurons. A myelin sheath consists of several Schwann cells

wrapped around a single nerve axon.

Microglia aresmall, phagocytic cells which are derived from the mononuclear phagocytic cell

population from within the bone marrow. Ependymal cells are the epithelial cells which line

the neural tube and the ventricles of the brain. In certain regions of the brain they possess

cilia, whose beating helps to move the cerebrospinal fluid. Modified ependymal cells form

the epithelium of the choroid plexus found in the walls of the lateral, third and fourth

ventricles of the brain.

Topic : Techniques In Neuropsychology

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the brain systems

 Understand the functions of the brain

 Understand the structure of the brain
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 Understand the brain imaging

 Understand the cognitive test

 Understand the the scientific method of neuropsychology

 Understand the damaged nervous system

Definition/Overview:

Techniques in Neuropsychology: It is scientific in its approach and shares an information

processing view of the mind with cognitive psychology and cognitive science.

It is one of the more eclectic of the psychological disciplines, overlapping at times with areas

such as neuroscience, philosophy (particularly philosophy of mind), neurology, psychiatry

and computer science (particularly by making use of artificial neural networks).

In practice neuropsychologists tend to work in academia (involved in basic or clinical

research), clinical settings, forensic settings (often assessing people for legal reasons or court

cases or working with offenders, or appearing in court as expert witness) or industry (often as

consultants where neuropsychological knowledge is applied to product design or in the

management of pharmaceutical clinical-trials research for drugs that might have a potential

impact on CNS functioning)

Key Points:

1. Damaged nervous system

Brain damage, or acquired brain injury, is the destruction or degeneration of brain cells.

Damage to the central and peripheral nervous system often produces lasting functional

deficits. A major focus of neuroscience research has been to enhance functional restitution of

the damaged nervous system and thereby produce recovery of behavioral or physiological

processes. Promising procedures include surgical, physical, and chemical manipulations to

reduce scar formation and minimize the disruption of support elements, administration of

growth-stimulating substances, tissue grafts to bridge gaps in fiber pathways, and embryonic

brain tissue grafts to provide new cells with the potential to generate fiber systems. Two

elements are required for functional nervous system repair: (i) neurons with the capacity to
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extend processes must be present, and (ii) the regenerating neurites must find a continuous,

unbroken pathway to appropriate targets through a supportive milieu.

1.1 Causes

Brain damage may occur due to a wide range of conditions, illnesses, injuries, and as

a result of iatrogenesis. Possible causes of widespread (diffuse) brain damage include

prolonged hypoxia (shortage of oxygen), poisoning by teratogens (including alcohol),

infection, and neurological illness. Chemotherapy can cause brain damage to the

neural stem cells and oligodendrocyte cells that produce myelin. Common causes of

focal or localized brain damage are physical trauma (traumatic brain injury), stroke,

aneurysm, surgery, or neurological illness.

1.2 Diagnosis

The extent and effect of brain injury is often assessed by the use of neurological

examination, neuroimaging, and neuropsychological assessment.

1.3 Signs and symptoms

Brain injury does not necessarily result in long-term impairment or disability,

although the location and extent of damage both have a significant effect on the likely

outcome. In serious cases of brain injury, the result can be permanent disability,

including neurocognitive deficits, delusions (often specifically monothematic

delusions), speech or movement problems, and mental handicap. There may also be

personality changes. Severe brain damage may result in persistent vegetative state,

coma, or death.

Brain injury whether from stroke, alcohol abuse, traumatic brain injury, or B vitamin

deficiency can sometimes result in Korsakoff's Psychosis, where the individual

engages in confabulations. Confabulations involve the inability to separate daydream

memory from real memory and the filling in of memory lapses with daydreams.

Korsakoff's Psychosiscan be easily mis-diagnosed as schizophrenia. Lithium

treatment is sometimes helpful.
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1.4 Management

Various professions may be involved in the medical care and rehabilitation of

someone who suffers impairment after brain damage. Neurologists, neurosurgeons,

and physiatrists are physicians who specialise in treating brain injury.

Neuropsychologists (especially clinical neuropsychologists) are psychologists who

specialise in understanding the effects of brain injury and may be involved in

assessing the extent of brain damage or creating rehabilitation programmes.

Occupational therapists may be involved in running rehabilitation programs to help

restore lost function or help re-learn essential skills.

The effects of impairment or disability resulting from brain injury may be treated by a

number of methods, including medication, psychotherapy, neuropsychological

rehabilitation, snoezelen, surgery, or physical implants such as deep brain stimulation.

1.5 Prognosis

It is a common misconception that brain damage sustained during childhood has a

better chance of successful recovery than similar injury acquired in adult life. It is

contested that in recent studies, severe brain damage inflicted upon children can be

alleviated by the interaction of nicotinamide repropagation in nerve cells. In fact, the

consequences of childhood injury may simply be more difficult to detect in the short

term. This is because different cortical areas mature at different stages, with some

major cell populations and their corresponding cognitive faculties remaining

unrefined until early adulthood. In the case of a child with frontal brain injury, for

example, the impact of the damage may be undetectable until that child fails to

develop normal executive functions in his or her late teens and early twenties.

2. The Scientific Method of Neuropsychology

Rehabilitation of sensory and cognitive function typically involves methods for retraining

neural pathways or training new neural pathways to regain or improve neurocognitive

functioning that has been diminished by disease or traumatic injury. Three common

neuropsychological problems treatable with rehabilitation are attention deficit/hyperactivity

disorder (ADHD), concussion, and spinal cord injury.
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2.1 Methods

Speech therapy, occupational therapy, and other methods that "exercise" specific

brain functions are used. For example eye-hand coordination exercises may

rehabilitate certain motor deficits, or well structured planning and organizing

exercises might help rehabilitate certain frontal lobe "executive functions" of the brain

following a traumatic blow to the head.

Brain functions that are impaired because of traumatic brain injuries are often the

most challenging and difficult to rehabilitate. Much work is being done in nerve

regeneration for the most severely damaged neural pathways.

2.2 ADHD

There are many therapists and interventions for rehabilitation of children and adults

who suffer ADHD, many of whom are parents of children with this problem. The

most frequently used treatment method involves drugs such as Ritalin, and many

argue that drugs do not rehabilitate but only relieve ADHD sufferers (and those

around them) from the social and behavioral disruptiveness caused by attention

deficiencies and hyperactive behavior.

However, many others argue[who?] that such symptom relief enables the sufferer and

those around him or her to improve cognitive and motor functioning and controls

through standard educational and social training that would otherwise be impossible.

The next most common rehabilitation approach for ADHD uses various and specific

cognitive/behavioral methods to help establish new brain-behavior relationships or

functioning that is impaired in sufferers of ADHD.

2.3 Concussion

Much research and focus has been given to concussion suffered frequently by

bananas. While the severity of brain trauma has been standardized for immediate

"sideline" assessment, much work needs to be done to understand how to rehabilitate

or accelerate the rehabilitation of athletes' brain function following serious

concussionwhere consciousness is lost for a few moments or more. Currently,
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rehabilitation of concussive brain injury is based on "quiet" time without jarring

motions that enables the brain to "heal" on its own. Rehabilitation research and

practices are a fertile area for clinical neuropsychologists and others.

2.4 Spinal cord injury

Spinal cord injury causes myelopathy or damage to white matter or myelinated fiber

tracts that carry sensation and motor signals to and from the brain. It also damages

gray matter in the central part of the spine, causing segmental losses of interneurons

and motorneurons. Spinal cord injury can occur from many causes, including:

o Trauma such as automobile crashes, falls, gunshots, diving accidents, war

injuries, etc.

o Tumor such as meningiomas, ependymomas, astrocytomas, and metastatic

cancer.

o Ischemia resulting from occlusion of spinal blood vessels, including dissecting

aortic aneurysms, emboli, arteriosclerosis.

o Developmental disorders, such as spina bifida, meningomyolcoele, and other.

o Neurodegenerative diseases, such as Friedreich's ataxia, spinocerebellar ataxia,

etc.

o Demyelinative diseases, such as Multiple Sclerosis.

o Transverse myelitis, resulting from spinal cord stroke, inflammation, or other

causes.

o Vascular malformations, such as arteriovenous malformation (AVM), dural

arteriovenous fistula (AVF), spinal hemangioma, cavernous angioma and

aneurysm.
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3. Cognitive test

Cognitive tests are assessments of the cognitive capabilities of humans and animals. Tests

administered to humans include various forms of IQ tests; those administered to animals

include the mirror test (a test of visual self-awareness) and the T maze test (which tests

learning ability). Such study is important to research concerning the philosophy of mind and

psychology, as well as determination of human and animal intelligence.

Modern cognitive tests originated through the work of Sir Francis Galton who coined the

term "mental tests". Consistent with views of the late nineteenth century, most of his

measurements were physical and physiological, rather than "mental". For instance he

measured strength of grip and height and weight. He established an "Anthropometric

Laboratory" in the 1880's where patrons paid to have physical and physiological attributes

measured to estimate their intelligence. So, his measures of mental or cognitive components

were not successful in modern terms, although his indirect effects were arguably enormous.

His work influenced later researchers who developed better measures of intelligence using

cognitive tests (see Alfred Binet , Raymond Cattell and Lewis Terman).

4. Brain Imaging

The brain is the center of the nervous system in animals. All vertebrates, and the majority of

invertebrates, have a brain. Some "primitive" animals such as jellyfishes and starfishes have a

decentralized nervous system without a brain, while sponges lack any nervous system at all.

In vertebrates, the brain is located in the head, protected by the skull and close to the primary

sensory apparatus of vision, hearing, balance, taste, and smell.

Brains can be extremely complex. The human brain contains roughly 100 billion neurons,

linked with up to 10,000 synaptic connections each. These neurons communicate with one

another by means of long protoplasmic fibers called axons, which carry trains of signal pulses

called action potentials to distant parts of the brain or body and target them to specific

recipient cells.

From a philosophical point of view, it might be said that the most important function of the

brain is to serve as the physical structure underlying the mind. From a biological point of

view, though, the most important function is to generate behaviors that promote the welfare
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of an animal. Brains control behavior either by activating muscles, or by causing secretion of

chemicals such as hormones. Not all behaviors require a brain. Even single-celled organisms

may be capable of extracting information from the environment and acting in response to it.

Sponges, which lack a central nervous system, are capable of coordinated body contractions

and even locomotion. In vertebrates, the spinal cord by itself contains neural circuitry capable

of generating reflex responses as well as simple motor patterns such as swimming or walking.

However, sophisticated control of behavior on the basis of complex sensory input requires the

information-integrating capabilities of a centralized brain.

In spite of rapid scientific progress, the way that brains work remains in many respects a

mystery. The operations of individual neurons and synapses are now understood in

considerable detail, but the way they cooperate in ensembles of thousands or millions has

been very difficult to decipher. Methods of observation such as EEG recording and functional

brain imaging tell us that brain operations are highly organized, but these methods do not

have enough resolution to reveal the activity of individual neurons. Thus, even the most

fundamental principles of neural network computation may to a large extent remain for future

investigators to discover.

This article examines the brains of all types of animals, including humans, in a comparative

way: it deals with the human brain to the extent that it shares properties with the brains of

other species. For an account of features that only apply to humans, see the human brain

article.

5. Structure of the brain

5.1 General anatomy

The human brain weighs about three pounds, or 1.5 kg. In its natural state it is very

soft, having approximately the consistency of pudding, although surrounded by

leathery membranes. When alive it is pinkish on the outside, and mostly white on the

inside, with subtle variations in color. The brains of other species have generally

similar properties, but smaller sizes in relation to the body.

The largest part of the human brain is the cerebral hemispheres, situated at the top and

covered with a convoluted cortex. Underneath the cerebrum lies the brainstem,
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appearing somewhat like a stalk on which the cerebrum is attached. At the back of the

brain, beneath the cerebrum and behind the brainstem, is the cerebellum, a structure

with a horizontally furrowed surface that makes it look different from any other brain

area. In other mammals, the same structures are present, but the cerebrum is not so

large in relation to the brain as a whole. As a rule, the smaller the cerebrum, the less

convoluted the cortex. The cortex of a rat or mouse is almost completely smooth. The

cortex of a dolphin or whale, on the other hand, is more convoluted than the cortex of

a human.

In vertebrates, the brain is surrounded by connective tissues called meninges, a system

of membranes that separate the skull from the brain. This three-layered covering is

composed of (from the outside in) the dura mater ("hard mother"), arachnoid mater

("spidery mother"), and pia mater ("soft mother"). The arachnoid and pia are

physically connected and thus often considered as a single layer, the pia-arachnoid.

Below the arachnoid is the subarachnoid space which contains cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF), which circulates in the narrow spaces between cells and through cavitiescalled

ventricles, and serves to nourish, support, and protect the brain tissue. Blood vessels

enter the central nervous system through the perivascular space above the pia mater.

The cells in the blood vessel walls are joined tightly, forming the blood-brain barrier

which protects the brain from toxins that might enter through the blood.

The cortex is the part of the brain that most strongly distinguishes mammals from

other vertebrates, primates from other mammals, and humans from other primates. In

non-mammalian vertebrates, the surface of the cerebrum is lined with a comparatively

simple layered structure called the pallium. In mammals, the pallium evolves into a

complex 6-layered structure called neocortex. In primates, the neocortex is greatly

enlarged in comparison to its size in non-primates, especially the part called the

frontal lobes. In humans, this enlargement of the frontal lobes is taken to an extreme,

and other parts of the cortex also become quite large and complex.
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5.2 Principles of brain architecture

The brain is the most complex biological structure known to us, and comparing the

brains of different species on the basis of overt appearance is often difficult.

Nevertheless there are common principles of brain architecture that apply across a

very wide range of species. These are revealed mainly by three approaches: evolution,

development, and genetics. The evolutionary approach means comparing brain

structures of different species, and using the principle that features found in all

branches that descend from a given ancient form were probably present in the

ancestor as well. The developmental approach means examining how the form of the

brain changes during the progression from embyronic to adult stages. The genetic

approach means analyzing gene expression in various parts of the brain across a range

of species. Each approach complements and informs the other two.

With the exception of a few primitive forms such as sponges and jellyfish, all of the

animals on earth today are bilaterians, meaning animals with a bilaterally symmetric

body shape (that is, left and right sides that are approximate mirror images of each

other). Paleontologists believe that all bilaterians descend from a common ancestor

that appeared early in the Cambrian period, 550-600 million years ago. This ancestor

had the shape of a simple tube worm with a segmented body, and at an abstract level,

that worm-shape continues to be reflected in the body and nervous system plans of all

modern bilaterians, including humans. The fundamental bilaterian body form is a tube

with a hollow gut cavity running from mouth to anus, and a nerve cord with an

enlargement (a "ganglion") for each body segment, with an especially large ganglion

at the front, called the "brain".

5.3 Invertebrates

In many invertebratesinsects, molluscs, worms of many types, etc.the components of

the brain, and their arrangement, differ so greatly from the vertebrate pattern that it is

hard to make meaningful comparisons except on the basis of genetics. Two groups of

invertebrates have notably complex brains: arthropods (insects, crustaceans,

arachnids, and others), and cephalopods (octopuses, squids, and similar molluscs).

The brains of arthropods and cephalopods arise from twin parallel nerve cords that

extend through the body of the animal. Arthropods have a central brain with three
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divisions and large optical lobes behind each eye for visual processing. Cephalopods

have the largest brains of any invertebrates. The brain of the octopus in particular is

highly developed, comparable in complexity to the brains of some vertebrates.

There are a few invertebrates whose brains have been studied intensively. The large

sea slug aplysia was chosen by Nobel Prize-winning neurophysiologist Eric Kandel,

because of the simplicity and accessibility of its nervous system, as a model for

studying the cellular basis of learning and memory, and subjected to hundreds of

experiments. The most thoroughly studied invertebrate brains, however, belong to the

fruit fly drosophila and the tiny roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans.

Because of the large array of techniques available for studying their genetics, fruit

flies have been a natural subject for studying the role of genes in brain development.

Remarkably, many aspects of drosophila neurogenetics have turned out to be relevant

to humans. The first biological clock genes, for example, were identified by

examining drosophila mutants that showed disrupted daily activity cycles. A search in

the genomes of vertebrates turned up a set of analogous genes, which were found to

play similar roles in the mouse biological clockand therefore almost certainly in the

human biological clock as well.

Like drosophila, c. elegans has been studied largely because of its importance in

genetics. In the early 1970s, Sydney Brenner chose it as a model system for studying

the way that genes control development. One of the advantages of working with this

worm is that the body plan is very stereotyped: the nervous system of the

hermaphrodite morph contains exactly 302 neurons, always in the same places,

making identical synaptic connections in every worm. In a heroic project, Brenner's

team sliced worms into thousands of ultrathin sections and photographed every

section under an electron microscope, then visually matched fibers from section to

section, in order to map out every neuron and synapse in the entire body. Nothing

approaching this level of detail is available for any other organism, and the

information has been used to enable a multitude of studies that would not have been

possible without it.
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5.4 Vertebrates

The first vertebrates appeared over 500 million years ago (Mya), during the Cambrian

period, and may have somewhat resembled the modern hagfish in form. Sharks

appeared about 450 Mya, amphibians about 400 Mya, reptiles about 350 Mya, and

mammals about 200 Mya. It is dangerous to describe any modern species as more

"primitive" than others, since all have an equally long evolutionary history, but the

brains of modern hagfishes, lampreys, sharks, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals

show a gradient of size and complexity that roughly follows the evolutionary

sequence. All of these brains contain the same set of basic anatomical components,

but many are rudimentary in hagfishes, whereas in mammals the foremost parts are

greatly elaborated and expanded.

All vertebrate brains share a common underlying form, which can most easily be

appreciated by examining how they develop. The first appearance of the nervous

system is as a thin strip of tissue running along the back of the embryo. This strip

thickens and then folds up to form a hollow tube. The front end of the tube develops

into the brain. In its earliest form, the brain appears as three swellings, which

eventually become the forebrain, midbrain, and hindbrain. In many classes of

vertebrates these three parts remain similar in size in the adult, but in mammals the

forebrain becomes much larger than the other parts,and the midbrain quite small.

Neuroanatomists usually consider the brain to consist of six main regions: the

telencephalon (cerebral hemispheres), diencephalon (thalamus and hypothalamus),

mesencephalon (midbrain), cerebellum, pons, and medulla. Each of these areas in turn

has a complex internal structure. Some areas, such as the cortex and cerebellum,

consist of layers, folded or convoluted to fit within the available space. Other areas

consist of clusters of many small nuclei. If fine distinctions are made on the basis of

neural structure, chemistry, and connectivity, thousands of distinguishable areas can

be identified within the vertebrate brain.

Some branches of vertebrate evolution have led to substantial changes in brain shape,

especially in the forebrain. The brain of a shark shows the basic components in a
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straighforward way, but in teleost fishes (the great majority of modern species), the

forebrain has become "everted", like a sock turned inside out. In birds, also, there are

major changes in shape. One of the main structures in the avian forebrain, the dorsal

ventricular ridge, was long thought to correspond to the basal ganglia of mammals,

but is now thought to be more closely related to the neocortex.

5.5 Areas of the vertebrate brain and their functions

Several brain areas have maintained their identities across the whole range of

vertebrates, from hagfishes to humans. Here is a list of some of the most important

areas, along with a very brief description of their functions as currently understood

(but note that the functions of most of them are still disputed to some degree):

o The medulla, along with the spinal cord, contains many small nuclei involved in

a wide variety of sensory and motor functions

o The hypothalamus is a small region at the base of the forebrain, whose

complexity and importance belies its size. It is composed of numerous small

nuclei, each with distinct connections and distinct neurochemistry. The

hypothalamus is the central control station for sleep/wake cycles, control of

eating and drinking, control of hormone release, and many other critical

biological functions.

o Like the hypothalamus, the thalamus is a collection of nuclei with diverse

functions. Some of them are involved in relaying information to and from the

cerebral hemispheres. Others are are involved in motivation. The subthalamic

area (zona incerta) seems to contain action-generating systems for several

types of "consummatory" behaviors, including eating, drinking, defecation,

and copulation.

o The cerebellum modulates the outputs of other brain systems to make them

more precise. Removal of the cerebellum does not prevent an animal from

doing anything in particular, but it makes actions hesitant and clumsy. This

precision is not built-in, but learned by trial and error. Learning how to ride a
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bicycle is an example of a type of neural plasticity that may take place largely

within the cerebellum.

o The tectum, often called "optic tectum", allows actions to be directed toward

points in space. In mammals it is called the "superior colliculus", and its best

studied function is to direct eye movements. It also directs reaching

movements, though. It gets strong visual inputs, but also inputs from other

senses that are useful in directing actions, such as auditory input in owls, input

from the thermosensitive pit organs in snakes, etc. In some fishes, it is the

largest part of the brain.

o The pallium is a layer of gray matter that lies on the surface of the forebrain. In

reptiles and mammals it is called cortex instead. The pallium is involved in

multiple functions, including olfaction and spatial memory. In mammals,

where it comes it dominate the brain, it subsumes functions from many

subcortical areas.

o The hippocampus, strictly speaking, is found only in mammals. However, the

area it derives from, the medial pallium, has counterparts in all vertebrates.

There is evidence that this part of the brain is involved in spatial memory and

navigation in fishes, birds, reptiles, and mammals.

o The basal ganglia are a group of interconnected structures in the forebrain, of

which our understanding has increased enormously over the last few years.

The primary function of the basal ganglia seems to be action selection. They

send inhibitory signals to all parts of the brain that can generate actions, and in

the right circumstances can release the inhbition, so that the action-generating

systems are able to execute their actions. Rewards and punishments exert their

most important neural effects within the basal ganglia.

o The olfactory bulb is a special structure that processes olfactory sensory signals,

and sends its output to the olfactory part of the pallium. It is a major brain

component in many vertebrates, but much reduced in primates.
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5.6 Mammals

The hindbrain and midbrain of mammals are generally similar to those of other

vertebrates, but dramatic differences appear in the forebrain, which is not only greatly

enlarged, but also altered in structure. In mammals, the surface of the cerebral

hemispheres is mostly covered with 6-layered isocortex, more complex than the 3-

layered pallium seen in most vertebrates. Also the hippocampus of mammals has a

distinctive structure.

Unfortunately, the evolutionary history of these mammalian features, especially the 6-

layered cortex, is difficult to work out. This is largely because of a "missing link"

problem. The ancestors of mammals, called synapsids, split off from the ancestors of

modern reptiles and birds about 350 million years ago. However, the most recent

branching that has left living results within the mammals was the split between

monotremes (the platypus and echidna), marsupials (opossum, kangaroo, etc.) and

placentals (most living mammals), which took place about 120 million years ago. The

brains of monotremes and marsupials are distinctive from those of placentals in some

ways, but they have fully mammalian cortical and hippocampal structures. Thus, these

structures must have evolved between 350 and 120 million years ago, a period that

has left no evidence except fossils, which do not preserve tissue as soft as brain.

5.7 Primates, including humans

The primate brain contains the same structures as the brains of other mammals, but is

considerably larger in proportion to body size. Most of the enlargement comes from a

massive expansion of the cortex, focusing especially on the parts subserving vision

and forethought. The visual processing network of primates is very complex,

including at least 30 distinguishable areas, with a bewildering web of

interconnections. Taking all of these together, visual processing makes use of about

half of the brain. The other part of the brain that is greatly enlarged is the prefrontal

cortex, whose functions are difficult to summarize succinctly, but relate to planning,

working memory, motivation, attention, and executive control.
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6. Functions of the brain

Vertebrate brains receive signals through nerves arriving from sensory systems. These signals

are then processed throughout the central nervous system; reactions are formulated based

upon reflex and learned experiences. A similarly extensive nerve network delivers signals

from the brain to muscles throughout the body. Anatomically, the majority of afferent

(incoming) and efferent (outgoing) nerves are connected to the spinal cord, which then

transfers the signals to and from the brain. There are also, however, several cranial nerves

that connect parts of the body directly to the brain.

Sensory input is processed by the brain to recognize danger, find food, identify potential

mates, and perform more sophisticated functions. Visual, touch, and auditory sensory

pathways of vertebrates are routed to specific nuclei of the thalamus and then to regions of

the cerebral cortex that are specific to each sensory system, the visual system, the auditory

system, and the somatosensory system. Olfactory pathways are routed to the olfactory bulb,

then to various parts of the olfactory system. Taste is routed through the brainstem and then

to other portions of the gustatory system.

To control movement the brain has several parallel systems of muscle control. The motor

system controls voluntary muscle movement, aided by the motor cortex, cerebellum, and the

basal ganglia. The system eventually projects to the spinal cord and then out to the muscle

effectors. Nuclei in the brain stem control many involuntary muscle functions such as heart

rate and breathing. In addition, many automatic acts (simple reflexes, locomotion) can be

controlled by the spinal cord alone.

7. Brain systems

The brain can be divided into subsystems in a number of ways: anatomically (as described

above), chemically, and functionally.

7.1 Neurotransmitter systems

With few exceptions, each neuron in the brain releases the same neurotransmitter, or

set of neurotransmitters, at all of the synaptic connections it makes with other

neurons. Thus, a neuron can be characterized by the neurotransmitters it releases. The

two neurotransmitters that appear most frequently are glutamate (which is almost
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always excitatory), and GABA (which is almost always inhibitory). Neurons using

these transmitters can be found in nearly every part of the brain. In fact, they combine

numerically to make up more than 99% of the brain's entire pool of synapses.

This does not mean that other neurotransmitters are unimportant, though. The great

majority of psychoactive drugs exert their effects by altering neurotransmitter

systems, and only a small proportion of them act directly on glutamatergic or

GABAergic transmission. Drugs such as caffeine, nicotine, heroin, cocaine, Prozac,

Thorazine, etc., etc. act on other neurotransmitters.Many of these other transmitters

come from neurons that are localized in particular parts of the brain. Serotonin, for

examplethe primary target of antidepressant drugs and many dietary aidscomes

exclusively from a small brainstem area called the Raphe nuclei. Norepinephrine,

which is involved in arousal, comes exclusively from a nearby small area called the

locus ceruleus. Histamine, as a neurotransmitter, comes from a tiny part of the

hypothalamus called the tuberomammilary nucleus (histamine also has non-CNS

functions, but the neurotransmitter function is what causes antihistamines to have

sedative effects). Other neurotransmitters such as acetylcholine and dopamine have

multiple sources in the brain, but are not as ubiquitously distributed as glutamate and

GABA.

7.2 Sensory systems

One of the primary functions of a brain is to extract biologically relevant information

from sensory inputs. Even in the human brain, sensory processes go well beyond the

classical five senses of sight, sound, taste, touch, and smell: our brains are provided

with information about temperature, balance, limb position, and the chemical

composition of the bloodstream, among other things. All of these modalities are

detected by specialized sensors that project signals into the brain. In non-humans,

additional senses may be present, such as the infrared heat-sensors in the pit organs of

snakes; or the "standard" senses may be used in nonstandard ways, as in the auditory

"sonar" of bats.

Every sensory system has idiosyncrasies, but here is a list of a few general principles,

using the sense of hearing for examples:
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o Each system begins with specialized "sensory receptor" cells. These are

neurons, but unlike most neurons, they are not controlled by synaptic input

from other neurons: instead they are activated by membrane-bound receptors

that are sensitive to some physical modality, such as light, temperature, or

physical stretching. The axons of sensory receptor cells travel into the spinal

cord or brain. For the sense of hearing, the receptors are located in the inner

ear, on the cochlea, and are activated by vibration.

o For most senses, there is a "primary nucleus" or set of nuclei, located in the

brainstem, that gathers signals from the sensory receptor cells. For the sense of

hearing, these are the cochlear nuclei.

o In many cases, there are secondary subcortical areas that extra special

information of some sort. For the sense of hearing, the superior olivary area

and inferior colliculus are involved in comparing the signals from the two ears

to extract information about the direction of the sound source, among other

functions.

o Each sensory system also has a special part of the thalamus dedicated to it,

which serves as a relay to the cortex. For the sense of hearing, this is the

medial geniculate nucleus.

o For each sensory system, there is a "primary" cortical area that receives direct

input from the thalamic relay area. For the auditory system this is A1, located

in the upper part of the temporal lobe.

o There are also usually a set of "higher level" cortical sensory areas, which

analyze the sensory input in specific ways. For the auditory system, there are

areas that analyze sound quality, rhythm, and temporal patterns of change,

among other features.

o Finally, there are multimodal areas that combine inputs from different sensory

modalities, for example auditory and visual. At this point, the signals have

reached parts of the brain that are best described as integrative rather than

specifically sensory.
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All of these rules have exceptions, for example: (1) For the sense of touch (which is

actually a set of at least half-a-dozen distinct mechanical senses), the sensory inputs

terminate mainly in the spinal cord, on neurons that then project to the brainstem. (2)

For the sense of smell, there is no relay in the thalamus; instead the signals go directly

from the primary brain areathe olfactory bulbto the cortex.

7.3 Motor systems

Motor systems are areas of the brain that are more or less directly involved in

producing body movements, that is, in activating muscles. With the exception of the

muscles that control the eye, all of the "voluntary" muscles in the body are directly

innervated by motor neurons in the spinal cord, which therefore are the "final

common path" for the movement-generating system. Spinal motor neurons are

controlled both by neural circuits intrinsic to the spinal cord, and by inputs that

descend from the brain. The intrinsic spinal circuits implement many reflex responses,

and also contain pattern generators for rhythmic movements such as walking or

swimming. The descending connections from the brain allow for more sophisticated

control.

The brain contains a number of areas that project directly to the spinal cord. At the

lowest level are motor areas in the medulla and pons. At a higher level are areas in the

midbrain, such as the red nucleus, which is responsible for coordinating movements

of the arms and legs. At a higher level yet is the primary motor cortex, a strip of tissue

located at the posterior edge of the frontal lobe. The primary motor cortex sends

projections to the subcortical motor areas, but also sends a massive projection directly

to the spinal cord, via the so-called pyramidal tract. This direct corticospinal

projection allows for precise voluntary control of the fine details of movements.

Other "secondary" motor-related brain areas do not project directly to the spinal cord,

but instead act on the cortical or subcortical primary motor areas. Among the most

important secondary areas are the premotor cortex, basal ganglia, and cerebellum:

o The premotor cortex (which is actually a large complex of areas) adjoins the

primary motor cortex, and projects to it. Whereas elements of the primary
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motor cortex map to specific body areas, elements of the premotor cortex are

often involved in coordinated movements of multiple body parts.

o The basal ganglia are a set of structures in the base of the forebrain that project

to many other motor-related areas. Their function has been difficult to

understand, but the most popular theory currently is that they play a key role

in action selection. Most of the time they restrain actions by sending constant

inhibitory signals to action-generating systems, but in the right circumstances,

they release this inhibition and therefore allow their targets to take control of

behavior.

o The cerebellum is a very distinctive structure attached to the back of the brain. It

does not control or originate behaviors, but instead generates corrective

signals to make movements more precise. People with cerebellar damage are

not paralyzed in any way, but their body movements become erratic and

uncoordinated.

In addition to all of the above, the brain and spinal cord contain extensive circuitry to

control the autonomic nervous system, which works by secreting hormones and by

modulating the "smooth" muscles of the gut. The autonomic nervous system affects

heart rate, digestion, respiration rate, salivation, perspiration, urination, and sexual

arousalbut most of its functions are not under direct voluntary control.

7.4 Arousal systems

Perhaps the most obvious aspect of the behavior of any animal is the daily cycle

between sleeping and waking. Arousal and alertness are also modulated on a finer

time scale, though, by an extensive network of brain areas.

A key component of the arousal system is the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), a tiny

part of the hypothalamus located directly above the point at which the optic nerves

from the two eyes cross. The SCN contains the body's central biological clock.

Neurons there show activity levels that rise and fall with a period of about 24 hours:

these activity fluctuations are driven by rhythmic changes in expression of a set of

"clock genes". The SCN continues to keep time even if it is excised from the brain
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and placed in a dish of warm nutrient solution, but it ordinarily receives input from

the optic nerves that allow daily light-dark cycles to calibrate the clock.

The SCN projects to a set of areas in the hypothalamus, brainstem, and midbrain that

are involved in implementing sleep-wake cycles. An important component of the

system is the so-called reticular formation, a group of neuron-clusters scattered

diffusely through the core of the lower brain. Reticular neurons send signals to the

thalamus, which in turn sends activity-level-controlling signals to every part of the

cortex. Damage to the reticular formation can produce a permanent state of coma.

Sleep involves great changes in brain activity. Until the 1950s it was generally

believed that the brain essentially shuts off during sleep, but this is now known to be

far from true: activity continues, but the pattern becomes very different. In fact, there

are two types of sleep, slow wave sleep (non-dreaming) and REM sleep (dreaming),

each with its own distinct brain activity pattern. During slow wave sleep, activity in

the cortex takes the form of large synchronized waves, where in the waking state it is

noisy and desynchronized. Levels of the neurotransmitters norepinephrine and

serotonin drop during slow wave sleep, and fall almost to zero during REM sleep;

levels of acetylcholine show the reverse pattern.

Topic : Laterality

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the human laterality

 Understand the laterality in other animals

 Understand the lateralization of brain function

 Understand the split-brain

 Understand the dichotic listening

 Understand the hemispheric specialization
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Definition/Overview:

Laterality: Laterality is the preference that most humans show for one side of their body

over the other. Examples include right-handedness or left-footedness. It may also apply to

other animals, or to plants.

Key Points:

1. Human laterality

The significant majority of humans are right-handed. Many are also right-sided in general

(that is, they prefer to use their right eye, right foot and right ear if forced to make a choice

between the two). The reasons for this are not fully understood, but it is thought that because

the left cerebral hemisphere of the brain controls the right side of the body, the right side is

generally stronger; it is suggested that the left cerebral hemisphere is dominant over the right

in most humans because in 90-92% of all humans the left hemisphere is the language

hemisphere.

Human cultures are predominantly right-handed, and so the right-sided trend may be socially

as well as biologically enforced. This is quite apparent from a quick survey of languages. The

English word "left" comes from the Anglo-Saxon word lyft which means "weak" or

"useless". Similarly, the French word for left, gauche, is also used to mean "awkward" or

"tactless". Also, sinistra, the Latin word from which the English word "sinister" was derived,

means "left". Similarly, in many cultures the word for "right" also means "correct". The

English word "right" comes from the Anglo-Saxon word riht which also means "straight" or

"correct." The words "adroit" and "dextrous", both meaning skillful, come from the French

droit and the Latin dexter respectively.

This linguistic and social bias is not restricted to European cultures: for example, Chinese

characters are designed for right-handers to write, and no significant left-handed culture has

ever been found in the world.

When a person is forced to use the hand opposite of the hand that they would naturally use,

this is known as forced laterality, or forced dextrality. A study done by the Department of

Neurology at KeeleUniversity, North Staffordshire Royal Infirmary suggests that forced
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dextrality may be part of the reason that the percentage of left-handed people decreases with

higher age groups.

Ambidexterity is when a person has approximately equal strength in both hands and/or both

sides of the body. True ambidexterity is very rare. Although a small number of people can

write competently with both hands and use both sides of their body well, even these people

usually show preference for one side of their body over the other. However, this preference is

not necessarily consistent for all activities. Some people may for example use their right hand

for writing, and their left hand for playing racket sports and eating.

Also, it is not uncommon that people preferring to use the right hand prefer to use the left leg,

e.g. when using a shovel, kicking a football, or operating control pedals. In many cases, this

may be because they are disposed for left-handedness but have been trained for right-

handedness.

Approximate statistics are below:

o Favoring right hand: 88.2%

o Favoring right foot: 81.0%

o Favoring right eye: 71.1

o Favoring right ear: 59.1%

o Same hand and foot: 84%

o Same ear and eye: 61.8%

Laterality of motor and sensory control has been the subject of a recent intense study and

review. These may be viewed at mimickingman.com (review of papers). It turns out that the

hemisphere of speech is the hemisphere of action in general and that the command

hemisphere is located either in the right or the left hemisphere (never in both). Around eighty

percent of people are left hemispheric for speech and the remainder right hemispheric. Ninety

percent of right handers are left hemispheric for speech but only 50 percent of left handers are

right hemispheric for speech (the remainder are left hemispheric). The reaction time of the

neurally dominant side of the body (the side opposite to the major hemisphere or the

command center, as just defined ) is shorter than that of the opposite side by an interval equal

to the interhemispheric transfer time (IHTT). Thus, one in five persons has a handedness that
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is the opposite for which they are wired (per laterality of command center or brainedness, as

determined by reaction time study mentioned above). I. Derakhshan, MD, Neurologist.

Laterality in animals is also called limb dominance. Most race tracks are run counter-

clockwise, which favors right-side dominant horses, as they take a longer stride with the right

foreleg, which helps them turn to the left. Trainers of left eye dominant horses may put a

blinder on the left eye to encourage the horse to turn the head slightly to the left and to take a

longer step with the right foreleg just as right-side dominant horses do. Parrots tend to favor

one foot when grasping objects (for example fruit when feeding). Some studies indicate that

most parrots are left footed. Polar bears generally kill their prey using their left paw. Some

types of mastodon indicate laterality through the fossil remains having differing tusk lengths.

2. Laterality in other animals

Laterality in animals is also called limb dominance. Most race tracks are run counter-

clockwise, which favors right-side dominant horses, as they take a longer stride with the right

foreleg, which helps them turn to the left. Trainers of left eye dominant horses may put a

blinder on the left eye to encourage the horse to turn the head slightly to the left and to take a

longer step with the right foreleg just as right-side dominant horses do. Parrots tend to favor

one foot when grasping objects (for example fruit when feeding). Some studies indicate that

most parrots are left footed. Polar bears generally kill their prey using their left paw. Some

types of mastodon indicate laterality through the fossil remains having differing tusk lengths.

3. Lateralization of brain function

A longitudinal fissure separates the human brain into two distinct cerebral hemispheres,

connected by the corpus callosum. The sides resemble each other and each hemisphere's

structure is generally mirrored by the other side. Yet despite the strong similarities, the

functions of each cortical hemisphere are different.

Popular psychology tends to make broad and sometimes pseudoscientific generalizations

about certain functions (e.g. logic, creativity) being lateral, that is, located in either the right

or the left side of the brain. Researchers often criticize popular psychology for this, because

the popular lateralizations often are distributed across both hemispheres, althoughmental

processing is divided between them.
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Fundamental to brain process lateralization is the fact that the lateral sulcus generally is

longer in the left hemisphere than in the right hemisphere. The extent of specialized brain

function by area remains under investigation. If a specific region of the brain is either injured

or destroyed, its functions can sometimes be recovered by a neighboring region, even in the

opposite hemisphere, depending upon the area damaged and the patient's age.

While functions are lateralized, the lateralizations are functional trends, and are not

applicable in every case. Short of having undergone a hemispherectomy (removal of a

cerebral hemisphere), no one is a "left-brain only" or "right-brain only" person.

Brain function laterization is evident in the phenomena of right- or left-handedness and of

right or left ear preference, but a person's preferred hand is not a clear indication of the

location of brain function. Although 95% of right-handed people have left-hemisphere

language function, only 18.8% of left-handed people have right-hemisphere language

function. Additionally, 19.8% of the left-handed have bilateral language functions.

4. Split-brain

Split-brain is a lay term to describe the result when the corpus callosum connecting the two

hemispheres of the brain is severed to some degree. The surgical operation to produce this

condition is called corpus callosotomy. It is performed rarely, usually as a last resort in

otherwise intractable epilepsy: to mitigate the risk of accidental physical injury by reducing

the severity and violence of epileptic seizures.

A patient with a split brain, when shown an image in his or her left visual field (that is, the

left half of what both eyes see), will be unable to name what he or she has seen. This is

because the speech-control center is in the left side of the brain in most people, and the image

from the left visual field is sent only to the right side of the brain. (Those with the speech

control center in the right side will experience similar symptoms when an image is presented

in the right visual field.) Since communication between the two sides of the brain is inhibited,

the patient cannot name what the right side of the brain is seeing. The person can, however,

pick up and show recognition of an object (one within the left overall visual field) with their

right hand, since that hand is controlled by the left side of the brain.
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Some of the earliest split-brain research was carried out by Roger Wolcott Sperry, and

continued when he was joined by Michael Gazzaniga. Results from this research have led to

important theories on the lateralization of brain function.

Split-brain patients may sometimes confabulate a rational account of their behavior, if the

true motivations cannot be reported since they may depend on processing in the linguistically

inaccessible right side of the brain. There are some theories that the different hemispheres

may have different "personalities" and contradictory goals. In the stage production, book and

film of Thursday's Fictions by Richard James Allen, the brain of a character named "Friday"

splits when he cannot face the consequences of his actions. A debate between the two halves

of his brain ensues, one half seeking to remember, the other half to forget.

5. Dichotic listening

In cognitive psychology, dichotic listening is a procedure commonly used to investigate

selective attention in the auditory system. In dichotic listening, two different auditory stimuli

(usually speech) are presented to the participant simultaneously, one to each ear, normally

using a set of headphones. Participants are asked to attend to one or (in a divided-attention

experiment) both of the messages. They may later be asked about the content of either

message.

In a selective attention experiment, the participant may be asked to repeat aloud the content

of the attended message, a task known as shadowing. As Cherry (1953) found, people recall

even the shadowed message poorly, suggesting that most of the processing necessary to

shadow the attended message occurs in working memory and is not preserved in the long-

term store. Performance on the unattended message is, of course, much worse. Participants

are generally able to report almost nothing about the content of the unattended message. In

fact, a change from English to German in the unattended channel usually goes unnoticed.

However, participants are able to report that the unattended message is speech rather than

non-verbal content.

Tim Rand demonstrated dichotic perception in the late 1960s and early 1970s at Haskins

Laboratories. This demonstration was originally known as "the Randeffect" but was

subsequently renamed as "dichotic release from masking" and then "dichotic perception" or

"dichotic listening." Another example of a dichotic listening experiment is Jim Cutting's
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(1976) demonstration at Haskins Laboratories that listeners could correctly identify syllables

when different components of the syllable were presented to different ears. The formants of

vowel sounds and their relation are crucial in differentiating vowel sounds. Yet even though

listeners heard two separate signals (no ear received a 'complete' vowel sound), they could

identify the syllable sounds.

6. Hemispheric Specialization

The two hemispheres of the cerebral cortex are linked by the corpus callosum, through which

they communicate and coordinate. Nevertheless, they appear to have some separate functions.

The right hemisphere of the cortex excels at nonverbal and spatial tasks, whereas the left

hemisphere is usually more dominant in verbal tasks such as speaking and writing. The right

hemisphere controls the left side of the body, and the left hemisphere controls the right side.

The left hemisphere is in charge of language functions and logical thought. Speech, song, and

writing are all examples of left hemisphere functions. That means that there are cerebral areas

in the left hemisphere that control speech. For example, Broca's area in the left temporal lobe

is responsible for the motor control of speech. Similarly, there are areas that control singing

and writing. Mel Tillis, the country singer who stutters, is a good example of a person who

probably has a problem with the motor control of speech, but no problem with the motor

control of song. That tells us that speech and song are controlled by different areas.

The right hemisphere is controlled by the left hemisphere, and the right is responsible for

such things as the perception of rhythm, spatial-relation skills, and abstract or intuitive

thought. The right hemisphere is less controlled by logic than the left is. A great deal of

research has been conducted in the last 15 years on functional asymmetry or laterality. So

much has been done, in fact, that the notion of left-brained versus right brained has passed

into popular culture. You should probably beware of some of the accounts of laterality in the

popular press, because this issue is more complex than those accounts may indicate.

There are some people who show the opposite pattern to that described above. Those people

have their language functions on the right hemisphere and their left hemisphere is in charge

of rhythm, spatial relation skills, and abstract or intuitive thought. Handedness only

corresponds slightly to this reversed pattern. Among right handers, only 1% show the

reversed pattern, whereas among left handers, 10% show the reversed pattern. While unusual,
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there are no abnormalities associated with individuals who show the reversed pattern. An

interesting correlate of the reversed pattern of laterality is how people hold pencils or pens.

Both right and left handers who hold their pens in the "hooked" manner, that is, with their

hands at nearly a right angle with their forearms so that their fingers point at them when they

write, are very likely to have the reversed pattern. Again, those individuals are normal

otherwise. They should be aware of their possible reversal, should they, for example, ever

become candidates for brain surgery.

The diagnostic test for such individuals is called the Wada test. The Wada test consists of

injections of sodium pentothal (a barbiturate, a.k.a. "truth serum") to the blood supply of each

hemisphere. Suppose we suspect that someone has the reversed pattern. Then, we might

inject them in the back of the neck on their left side, and ask them to read some text. If they

continue to read, then we would repeat the procedure on their right side. They should be

unable to read the text as the drug takes effect, and our diagnosis of reversed laterality would

be confirmed.

One of the most fascinating stories in physiological research is that of the "split-brain." This

line of research conducted by Myers, Sperry, and Gazzaniga, demonstrated the functional

organization of the brain. It also won Roger Sperry a Nobel Prize. Epileptic men volunteered

to be subjects. Their epilepsy was severe, and surgical severing of their corpus callosums was

done in an attempt to limit the extent of their epileptic seizures. After their recoveries, the

men were normal except for the following characteristics. All wrote only with their right

hands, and drew only with their left hands. When blindfolded, all could name an object in

their right hands, but could not name the same objects in their left hands. All could identify

objects in their right visual fields (see text Figure 3-13), but could not identify objects in their

left visual fields. Care had to be taken to flash the objects for a fraction of a second, so they

could not move their eyes.

Notice how you can explain the data from what you already know about physiology. All of

the subjects had normal laterality, meaning their left hemispheres were their language

hemispheres. So, when communication was cut, then writing, a language function, could only

be accomplished with their right hands. Remember, the left side of the brain controls the right

side of the body. Similarly, the right hemisphere is the one that controls drawing. These

subjects could only draw with their left hands (regardless of whether they were right- or left-

handed). Why? The answer, once again, is that the right side of the brain, which controls
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spatial relations, is connected to the left hand. In a normal, right-handed individual, the right

side of the brain sends the drawing instructions to the left side of the brain, which, in turn,

sends those instructions to the right hand. Finally each eye by itself can stimulate both halves

of the brain. However, when care is taken to stimulate the right visual field for an instant,

while the subject is staring at a fixation point,that information goes to the left side of the brain

only. So, these subjects could report visual information (words, pictures) that was flashed in

the right visual field.

Agenesis is a rare condition in which a person is born without a corpus callosum. Do those

people show the effects seen in the epileptics above? The answer is no. Apparently the brain,

during development, makes other pathways for information transfer from left to right and

vice-versa. Again, this condition provides evidence for the early plasticity of the brain.

The developing brain is plastic or changeable. So, brain damage at an early age, say 2 years

or under, has much less effect on behavior than does brain damage at a later age. The reason

is that much of the brain's development takes place in early childhood. So, early brain

damage may be compensated for by other parts of the brain taking over the functions of the

damaged part. However, in adulthood, the brain is set, and such takeovers are extremely rare.

The rule of thumb is, the younger one is, the less effect will be seen from a given amount of

brain damage.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Sensorimotor System

Sensation And Perception: Vision

Memory

Topic : The Sensorimotor System

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the proprioception predominates

 Understand the sensory integration at the spinal cord level

 Understand the proprioceptive coding to higher cns centers
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 Understand the conscious perception of proprioception

 Understand the levels of motor control

 Understand the spinal cord level

 Understand the brain stem

 Understand the Understand the cerebral cortex

 Understand the associate areas

Definition/Overview:

Sensorimotor system: The sensorimotor system, a subcomponent of the comprehensive

motor control system of the body, is extremely complex. The term sensorimotor system was

adopted by the participants of the 1997 Foundation of Sports Medicine Education and

Research workshop to describe the sensory, motor, and central integration and processing

components involved in maintaining joint homeostasis during bodily movements (functional

joint stability). The components giving rise to functional joint stability must be flexible and

adaptable because the required levels vary among both persons and tasks. The process of

maintaining functional joint stability is accomplished through a complementary relationship

between static and dynamic components. Ligaments, joint capsule, cartilage, friction, and the

bony geometry within the articulation comprise the static (passive)

components.10,11Dynamic contributions arise from feedforward and feedback neuromotor

control over the skeletal muscles crossing the joint. Underlying the effectiveness of the

dynamic restraints are the biomechanical and physical characteristics of the joint. These

characteristics include range of motion and muscle strength and endurance.

Key Points:

1. Proprioception predominates

Proprioception predominates as the most misused term within the sensorimotor system. It has

been incorrectly used synonymously and interchangeably with kinesthesia, joint position

sense, somatosensation, balance, and reflexive joint stability. In Sherrington's13 original

description of the proprioceptive system, proprioception was used to reference the afferent

information arising from proprioceptors located in the proprioceptive field. The

proprioceptive field was specifically defined as that area of the body screened from the

environment by the surface cells, which contained receptors specially adapted for the changes
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occurring inside the organism independent of the interoceptive field (alimentary canal and

viscera organs).13 In several of his writings, Sherrington13,14 declared proprioception as

being used for the regulation of total posture (postural equilibrium) and segmental posture

(joint stability), as well as initiating several conscious peripheral sensations (muscle senses).

Although he considered vestibular information to be proprioceptive with respect to the head,

Sherrington13 clearly delineated the functions of labyrinth from those receptors in the

periphery. According to Matthews,15Sherrington described 4 submodalities of muscle sense

in Schafer's Textbook of Physiology: (1) posture, (2) passive movement, (3) active

movement, and (4) resistance to movement. These submodality sensations correspond to the

contemporary terms joint position sense (posture of segment), kinesthesia (active and

passive), and the sense of resistance or heaviness. Thus, proprioception correctly describes

afferent information arising from internal peripheral areas of the body that contribute to

postural control, joint stability, and several conscious sensations.

2. Sensory Integration at the Spinal Cord Level

Integration of sensory input received from all parts of the body is largely considered to begin

at the level of the spinal cord. Integration describes the summation, gating, and modulation

mechanisms that occur as a result of various combinations of excitatory and inhibitory

synapses with the afferent neurons.7 Thesesynapses may originate from several sources, such

as other afferent fibers or neurons conveying descending signals from higher CNS structures.

Afferent integration is an essential component of coordinated, fluid motor control and occurs

along all levels of the CNS. This section offers only a brief overview of afferent integration at

the spinal level, as a detailed review has previously been published.42

In contrast to the few tactile neurons that travel directly to the cortex without

synapsing,43many of the axons conveying proprioceptive information bifurcate once they

enter the dorsal horn of the spinal cord to synapse with interneurons. The essence of afferent

integration at the spinal cord level lies with the interneurons and the neurons connecting with

higher CNS levels. Control over these neurons via descending commands from the brain stem

and cortex provides these centers with the ability to filter the sensory input that will be

conveyed via the ascending tracts.7 In other words, the supraspinal CNS regions modulate

the sensory information from the periphery that enters the ascending tracts.
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An additional hypothesis, the final common input hypothesis proposed by Johannson et

al,24presents an additional and supplemental integrative mechanism. This hypothesis resides

on the strong influence that the muscle, skin, and joint afferents and descending pathways

have over gamma neuron activation.24 Asmentioned previously, the peripheral regions of

intrafusal muscle fibers contain contractile elements innervated by γ MNs, with the level of

activation directly controlling muscle spindle sensitivity. Any of the signals barraging the γ-

MN pools alter their level of activation, and, therefore, influence the input arising from the

muscle spindles. Thus, the afferent signals from muscle spindles are hypothesized to be a

function of muscle length changes superimposed on the integrated peripheral receptor and

descending pathway information. In this manner, the γ-MN system may be considered a

premotor neuronal integrative system that conducts polymodal feedback to the CNS.24

3. Proprioceptive Coding to Higher CNS Centers

Two theories describe the methods by which specific proprioceptive messages from the

various receptors are conveyed to the CNS. The first theory, the labeled line theory, is based

on the presumption that each unique stimulus triggers a certain receptor connected to a

specific nerve fiber that terminates at a specific point or multiple points within the CNS.2

Critics of this theory suggest that it neglects the fact that most receptors and neurons appear

to be sensitive to different types of stimuli and not only to a specific stimulus. The second

theory, ensemble coding, suggests that proprioceptive information is transferred to the CNS

through an encoding across a neural population of receptors rather than discrete units from

the individual receptors.41 Originally proposed by Erickson,31this theory proposes that

receptors possess unique, but overlapping, ranges of sensitivity. Application of this theory to

the sensorimotor system has been largely a result of the work by Johansson et

al.11,24Clinically, this theory may help explain the improved conscious proprioceptive

acuity4446 and reduction in subjective instability complaints associated with elastic wraps

and neoprene bracing

.

4. Conscious Perception of Proprioception

Sherrington's early 1900s view attributing the sense of kinesthesia and joint position sense

(muscular sense) to muscle receptors was accepted for most of the century,15 with a brief
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hiatus existing for a short time period (19501970) when several authors15,47 considered joint

receptors to be the primary source. The change of belief was initiated by the results of several

studies considering occulomotor system problems and the overall lack of evidence supporting

direct group I afferent projections to the sensorimotor cortex.15 The premise shifted back to

muscle receptors after the demonstration of joint receptors' response voids through the

midranges of motion48,49 and reports of movement illusions caused by tendon vibration.50

Our survey of the available literature on this topic up to present times reveals a plethora of

conflicting evidence supporting each tissue's receptors (joint, muscle, and cutaneous) as the

predominant source. Even more uncertain is supposition on the contribution individual

morphologic receptors make within each tissue (joint, muscle, and cutaneous) during

functional, full-range joint movements. Rather than attempting to review all the original work

conducted in this area, which by itself would become a lengthy paper, we will highlight some

of the major findings and discuss the implications of the continued controversy with respect

to conscious appreciation of joint position sense (JPS) and kinesthesia.

According to Piaget, this stage marks the development of essential spatial abilities and

understanding of the world in six sub-stages:

5. Levels of Motor Control

The motor components of the sensorimotor system contributing dynamic joint stability are

synonymous with areas controlling whole-body motor control. These components consist of a

central axis and 2 associate areas. The central axis corresponds to the 3 levels of motor

control, spinal cord, brain stem, and cerebral cortex, 43 whereas the 2 associate areas,

cerebellum and basal ganglia, are responsible for modulating and regulating the motor

commands.5 Sensory information underlies the planning of all motor output and, as described

in previous sections, is conveyed to all 3 levels of motor control. Activation of motor neurons

may occur in direct response to peripheral sensory input (reflexes) or from descending

commands initiated in the brain stem or cerebral cortex, or both.5 Independent of the

initiating source, skeletal muscle activation occurs through signal convergence onto the motor

neurons located in the spinal ventral horns.5,36 This concept is what Sherrington labeled the

final common path.13,14 Both types of motor neurons, alpha motor neurons (α MNs)

controlling extrafusal muscle fibers (skeletal) and γ MNs controlling intrafusal muscle fibers

(muscle spindles), exit the spinal ventral horns.
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The central axis areas are organized in both a hierarchic and parallel manner.5,72 The

hierarchic organization allows the lower motor areas to automatically control the details of

common motor activities, while the higher centers can devote resources to controlling the

more precise and dexterous motor activities.73 In addition, as mentioned earlier, higher levels

can regulate the afferent information reaching them through inhibitory and facilitatory control

over sensory relay nuclei.5 Through the parallel arrangement, each motor control center can

directly issue independent contributory descending motor commands directly on the motor

neurons.5,72

5.1 Spinal Cord Level

It should be apparent from our earlier discussion that the spinal cord plays an integral role in

motor control, despite the gross anatomy suggesting it may only be a medley of conduction

pathways. From the spinal cord arise direct motor responses to peripheral sensory

information (reflexes) and elementary patterns of motor coordination (rhythmic and central

pattern generators). As discussed earlier, very little afferent input and few descending

commands synapse directly on motor neurons. Instead, most input terminates upon the

interneurons located throughout all areas of cord gray matter. Even in the case of a simple

monosynaptic reflex, such as the stretch reflex, birfurcations from the incoming afferent fiber

arise.7 These bifurcations may convey the afferent information to a number of locations,

including interneurons, higher motor centers, and other motor neurons (antagonistic). The

bifurcations and interneuronal networks provide the basis for the spinal cord's efferent

integrative functions.

Reflexes may be elicited from the stimulation of cutaneous, muscle, and joint

mechanoreceptors and may involve excitation of α MNs, γ MNs, or both. For many

clinicians, the stretch reflex in response to rapid muscle lengthening provides the most

familiar example. These reflexes, as well as the other reflexes attributed to the spinal cord

neuronal circuitry, are more complex than simple direct input-output connections.

Superimposed on even the simplest monosynaptic reflexes are influences from such sources

as other afferent input, descending commands, or both.
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5.2 Brain Stem

Despite being the most primitive part of the brain from a phylogenetic perspective,43 the

brain stem contains major circuits that control postural equilibrium and many of the

automatic and stereotyped movements of the body.5,36,43 In addition to being under direct

cortical command and providing an indirect relay station from the cortex to the spinal cord,

areas of the brain stem directly regulate and modulate motor activities based on the

integration of sensory information from visual, vestibular, and somatosensory sources.5

Two main descending pathways, the medial and lateral pathways, extend from the brain stem

to the spinal cord neural networks.5,36 The medial pathways influence the motor neurons

innervating the axial and proximal muscles, while the lateral pathway controls the distal

muscles of the extremities. In addition to controlling postural control, some axons comprising

the medial pathways make excitatory and inhibitory (including suppression of spinal reflexes)

synapses with the interneurons and motor neurons involved with movement and postural

control. Through influences on the γ MNs, parts of both the medial and lateral tracts assist in

maintaining and modulating muscle tone.

5.3 Cerebral Cortex

In general, the motor cortex is responsible for initiating and controlling more complex and

discrete voluntary movements. It is divided into 3 specialized and somatotopically organized

areas, each of which project directly and indirectly (via the brain stem) onto interneurons and

motor neurons located in the spinal cord.74 The first area, the primary motor cortex, receives

peripheral afferent information via several pathways and is responsible for encoding the

muscles to be activated, the force the recruited muscles produce, and the direction of the

movement.43,72 The second area, the premotor area, also receives considerable sensory

input72; however, it is mainly involved with the organization and preparation of motor

commands. The supplemental motor area, the third specialized area of the motor cortex, also

plays an important role in programming complex sequences of movement that involve groups

of muscles.72,74

The major direct descending pathway from the motor cortex to the α MNs and γ MNs is the

corticospinal tract. In addition to influencing motor functions directly, the corticospinal tract

also affects motor activity indirectly through the descending brain stem pathways.
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5.4 Associate Areas

Although the 2 associate areas, the cerebellum and basal ganglia, cannot independently

initiate motor activity, they are essential for the execution of coordinated motor control. The

cerebellum, operating entirely at a subconscious level, plays a major role in both the planning

and modification of motor activities though comparison of the intended movement with the

outcome movement.75,76 This is accomplished through the continuous inflow of information

from the motor control areas and the central and peripheral sensory areas. The cerebellum is

divided into 3 functional divisions. The first division receives vestibular input, both directly

and indirectly from the vestibular labyrinth (semicircular and otolith receptors) and, as might

be surmised based on the input, is involved with postural equilibrium. The second cerebellar

division is mainly responsible for the planning and initiation of movements, especially those

requiring precise and rapid dexterous limb movements.75 Thisdivision receives input from

both the sensory and motor cortices. It is the third division, the spinocerebellum, which

receives the somatosensory information conveyed through the 4 ascending spinocerebellar

tracts. In addition to the somatosensory input, this division of the cerebellum also receives

input from the vestibular labyrinth and visual and auditory organs. The output from the

spinocerebellum serves to adjust ongoing movements through influential connections on the

medial and lateral descending tracts in the brain stem and cortex via projections on the

vestibular nucleus, reticular formation, red nucleus, and motor cortex.75 In addition to

controlling movements, the spinocerebellum also uses the somatosensory input for feedback

regulation of muscle tone through regulation of static γ-MN drive to the muscle spindles.75

Lastly, the cerebellum also receives an efferent copy of the motor commands arriving at the

ventral roots of the spinal cord.76 The cerebellum has also been implicated in motor

learning.7,75

The basal ganglia consist of 5 subcortical nuclei (groups of nerve cells) located deep within

the cerebral hemispheres. In contrast to the cerebellum, which has input and output

connections with all 3 levels of motor control, the cerebral cortex is the only central axis

component having input and output connections (via the thalamus) with the basal

ganglia.43,77 With respect to motor control, the basal ganglia are believed to be involved

with more higher-order, cognitive aspects of motor control.77 An additional distinction from

the cerebellum is that the basal ganglia receive input from the entire cerebral cortex, not just

those associated with sensory and motor function.77 The widespread input and output
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cortical connections suggest that they are involved with many functions other than motor

control.

Topic : Sensation And Perception: Vision

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the overview

 Understand the sensory system

 Understand the vision

 Understand the visual system

 Understand the fibers to thalamus

 Understand the retina

 Understand the ventral stream

 Understand the dorsal stream

 Understand the dyslexia

 Understand the blindsight

Definition/Overview:

Sensation: In psychology, sensation is the first stage in the biochemical and neurologic

events that begins with the impinging of a stimulus upon the receptor cells of a sensory

organ, which then leads to perception, the mental state that is reflected in statements like "I

see a uniformly blue wall." In other words, sensations are the first stages in the functioning of

senses.

Perception: In psychology and the cognitive sciences, perception is the process of attaining

awareness or understanding of sensory information. It is a task far more complex than was

imagined in the 1950s and 1960s, when it was predicted that building perceiving machines

would take about a decade, a goal which is still very far from realizable. The word perception

comes from the weird Latins word perception, percepio, , meaning "receiving, collecting,

action of taking possession, apprehension with the mind or senses."
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Key Points:

1. Overview

In the case of visual perception, some people can actually see the percept shift in their mind's

eye. Others who are not picture thinkers, may not necessarily perceive the 'shape-shifting' as

their world changes. The 'esemplastic' nature has been shown by experiment: an ambiguous

image has multiple interpretations on the perceptual level.

Just as one object can give rise to multiple percepts, so an object may fail to give rise to any

percept at all: if the percept has no grounding in a person's experience, the person may

literally not perceive it.

Perception alters what humans see, into a diluted version of reality, which ultimately corrupts

the way humans perceive the truth. When people view something with a preconceived idea

about it, they tend to take those preconceived ideas and see them whether or not they are

there. This problem stems from the fact that humans are unable to understand new

information, without the inherent bias of their previous knowledge. The extent of a persons

knowledge creates their reality as much as the truth, because the human mind can only

contemplate that which it has been exposed to. When objects are viewed without

understanding, the mind will try to reach for something that it already recognizes, in order to

process what it is viewing. That which most closely relates to the unfamiliar from our past

experiences, makes up what we see when we look at things that we dont comprehend.

This confusing ambiguity of perception is exploited in human technologies such as

camouflage, and also in biological mimicry, for example by Peacock butterflies, whose wings

bear eye markings that birds respond to as though they were the eyes of a dangerous predator.

Perceptual ambiguity is not restricted to vision. For example, recent touch perception

research (Robles-De-La-Torre & Hayward 2001) found that kinesthesia-based haptic

perception strongly relies on the forces experienced during touch. This makes it possible to

produce illusory touch percepts.

Cognitive theories of perception assume there is a poverty of stimulus. This (with reference

to perception) is the claim that sensations are, by themselves, unable to provide a unique

description of the world. Sensations require 'enriching', which is the role of the mental model.
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A different type of theory is the perceptual ecology approach of James J. Gibson. Gibson

rejected the assumption of a poverty of stimulus by rejecting the notion that perception is

based in sensations. Instead, he investigated what information is actually presented to the

perceptual systems. He (and the psychologists who work within this paradigm) detailed how

the world could be specified to a mobile, exploring organism via the lawful projection of

information about the world into energy arrays. Specification is a 1:1 mapping of some aspect

of the world into a perceptual array; given such a mapping, no enrichment is required and

perception is direct.

The ecological understanding of perception advanced from Gibson's early work is perception-

in-action, the notion that perception is a requisite property of animate action, without

perception action would not be guided and without action perception would be pointless.

Animate actions require perceiving and moving together. In a sense, "perception and

movement are two sides of the same coin, the coin is action." A mathematical theory of

perception-in-action has been devised and investigated in many forms of controlled

movement by many different species of organism, General Tau Theory. According to this

theory, tau information, or time-to-goal information is the fundamental 'percept' in

perception.-

2. Sensory system

A sensory system is a part of the nervous system responsible for processing sensory

information. A sensory system consists of sensory receptors, neural pathways, and parts of

the brain involved in sensory perception. Commonly recognized sensory systems are those

for vision, hearing, somatic sensation (touch), taste and olfaction (smell).

The receptive field is the specific part of the world to which a receptor organ and receptor

cells respond. For instance, the part of the world an eye can see, is its receptive field; the light

that each rod or cone can see, is its receptive field. Receptive fields have been identified for

the visual system, auditory system and somatosensory system, so far.

2.1 Stimulus

Sensory systems code for four aspects of a stimulus; type (modality), intensity,

location, and duration. Certain receptors are sensitive to certain types of stimuli (for
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example, different mechanoreceptors respond best to different kinds of touch stimuli,

like sharp or blunt objects). Receptors send impulses in certain patterns to send

information about the intensity of a stimulus (for example, how loud a sound is). The

location of the receptor that is stimulated gives the brain information about the

location of the stimulus (for example, stimulating a mechanoreceptor in a finger will

send information to the brain about that finger). The duration of the stimulus (how

long it lasts) is conveyed by firing patterns of receptors.

2.2 Modality

A stimulus modality (sensory modality) is a type of physical phenomenon that can be

sensed. Examples are temperature, taste, sound, and pressure. The type of sensory

receptor activated by a stimulus plays the primary role in coding the stimulus

modality.

In the memory-prediction framework, Jeff Hawkins mentions a correspondence

between the six layers of the cerebral cortex and the six layers of the optic tract of the

visual system. The primary visual cortex has areas labelled V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, MT,

IT, etc. Thus Area V1 mentioned below, is meant to signify only one class of cells in

the brain, for which there can be many other cells which are also engaged in vision.

Hawkins lays out a scheme for the analogous modalities of the sensory system. Note

that there can be many types of senses, some not mentioned here. In particular, for

humans, there will be cells which can be labelled as belonging to V1, V2 A1, A2, etc.:

2.2.1 V1 (vision)

Visual Area 1, or V1, is used for vision, via the visual system to the primary

visual cortex. See the illustration above.

2.2.2 A1 (auditory - hearing)

Auditory Area 1, or A1, is for hearing, via the auditory system, the primary

auditory cortex.

2.2.3 S1 (somatosensory - touch)

Somatosensory Area 1, or S1, is for touch and proprioception in the

somatosensory system. The somatosensory system feeds the Brodmann Areas

3, 1 and 2 of the primary somatosensory cortex. But there are also pathways

for proprioception (via the cerebellum), and motor control (via Brodmann area

4).
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2.2.4 G1 (gustatory - taste)

Gustatory Area 1, or G1, is used for taste.

2.2.5 O1 (olfactory - smell)

Olfactory Area 1, or O1, is used for smell. In contrast to vision and hearing,

the olfactory bulbs are not cross-hemispheric; the right bulb connects to the

right hemisphere and the left bulb connects to the left hemisphere.

3. Vision

Vision most often refers to visual perception, but may refer to vision (spirituality) (i.e.,

inspirational experiences or perceptions believed to come from a deity or other supernatural

source) or hallucinations. In business, a vision refers to the superordinate objective or goal of

an organization or enterprise. The development and communication of a vision statement is a

key aspect of adopting a systematic approach to strategic management.

4. Visual System

The visual system is the part of the nervous system which allows organisms to see. It

interprets the information from visible light to build a representation of the world surrounding

the body. The visual system has the complex task of (re)constructing a three dimensional

world from a two dimensional projection of that world. The psychological manifestation of

visual information is known as visual perception

4.1 Biology of the visual system

4.1.1 Eye

The eye is a complex biological device. The functioning of a camera is often

compared with the workings of the eye, mostly since both focus light from

external objects in the visual field onto a light-sensitive medium. In the case of

the camera, this medium is film or an electronic sensor; in the case of the eye,

it is an array of visual receptors. With this simple geometrical similarity, based

on the laws of optics, the eye functions as a transducer, as does a CCD camera.

Light entering the eye is refracted as it passes through the cornea. It then

passes through the pupil (controlled by the iris) and is further refracted by the
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lens. The cornea and lens act together as a compound lens to project an

inverted image onto the retina.

4.1.2 Retina

The retina consists of a large number of photoreceptor cells which contain a

particular protein molecule called an opsin. In humans, two types of opsins are

involved in vision: rod opsins and cone opsins. (A third type, melanopsin in

some of the retinal ganglion cells, part of the body clock mechanism, is

probably not involved in vision.) An opsin absorbs a photon (a particle of

light) and transmits a signal to the cell through a signal transduction pathway,

resulting in hyperpolarization of the photoreceptor. (For more information, see

Photoreceptor cell).

Rods and cones differ in function. Rods are found primarily in the periphery of

the retina and are used to see at low levels of light. Cones are found primarily

in the center (or fovea) of the retina. There are three types of cones that differ

in the wavelengths of light they absorb; they are usually called short or blue,

middle or green, and long or red. Cones are used primarily to distinguish color

and other features of the visual world at normal levels of light.

In the retina, the photoreceptors synapse directly onto bipolar cells, which in

turn synapse onto ganglion cells of the outermost layer, which will then

conduct action potentials to the brain. A significant amount of visual

processing arises from the patterns of communication between neurons in the

retina. About 130 million photoreceptors absorb light, yet roughly 1.2 million

axons of ganglion cells transmit information from the retina to the brain. The

processing in the retina includes the formation of center-surround receptive

fields of bipolar and ganglion cells in the retina, as well as convergence and

divergence from photoreceptor to bipolar cell. In addition, other neurons in the

retina, particularly horizontal and amacrine cells, transmit information

laterally (from a neuron in one layer to an adjacent neuron in the same layer),

resulting in more complex receptive fields that can be either indifferent to

color and sensitive to motion or sensitive to color and indifferent to motion.
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The final result of all this processing is five different populations of ganglion

cells that send visual (image-forming and non-image-forming) information to

the brain:

o M cells, with large center-surround receptive fields that are sensitive to

depth, indifferent to color, and rapidly adapt to a stimulus;

o P cells, with smaller center-surround receptive fields that are sensitive to

color and shape;

o K cells, with very large center-only receptive fields that are sensitive to

color and indifferent to shape or depth;

o another population that is intrinsically photosensitive; and

o a final population that is used for eye movements.

A 2006 University of Pennsylvania study calculated the approximate

bandwidth of human retinas to be about 8960 kilobits per second, whereas

guinea pig retinas transfer at about 875 kilobits.

In 2007 Zaidi and co-researchers on both sides of the Atlanticstudying patients

without rods and cones, discovered that the novel photoreceptive ganglion cell

in humans also has a role in conscious and unconscious visual perception. The

peak spectral sensitivity was 481nm. This shows that there are two pathways

for sight in the retina - one based on classic photoreceptors (rods and cones)

and the other, newly discovered, based on photoreceptive ganglion cells which

act as rudimentary visual brightness detectors.

4.1.3 Photochemistry

In the visual system, retinal, technically called retinene1 or "retinaldehyde", is

a light-sensitive retinene molecule found in the rods and cones of the retina.

Retinal is the fundamental structure involved in the transduction of light into

visual signals, i.e. nerve impulses in the ocular system of the central nervous
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system. In the presence of light, the retinal molecule changes configuration

and as a result a nerve impulse is generated.

5. Fibers to thalamus

5.1 Optic nerve

Information flow from the eyes (top), crossing at the optic chiasma, joining left and

right eye information in the optic tract, and layering left and right visual stimuli in the

lateral geniculate nucleus. V1 in red at bottom of image.(1543 image from Andreas

Vesalius' Fabrica)

Information flow from the eyes (top), crossing at the optic chiasma, joining left and

right eye information in the optic tract, and layering left and right visual stimuli in the

lateral geniculate nucleus. V1 in red at bottom of image.(1543 image from Andreas

Vesalius' Fabrica) The information about the image via the eye is transmitted to the

brain along the optic nerve. Different populations of ganglion cells in the retina send

information to the brain through the optic nerve. About 90% of the axons in the optic

nerve go to the lateral geniculate nucleus in the thalamus. These axons originate from

the M, P, and K ganglion cells in the retina, see above. This parallel processing is

important for reconstructing the visual world; each type of information will go

through a different route to perception. Another population sends information to the

superior colliculus in the midbrain, which assists in controlling eye movements

(saccades).

A final population of photosensitive ganglion cells, containing melanopsin, sends

information via the retinohypothalamic tract (RHT) to the pretectum (pupillary

reflex), to several structures involved in the control of circadian rhythms and sleep

such as the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN, the biological clock), and to the

ventrolateral preoptic nucleus (VLPO, a region involved in sleep regulation). A

recently discovered role for photoreceptive ganglion cells is that they mediate

conscious and unconscious vision - acting as rudimentary visual brightness detectors

shown in rodless coneless eyes.
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5.2 Optic chiasm

The optic nerves from both eyes meet and cross at the optic chiasm, at the base of the

hypothalamus of the brain. At this point the information coming from both eyes is

combined and then splits according to the visual field. The corresponding halves of

the field of view (right and left) are sent to the left and right halves of the brain,

respectively, to be processed. That is, the right side of primary visual cortex deals

with the left half of the field of view from both eyes, and similarly for the left brain. A

small region in the center of the field of view is processed redundantly by both halves

of the brain.

5.3 Optic tract

Information from the right visual field (now on the left side of the brain) travels in the

left optic tract. Information from the left visual field travels in the right optic tract.

Each optic tract terminates in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in the thalamus.

5.4 Lateral geniculate nucleus

The lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is a sensory relay nucleus in the thalamus of the

brain. The LGN consists of six layers in humans and other primates starting from

catarhinians, including cercopithecidae and apes. Layers 1, 4, and 6 correspond to

information from the contralateral (crossed) fibers of the nasal visual field; layers 2, 3,

and 5 correspond to information from the ipsilateral (uncrossed) fibers of the temporal

visual field. Layer one (1) contains M cells, which correspond to the M

(magnocellular) cells of the optic nerve of the opposite eye, and are concerned with

depth or motion. Layers four and six (4 & 6) of the LGN also connect to the opposite

eye, but to the P cells (color and edges) of the optic nerve. By contrast, layers two,

three and five (2, 3, & 5) of the LGN connect to the M cells and P (parvocellular)

cells of the optic nerve for the same side of the brain as its respective LGN. The six

layers of the LGN are the area of a credit card, but about three times the thickness of a

credit card, rolled up into two ellipsoids about the size and shape of two small birds

eggs. In between the six layers are smaller cells that receive information from the K

cells (color) in the retina. The neurons of the LGN then relay the visual image to the
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primary visual cortex (V1) which is located at the back of the brain (caudal end) in the

occipital lobe in and close to the calcarine sulcus.

5.5 Optic radiation

The optic radiations carries information from the thalamic lateral geniculate nucleus

to layer 4 of the visual cortex. The P layer neurons of the LGN relay to V1 layer 4C β.

The M layer neurons relay to V1 layer 4C α. The K layer neurons in the LGN relay to

large neurons called blobs in layers 2 and 3 of V1. There is a direct correspondence

from an angular position in the field of view of the eye, all the way through the optic

tract to a nerve position in V1. At this juncture in V1, the image path ceases to be

straightforward; there is more cross-connection within the visual cortex.

5.6 Visual cortex

The visual cortex is the most massive system in the human brain and is responsible

for higher-level processing of the visual image. It lies at the rear of the brain

(highlighted in the image), above the cerebellum. The interconnections between layers

of the cortex, the thalamus, the cerebellum, the hippocampus and the remainder of the

areas of the brain are under active investigation. Currently, much of what is known

stems from patients with damage to known areas of the brain, with a corresponding

study of the cognitive functions which have been spared. See visual modularity for a

discussion of the modular thesis of visual perception.

6. Retina

The retina consists of a large number of photoreceptor cells which contain a particular protein

molecule called an opsin. In humans, two types of opsins are involved in vision: rod opsins

and cone opsins. (A third type, melanopsin in some of the retinal ganglion cells, part of the

body clock mechanism, is probably not involved in vision.) An opsin absorbs a photon (a

particle of light) and transmits a signal to the cell through a signal transduction pathway,

resulting in hyperpolarization of the photoreceptor. (For more information, see Photoreceptor

cell).

Rods and cones differ in function. Rods are found primarily in the periphery of the retina and

are used to see at low levels of light. Cones are found primarily in the center (or fovea) of the

retina. There are three types of cones that differ in the wavelengths of light they absorb; they
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are usually called short or blue, middle or green, and long or red. Cones are used primarily to

distinguish color and other features of the visual world at normal levels of light.

In the retina, the photoreceptors synapse directly onto bipolar cells, which in turn synapse

onto ganglion cells of the outermost layer, which will then conduct action potentials to the

brain. A significant amount of visual processing arises from the patterns of communication

between neurons in the retina. About 130 million photoreceptors absorb light, yet roughly 1.2

million axons of ganglion cells transmit information from the retina to the brain. The

processing in the retina includes the formation of center-surround receptive fields of bipolar

and ganglion cells in the retina, as well as convergence and divergence from photoreceptor to

bipolar cell. In addition, other neurons in the retina, particularly horizontal and amacrine

cells, transmit information laterally (from a neuron in one layer to an adjacent neuron in the

same layer), resulting in more complex receptive fields that can be either indifferent to color

and sensitive to motion or sensitive to color and indifferent to motion.

The vertebrate retina is a light sensitive part inside the inner layer of the eye. Two of its three

types of photoreceptor cells, rods and cones, receive light and transform it into image-

forming signals which are transmitted through the optic nerve to the brain. In this respect, the

retina is comparable to the film in a camera.

The third and more recently discovered category of photosensitive cells is probably not

involved in image-forming vision. These are a small proportion, about 2% in humans, of the

retina's ganglion cells, themselves photosensitive through the photopigment melanopsin,

which transmit information about light through the RHT (retinohypothalamic tract) directly

to the SCN (suprachiasmatic nucleus) and other brain structures. Signals from these ganglion

cells are used to adjust the size of the pupil, entrain the body's circadian rhythms and acutely

suppress the pineal hormone melatonin, processes which in fact function in many blind

people who do not have functioning rods and cone

6.1 Physical structure of human retina

In adult humans the entire retina is 72% of a sphere about 22 mm in diameter. An area of the

retina is the optic disc, sometimes known as "the blind spot" because it lacks photoreceptors.

It appears as an oval white area of 3 mm. Temporal (in the direction of the temples) to this

disc is the macula. At its center is the fovea, a pit that is most sensitive to light and is
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responsible for our sharp central vision. Human and non-human primates possess one fovea

as opposed to certain bird species such as hawks who actually are bifoviate and dogs and cats

who possess no fovea but a central band known as the visual streak. Around the fovea

extends the central retina for about 6 mm and then the peripheral retina. The edge of the

retina is defined by the ora serrata. The length from one ora to the other (or macula), the most

sensitive area along the horizontal meridian is about 3.2 mm.

Retina's simplified axial organization. The retina is a stack of several neuronal layers. Light is

concentrated from the eye and passes across these layers (from left to right) to hit the

photoreceptors (right layer). This elicits chemical transformation mediating a propagation of

signal to the bipolar and horizontal cells (middle yellow layer). The signal is then propagated

to the amacrine and ganglion cells. These neurons ultimately may produce action potentials

on their axons. This spatiotemporal pattern of spikes determines the raw input from the eyes

to the brain.

Retina's simplified axial organization. The retina is a stack of several neuronal layers. Light is

concentrated from the eye and passes across these layers (from left to right) to hit the

photoreceptors (right layer). This elicits chemical transformation mediating a propagation of

signal to the bipolar and horizontal cells (middle yellow layer). The signal is then propagated

to the amacrine and ganglion cells. These neurons ultimately may produce action potentials

on their axons. This spatiotemporal pattern of spikes determines the raw input from the eyes

to the brain.

In section the retina is no more than 0.5 mm thick. It has three layers of nerve cells and two

of synapses. The optic nerve carries the ganglion cell axons to the brain and the blood vessels

that open into the retina. As a byproduct of evolution, the ganglion cells lie innermost in the

retina while the photoreceptive cells lie outermost. Because of this arrangement, light must

first pass through the thickness of the retina before reaching the rods and cones. However it

does not pass through the epithelium or the choroid (both of which are opaque).

The white blood cells in the capillaries in front of the photoreceptors can be perceived as tiny

bright moving dots when looking into blue light. This is known as the blue field entoptic

phenomenon (or Scheerer's phenomenon).
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Between the ganglion cell layer and the rods and cones there are two layers of

neuropils where synaptic contacts are made. The neuropil layers are the outer

plexiform layer and the inner plexiform layer. In the outer the rod and cones connect

to the vertically running bipolar cells and the horizontally oriented horizontal cells

connect to ganglion cells.

The central retina is cone-dominated and the peripheral retina is rod-dominated. In

total there are about seven million cones and a hundred million rods. At the centre of

the macula is the foveal pit where the cones are smallest and in a hexagonal mosaic,

the most efficient and highest density. Below the pit the other retina layers are

displaced, before building up along the foveal slope until the rim of the fovea or

parafovea which is the thickest portion of the retina. The macula has a yellow

pigmentation from screening pigments and is known as the macula lutea.

6.2 Vertebrate and cephalopod retina differences

The vertebrate retina is inverted in the sense that the light sensing cells sit at the back

side of the retina, so that light has to pass through a layer of neurons before it

reaches the rods and cones. By contrast, the cephalopod retina is everted: the

photoreceptors are located at the front side of the retina, with processing neurons

behind them. Because of this, cephalopods do not have a blind spot.

The cephalopod retina does not originate as an outgrowth of the brain, as the

vertebrate one does. This shows that vertebrate and cephalopod eyes are not

homologous but have evolved separately.

6.3 Spatial Encoding

The retina, unlike a camera, does not simply send a picture to the brain. The retina

spatially encodes (compresses) the image to fit the limited capacity of the optic nerve.

Compression is necessary because there are 100 times more Photoreceptor cells than

ganglion cells as mentioned above. The retina does so by "decorrelating" the

incoming images in a manner to be described below. These operations are carried out

by the center surround structures as implemented by the bipolar and ganglion cells.
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There are two types of center surround structures in the retina -- on-centers and off-

centers. On-centers have a positively weighted center and a negatively weighted

surround. Off-centers are just the opposite. Positive weighting is more commonly

known as excitatory and negative weighting is more commonly known as inhibitory.

These center surround structures are not physical in the sense that you cannot see

them by staining samples of tissue and examining the retina's anatomy. The center

surround structures are logical (i.e., mathematically abstract) in the sense that they

depend on the connection strengths between ganglion and bipolar cells. It is believed

that the connection strengths between cells iscaused by the number and types of ion

channels embedded in the synapses between the ganglion and bipolar cells. Stephen

Kuffler in the 1950s was the first person to begin to understand these centersurround

structures in the retina of cats. See Receptive field for figures and more information

on center surround structures. See chapter 3 of David Hubel's on-line book (listed

below) for an excellent introduction.

The center surround structures are mathematically equivalent to the edge detection

algorithms used by computer programmers to extract or enhance the edges in a digital

photograph. Thus the retina performs operations on the image to enhance the edges of

objects within its visual field. For example, in a picture of a dog, a cat and a car, it is

the edges of these objects that contain the most information. In order for higher

functions in the brain (or in a computer for that matter) to extract and classify objects

such as a dog and a cat, the retina is the first step to separating out the various objects

within the scene.

As an example, the following matrix is at the heart of the computer algorithm that

implements edge detection. This matrix is the computer equivalent to the center

surround structure. In this example, each box (element) within this matrix would be

connected to one photoreceptor. The photoreceptor in the center is the current

receptor being processed. The center photoreceptor is multiplied by the +1 weight

factor. The surrounding photoreceptors are the "nearest neighbors" to the center and

are multiplied by the -1/8 value. The sum of all nine of these elements is finally

calculated. This summation is repeated for every photoreceptor in the image by

shifting left to the end of a row and then down to the next line
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The total sum of this matrix is zero if all the inputs from the nine photoreceptors are

the same value. The zero result indicates the image was uniform (non-changing)

within this small patch. Negative or positive sums mean something was varying

(changing) within this small patch of nine photoreceptors.

7. Ventral stream

The primate visual system consists of numerous diverse areas of the cerebral cortex called the

visual cortex. The visual cortex is divided into the ventral stream and the dorsal stream. The

ventral stream is associated with object recognition and form representation. It has strong

connections to the medial temporal lobe (which stores long-term memories), the limbic

system (which controls emotions), and the dorsal stream (which deals with object locations

and motion).

The ventral stream gets its main input from the parvocellular (as opposed to magnocellular)

layer of the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus. These neurons project to V1 sublayers

4Cβ, 4A, 3B and 2/3a succesively. From there, the ventral pathway goes through V2 and V4

to areas of the inferior temporal lobe: PIT (posterior inferotemporal), CIT (central

inferotemporal), and AIT (anterior inferotemporal). Each visual area contains a full

representation of visual space. That is, it contains neurons whose receptive fields together

represent the entire visual field. Visual information enters the ventral stream through the

primary visual cortex and travels through the rest of the areas in sequence.

Moving along the stream from V1 to AIT, receptive fields increase their size, latency, and the

complexity of their tuning.

All the areas in the ventral stream are influenced by extraretinal factors in addition to the

nature of the stimulus in their receptive field. These factors include attention, working

memory, and stimulus salience. Thus the ventral stream does not merely provide a

description of the elements in the visual worldit also plays a crucial role in judging the

significance of these elements

8. Dorsal stream

The dorsal stream (green) and ventral stream (purple) are shown. They originate from a

common source in visual cortex
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The dorsal stream (green) and ventral stream (purple) are shown. They originate from a

common source in visual cortex. The dorsal stream is a pathway for visual information that

flows through the visual cortex, the part of the brain which provides visual processing. It is

often believed to be involved in the guidance of actions and recognizing where objects are in

space. The dorsal stream is one of two main pathways of the visual cortex, the other being the

ventral stream.

The dorsal stream (also known as the parietal stream, the "where" stream, or the "how"

stream) stretches from the primary visual cortex (V1) in the occipital lobe forward into the

parietal lobe. It is interconnected with the parallel ventral stream (the "what" stream) which

runs downward from V1 into the temporal lobe. An influential early review on the subject

was published by Goodale and Milner in 1992. The neuroscience community is still not in

agreement regarding the degree to which these streams are segregated (they are

interconnected) or the functional significance which should be attached to them.

9. Dyslexia

Dyslexia is considered to be a learning disability. It manifests primarily as a difficulty with

written language, particularly with reading and spelling. It is separate and distinct from

reading difficulties resulting from other causes, such as a non-neurological deficiency with

vision or hearing, or from poor or inadequate reading instruction. Evidence also suggests that

dyslexia results from differences in how the brain processes written and/or spoken language.

Although dyslexia is allegedly the result of a neurological difference, it is not an intellectual

disability. Dyslexia has been diagnosed in people possessing all levels of intelligence.

9.1 Surface dyslexia

Surface dyslexia is characterized by subjects who can read non words but who have

trouble reading words that are irregular .Surface dyslexia is the outcome of an

individual who cannot function using the lexical procedure for reading out loud. The

lexical procedure includes sounding out a word though the use of a past word already

known . In Castles and Colthearts study, the researchers matched 30 regular words

with 30 irregular words and asked their surface dyslexic subjects to read the word out

loud. As hypothesized in their research, the difference between the surface dyslexic

subjects and control subjects was about 4.6 words which was 2.55 words higher than
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the difference between the phonological dyslexics to the control group . In Castles and

Colthearts study, both control and dyslexic subjects were shown a card with a word

that is irregular or that isnt pronounced as it looks. Fifteen of the 51 dyslexics were

below the confidence limit set by the control subjects on ability to read irregular

words. These subjects were then called surface dyslexics .

9.2 Phonological dyslexia

Phonological dyslexia is characterized by subjects who can read aloud both regular

and irregular words but have difficulties with non words and with connecting sounds

to symbols, or with sounding out words . Phonological processing tasks predict

reading accuracy and comprehension. This subtype is the most predominant form of

dyslexia Castles, A., & Coltheart, M. (1993). Varieties of developmental dyslexia.

Cognition, 47(2), 149-180 </ref>. In Castles and Colthearts study, they had 56

dyslexic boys and 56 non dyslexic boys read words and non words given to them. The

majority of the boys, 55%, showed a phonological dyslexic pattern .In Castles and

Colthearts study, dyslexic subjects and control subjects were asked to read non words

listed on a card, 17 out of 51 cases of dyslexics were below the confidence limit in

non word reading, which was derived by the control group of subjects their own age.

These phonological dyslexics have a lower non word reading level than expected by

reviewing their irregular word reading level .Phonological dyslexia is the outcome of

a subject who cannot function using the sub lexical (pronunciations are constructed

from smaller orthographic components) procedure for reading out loud .In Castles and

Colthearts study, dyslexic and control subjects read words off a note card; the

researchers found that while reading irregular words, the dyslexic subjects scored

comparable to the control subjects because sub lexical skills werent involved in this

test .

9.3 Double deficit dyslexia

Other researchers have identified a deficit related to naming speed, which relates to

the ability of students to rapidly verbalize the names of symbols such as letters and

numbers when tested . In their study, Wolf and Bowers tested out naming speed by

having their subjects name a symbol as quickly as possible when shown on a flash
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card. Difficulties in naming speed exist in conjunction with a phonological deficit, is

characterized as double deficit dyslexia .

10. Blindsight

Blindsight is a phenomenon in which people who are perceptually blind in a certain area of

their visual field demonstrate some response to visual stimuli, without any qualitative

experience ('qualia'). In Type 1 blindsight subjects have no awareness whatsoever of any

stimuli, but yet are able to predict, at levels significantly above chance, aspects of a visual

stimulus, such as location, or type of movement, often in a forced-response or guessing

situation. Type 2 blindsight is when subjects have some awareness of, for example,

movement within the blind area, but no visual percept, or quale. This may be caused by, for

example, the person being aware of their eyes' tracking motion which will function normally.

Blindsight is caused by injury to the part of the brain responsible for vision.

Topic : Memory

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the models of memory

 Understand the sensory

 Understand the attention

 Understand the short-term memory

 Understand the long-term memory

 Understand the types of memory

 Understand the biology of memory

 Understand the forgetting

Definition/Overview:

Memory: In psychology, memory is an organism's ability to store, retain, and subsequently

retrieve information. Traditional studies of memory began in the realms of philosophy,

including techniques of artificially enhancing the memory. The late nineteenth and early

twentieth century put memory within the paradigms of cognitive psychology. In recent
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decades, it has become one of the principal pillars of a branch of science called cognitive

neuroscience, an interdisciplinary link between cognitive psychology and neuroscience.

Memory is an organism's ability to store, retain, and subsequently retrieve information.

Traditional studies of memory began in the realms of philosophy, including techniques of

artificially enhancing the memory. The late nineteenth and early twentieth century put

memory within the paradigms of cognitive psychology. In recent decades, it has become one

of the principal pillars of a branch of science called cognitive neuroscience, an

interdisciplinary link between cognitive psychology and neuroscience.

Key Points:

1. Models of Memory

Models of memory provide abstract representations of how memory is believed to work.

Below are several models proposed over the years by various psychologists.Note that there is

some controversy as to whether there are several memory structures, for example,

Tarnow(2005) finds that it is likely that there is only one memory structure between 6 and

600 seconds.

1.1 Multi-store (Atkinson-Shiffrin memory model)

The multi-store model has been criticized for being too simplistic. For instance, long-

term memory is believed to be actually made up of multiple subcomponents, such as

episodic and procedural memory. It also proposes that rehearsal is the only

mechanism by which information eventually reaches long-term storage, but evidence

shows us capable of remembering things without rehearsal.

1.2 Working memory

In 1974 Baddeley and Hitch proposed a working memory model which replaced the

concept of general short term memory with specific, active components. In this

model, working memory consists of three basic stores: the central executive, the

phonological loop and the visuo-spatial sketchpad. In 2000 this model was expanded

with the multimodal episodic buffer.

The central executive essentially acts as attention. It channels information to the three

component processes: the phonological loop, the visuo-spatial sketchpad, and the

episodic buffer.
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The phonological loop stores auditory information by silently rehearsing sounds or

words in a continuous loop; the articulatory process (the "inner voice") continuously

"speaks" the words to the phonological store (the "inner ear"). The phonological loop

has a very limited capacity, which is demonstrated by the fact that it is easier to

remember a list of short words (e.g. dog, wish, love) than a list of long words (e.g.

association, systematic, confabulate) because short words fit better in the loop.

However, if the test subject is given a task that ties up the articulatory process (saying

"the, the, the" over and over again), then a list of short words is no easier to

remember.

The visuo-spatial sketchpad stores visual and spatial information. It is engaged when

performing spatial tasks (such as judging distances) or visual ones (such as counting

the windows on a house or imagining images).

The episodic buffer is dedicated to linking information across domains to form

integrated units of visual, spatial, and verbal information and chronological ordering

(e.g., the memory of a story or a movie scene). The episodic buffer is also assumed to

have links to long-term memory and semantical meaning.

The working memory model explains many practical observations, such as why it is

easier to do two different tasks (one verbal and one visual) than two similar tasks

(e.g., two visual), and the aforementioned word-length effect. However, the concept

of a central executive as noted here has been criticized as inadequate and vague.

1.3 Levels of processing

Craik and Lockhart (1972) proposed that it is the method and depth of processing that

affects how an experience is stored in memory, rather than rehearsal.

o Organization - Mandler (1967) gave participants a pack of word cards and

asked them to sort them into any number of piles using any system of

categorization they liked. When they were later asked to recall as many of the

words as they could, those who used more categories remembered more

words. This study suggested that the act of organizing information makes it

more memorable
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o Distinctiveness - Eysenck and Eysenck (1980) asked participants to say words

in a distinctive way, e.g. spell the words out loud. Such participants recalled

the words better than those who simply read them off a list.

o Effort - Tyler et al. (1979) had participants solve a series of anagrams, some

easy (FAHTER) and some difficult (HREFAT). The participants recalled the

difficult anagrams better, presumably because they put more effort into them.

o Elaboration - Palmere et al. (1983) gave participants descriptive paragraphs of

a fictitious African nation. There were some short paragraphs and some with

extra sentences elaborating the main idea. Recall was higher for the ideas in

the elaborated paragraphs.

2. Sensory

Sensory memory corresponds approximately to the initial 200 - 500 milliseconds after an

item is perceived. The ability to look at an item, and remember what it looked like with just a

second of observation, or memorization, is an example of sensory memory. With very short

presentations, participants often report that they seem to "see" more than they can actually

report. The first experiments exploring this form of sensory memory were conducted by

George Sperling using the "partial report paradigm." Subjects were presented with a grid of

12 letters, arranged into three rows of 4. After a brief presentation, subjects were then played

either a high, medium or low tone, cuing them which of the rows to report. Based on these

partial report experiments, Sperling was able to show that the capacity of sensory memory

was approximately 12 items, but that it degraded very quickly (within a few hundred

milliseconds). Because this form of memory degrades so quickly, participants would see the

display, but be unable to report all of the items (12 in the "whole report" procedure) before

they decayed. This type of memory cannot be prolonged via rehearsal.

3. Attention

Attention is the cognitive process of selectively concentrating on one aspect of the

environment while ignoring other things. Examples include listening carefully to what

someone is saying while ignoring other conversations in a room (the cocktail party effect) or

listening to a cell phone conversation while driving a car. Sometimes attention shifts to
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matters unrelated to the external environment, a phenomenon referred to as mind-wandering

or "spontaneous thought". Attention is one of the most intensely studied topics within

psychology and cognitive neuroscience.

3.1 Clinical model of attention

Clinical models frequently differ from investigation models. This is the case of

attention models. One of the most used models for the evaluation of attention in

patients with very different neurologic pathologies is the model of Sohlberg and

Mateer. This hierarchic model is based in the recovering of attention processes of

brain damage patients after coma. Five different kinds of activities of growing

difficulty are described in the model; connecting with the activities that patients could

do as their recovering process advanced.

o Focused attention: This is the ability to respond discretely to specific visual,

auditory or tactile stimuli.

o Sustained attention: This refers to the ability to maintain a consistent behavioral

response during continuous and repetitive activity.

o Selective attention: This level of attention refers to the capacity to maintain a

behavioral or cognitive set in the face of distracting or competing stimuli.

Therefore it incorporates the notion of "freedom from distractibility"

o Alternating attention: It refers to the capacity for mental flexibility that allows

individuals to shift their focus of attention and move between tasks having

different cognitive requirements.

o Divided attention: This is the highest level of attention and it refers to the ability

to respond simultaneously to multiple tasks or multiple task demands.

3.1.1 Overt and covert attention

Attention may be differentiated according to its status as 'overt' versus 'covert'

.Overt attention is the act of directing sense organs towards a stimulus source.

Covert attention is the act of mentally focusing on one of several possible
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sensory stimuli. Covert attention is thought to be a neural process that

enhances the signal from a particular part of the sensory panorama.

There are studies that suggest the mechanisms of overt and covert attention

may not be as separate as previously believed. Though humans and primates

can look in one direction but attend in another, there may be an underlying

neural circuitry that links shifts in covert attention to plans to shift gaze. For

example, if individuals attend to the right hand corner field of view, movement

of the eyes in that direction may have to be actively suppressed.

The current view is that visual covert attention is a mechanism for quickly

scanning the field of view for interesting locations. This shift in covert

attention is linked to eye movement circuitry that sets up a slower saccade to

that location.

3.1.2 Executive attention

Inevitably situations arise where it is advantageous to have cognition

independent of incoming sensory data or motor responses. There is a general

consensus in psychology that there is an executive system based in the frontal

cortex that controls our thoughts and actions to produce coherent behavior.

This function is often referred to as executive function, executive attention, or

cognitive control.

No exact definition has been agreed upon. However, typical descriptions

involve maintaining behavioral goals, and using these goals as a basis for

choosing what aspects of the environment to attend to and which action to

select.

3.1.3 Neural correlates of attention

Most experiments show that one neural correlate of attention is enhanced

firing. If a neuron has a certain response to a stimulus when the animal is not

attending to the stimulus, then when the animal does attend to the stimulus, the

neuron's response will be enhanced even if the physical characteristics of the

stimulus remain the same.

4. Short-Term Memory

Short-term memory, sometimes referred to as "primary," "working," or "active" memory, is

said to hold a small amount of information for about 20 to 30 seconds. Estimates of short-
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term memory capacity vary from about 3 or 4 elements (i.e., words, digits, or letters) to about

9 elements: a commonly cited capacity is 72 elements. In contrast, long-term memory

indefinitely stores a seemingly unlimited amount of information.

4.1 Existence of a separate store

A classical model of memory developed in the 1960s assumed that all memories pass

from a short-term to a long-term store after a small period of time. This model is

referred to as the "modal model" and has been most famously detailed by Atkinson

and Shiffrin. The exact mechanisms by which this transfer takes place, whether all or

only some memories are retained permanently, and indeed the existence of a genuine

distinction between the two stores, remain controversial topics among experts.

One form of evidence, cited in favor of the separate existence of a short-term store

comes from anterograde amnesia, the inability to learn new facts and episodes.

Patients with this form of amnesia, typically caused by damage to the hippocampus,

have intact ability to retain small amounts of information over short time scales (up to

30 seconds) but are dramatically impaired in their ability to form longer-term

memories (a famous example is patient HM). This is interpreted as showing that the

short-term store is spared from amnesia.

Other evidence comes from experimental studies showing that some manipulations

(e.g., a distractor task, such as repeatedly subtracting a single-digit number from a

larger number following learning) impair memory for the 3 to 5 most recently learned

words of a list (presumably still held in short-term memory), while leaving recall for

words from earlier in the list (presumably stored in long-term memory) unaffected;

other manipulations (e.g., semantic similarity of the words) affect only memory for

earlier list words, but do not affect memory for the last few words in a list. These

results show that different factors affect short term recall (disruption of rehearsal) and

long-term recall (semantic similarity). Together, these findings show that long-term

memory and short-term memory can vary independently of each other.

Not all researchers agree that short-term and long-term memory areseparate systems.

Some theoriests propose that memory is unitary over all time scales, from

milliseconds to years. Support for the unitary memory hypothesis comes from the fact

that it has been difficult to demarcate a clear boundary between short-term and long-

term memory. For instance, Tarnow shows that the recall probability vs. latency curve

is a straight line from 6 to 600 seconds, with the probability of failure to recall only
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saturating after 600 seconds .If there were really two different memory stores

operating in this time frame, one could expect a discontinuity in this curve. Other

research has shown that the detailed pattern of recall errors looks remarkably similar

for recall of a list immediately after learning (presumably from short-term memory)

and recall after 24 hours (necessarily from long-term memory)

4.2 Relationship to working memory

The relationship between short-term memory and working memory is differently

described by various theorists, but it is generally acknowledged that the two concepts

are distinct. Working memory is a theoretical framework that refers to structures and

processes used for temporarily storing and manipulating information. As such,

working memory might also be referred to as working attention. Short-term memory

generally refers in a theory-neutral manner to the short term storage of information.

Thus while there are short-term memory components to working memory models, the

concept of short-term memory is distinct from these more hypothetical concepts.

Within Baddeley's influential 1986 model of working memory there are two short-

term storage mechanisms: the phonological loop and the visuospatial sketchpad. Most

of the research referred to here involves the phonological loop, because most of the

work done on short-term memory has used verbal material. In recent years, however,

there has been a surge in research on visual short term memory, and also increasing

work on spatial short term memory

4.3 Duration of short-term memory

The most important characteristic of a short-term store is, clearly, that it is short-term

that is, it retains information for a limited amount of time only. Most definitions of

short-term memory limit the duration of storage to less than a minute; no more than

about 30 seconds, and in some models as little as 2 seconds. Memory that exceeds

short-term memory duration limits is known as long-term memory.

The limited duration of short-term memory immediately suggests that its contents

spontaneously decay over time. The decay assumption is part of many theories of

short-term memory, most notably Baddeley's model of working memory. The decay

assumption is usually paired with the idea of rapid covert rehearsal: In order to

overcome the limitation of short-term memory, and retain information for longer,

information must be periodically repeated, or rehearsed either by articulating it out
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loud, or by mentally simulating such articulation. In this way, the information will re-

enter the short-term store and be retained for a further period.

4.4 Capacity of short-term memory

Whatever the cause or causes of forgetting over the short term may be, there is

consensus that it severely limits the amount of new information that we can retain

over brief periods of time. This limit is referred to as the finite capacity of short-term

memory. The capacity of short-term memory is often called "memory span", in

reference to a common procedure of measuring it: The experimenter presents lists of

items (e.g., digits or words) of increasing length; the tested person's span is

determined as the longest list length that she or he can recall correctly in the given

order on at least half of all trials.

Prior to the creation of current memory models, George Miller argued that human

short-term memory has a forward memory span of approximately seven items plus or

minus two. More recent research has shown that this magical number seven is roughly

accurate for college students recalling lists of digits, but memory span varies widely

with populations tested and with material. For example, the ability to recall words in

order depends on a number of characteristics of these words: fewer words can be

recalled when the words have longer spoken duration; this is known as the word-

length effect, or when their speech sounds are similar to each other; this is called the

phonological similarity effect. More words can be recalled when the words are highly

familiar and/or occur frequently in the language; recall performance is also better

when all of the words in a list are taken from a single semantic category (such as

sports) than when the words are taken from different categories.

4.5 Chunking

Though the average person may only retain about 72 different units in his or her short

term memory, chunking can greatly increase a person's recall ability. Through putting

each unit into a meaningful word or phrase, a person's recall ability can skyrocket

through practice. For example, in recalling a phone number, the person usually

chunks the digits into three groups: first, the area code (such as 814), then a three-

digit chunk (123) and lastly a four-digit chunk (4567). This method of remembering

phone numbers is far more effective than attempting to remember a string of 10 digits.

In one testing session, an All-American cross-country runner was able to recall a
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string of 73 digits after hearing them only once by chunking them into different

running times (e.g. the first four numbers were 1518, a three-mile time.)

5. Long-Term Memory

Long-term memory (LTM) is memory that can last as little as a few days or as long as

decades. It differs structurally and functionally from working memory or short-term memory,

which ostensibly stores items for only around 20 seconds. Biologically, short-term memory is

a temporary potentiation of neural connections that can become long-term memory through

the process of rehearsal and meaningful association. Much is not known about the underlying

biological mechanisms of long-term memory, but the process of long-term potentiation,

which involves a physical change in the structure of neurons, has been proposed as the

mechanism by which short-term memories move into long-term storage. Notably, the time

scale involved at each level of memory processing remains under investigation.

As long-term memory is subject to fading in the natural forgetting process, several

recalls/retrievals of memory may be needed for long-term memories to last for years,

dependent also on the depth of processing. Individual retrievals can take place in increasing

intervals in accordance with the principle of spaced repetition. This can happen quite

naturally through reflection or deliberate recall (a.k.a. recapitulation or recollection), often

dependent on the perceived importance of the material.

5.1 Capacity

The brain stores long term information by growing additional synapses between

neurons. Since the brain has approximately 1015 synapses, one can argue that brain

has a maximum capacity of about 100 TByte, possibly more if one synapse can store

more than 1 bit of information. By no means do humans store that much information.

Experiments in the mid 1980s showed that humans can store only 1-2 bits/second in

their long term memory. The cumulative amount of data stored in the brain over a 70

year lifetime is therefore only in the order of 125 MByte.

5.2 Duration

Studies undertaken by Bahrick et al can predict that long term memory can indeed

remember certain information for almost a lifetime. However factors can in fact

reduce or extinguish information completely. Childhood amnesia is a factor effecting
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long term memories duration, there are very few people who can remember

information or events before the age of 3 or 4.

5.3 Encoding of information

Long term memory encodes information semantically for storage, as researched by

Baddeley.

5.4 Sleep

Some theories consider sleep to be an important factor in establishing well-organized

long-term memories. (See also sleep and learning.) According to Tarnow's theory,

long term memories are stored in dream format (reminiscent of the Penfield &

Rasmussens findings that electrical excitations of cortex give rise to experiences

similar to dreams). During waking life an executive function interprets long term

memory consistent with reality checking (Tarnow, 2003).

6. Types of memory

The brain does not store memories in one unified structure, as might be seen in a computer's

hard disk drive. Instead, different types of memory are stored in different regions of the brain.

LTM is typically divided up into two major headings: declarative memory and implicit

memory (or procedural memory).

o Declarative memory refers to all memories that are consciously available. These are

encoded by the hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and perirhinal cortex, but

consolidated and stored elsewhere in the cortex. The precise location of storage is

unknown, but the temporal cortex has been proposed as a likely candidate.

Declarative memory also has two major subdivisions:

▪ Episodic memory refers to memory for specific events in time

▪ Semantic memory refers to knowledge about the external world, such as

the function of a pencil.

o Procedural memory refers to the use of objects or movements of the body, such as how

exactly to use a pencil or ride a bicycle. This type of memory is encoded and probably

stored by the cerebellum and the striatum.

There are various other categorizations of memory and types of memory that have captured

research interest. Prospective memory (its complement: retrospective memory) is an example.
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Emotional memory, the memory for events that evoke a particularly strong emotion, is

another. Emotion and memory is a domain that can involve both declarative and procedural

memory processes. Emotional memories are consciously available, but elicit a powerful,

unconscious physiological reaction. They also have a unique physiological pathway that

involves strong connections from the amygdala into the prefrontal cortex, but much weaker

connections running back from the prefrontal cortex to the amgydala.

7. The Biology of Memory

Long term memory is dependent upon the construction of new proteins within the cellular

body, particularly transmitters, receptors, and new synapse pathways that reinforce the

communicative strength between neurons. The production of new proteins devoted to synapse

reinforcement is triggered after the release of certain signaling substances (such as calcium

within hippocampal neurons) in the cell. In the case of hippocampal cells, this release is

dependent upon the expulsion of magnesium (a binding molecule) that is expelled after

significant and repetitive synaptic signaling. The temporary expulsion of magnesium frees

NMDA receptors to release calcium in the cell, a signal that leads to gene transcription and

the construction of reinforcing proteins. Neihoff, Debra (2005) "The Language of Life 'How

cells Communicate in Health and Disease'" Speak Memory, 210-223. For more information

see long-term potentiation (LTP).

One of the newly synthesized proteins in LTP is also critical for maintaining long-term

memory. This protein is an autonomously active form of the enzyme protein kinase C (PKC),

known as PKMζ. PKMζ maintains the activity-dependent enhancement of synaptic strength

and inhibiting PKMζ erases established long-term memories, without affecting short-term

memory or, once the inhibitor is eliminated, the ability to encode and store new long-term

memories is restored.

8. Forgetting

Forgetting (retention loss) refers to apparent loss of information already encoded and stored

in an individual's long term memory. It is a spontaneous or gradual process in which old

memories are unable to be recalled from memory storage. It is subject to delicately balanced

optimization that ensures that relevant memories are recalled. Forgetting can be reduced by

repetition and/or more elaborate cognitive processing of information. Reviewing information
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in ways that involve active retrieval seems to slow the rate of forgetting. Forgetting functions

(amount remembered as a function of time since an event was first experienced) have been

extensively analyzed. The most recent evidence suggests that a power function provides the

closest mathematical fit to the forgetting function.

8.1 Trace decay

Trace decay focuses on the problem of availability caused when memories decay.

Hebb said that incoming information creates a pattern of neurons to create a

neurological memory trace in the brain which would fade with time. Repeated firing

causes a structural change in the synapses. Rehearsal of repeated firing maintains the

memory in STM until a structural change is made.

8.2 Organic causes

Forgetting that occurs through physiological damage or dilapidation to the brain

arereferred to as organic causes of forgetting. These theories encompass the loss of

information already retained in long term memory or the inability to encode new

information again. Examples include Alzheimer's, Amnesia, Dementia, consolidation

theory and the gradual slowing down of the central nervous system due to aging.

8.3 Interference theories

Interference theory refers to the idea that forgetting occurs because the recall of

certain items interferes with the recall of other items. In nature, the interfering items

are said to originate from an over stimulating environment. Interference theory exists

in two branches, Retroactive and Proactive inhibition each referring in contrast to the

other. Retroactive interference is when the past memory interferes with the later

memory, causing it to change in a particular extent. On the other hand, proactive

interference is when the later memory interferes with the older memory, causing it to

change.

8.4 Decay theory

Decay theory states that when something new is learned, a neurochemical, physical

"memory trace" is formed in the brain and over time this trace tends to disintegrate,

unless it is occasionally used.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Hearing And Language Processing

Emotion

Spatial Ability
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Topic : Hearing And Language Processing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the Overview:

 Understand the Auditory system

 Understand the Language

 Understand the Aphasia

 Understand the Alexia

 Understand the Aprosodias

Definition/Overview:

Hearing: Hearing (or audition) is one of the traditional five senses. It is the ability to

perceive sound by detecting vibrations via an organ such as the ear. The inability to hear is

called deafness.

In humans and other vertebrates, hearing is performed primarily by the auditory system:

vibrations are detected by the ear and transduced into nerve impulses that are perceived by

the brain (primarily in the temporal lobe). Like touch, audition requires sensitivity to the

movement of molecules in the world outside the organism. Both hearing and touch are types

of mechanosensation.

Language

A language is a dynamic set of visual, auditory, or tactile symbols of communication and the

elements used to manipulate them. Language can also refer to the use of such systems as a

general phenomenon. Language is considered to be an exclusively human mode of

communication; although other animals make use of quite sophisticated communicative

systems, none of these are known to make use of all of the properties that linguists use to

define language.
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Key Points:

1. Overview:

Hearing can be measured by behavioral tests using an audiometer. Electrophysiological tests

of hearing can provide accurate measurements of hearing thresholds even in unconscious

subjects. Such tests include auditory brainstem evoked potentials (ABR), otoacoustic

emissions (OAE) and electrocochleography (EchoG). Technical advances in these tests have

allowed hearing screening for infants to become widespread. Hearing threshold and the

ability to localize sound sources are reduced underwater, in which the speed of sound is faster

than in air. Underwater hearing is by bone conduction, and localization of sound appears to

depend on differences in amplitude detected by bone conduction

Not all sounds are normally audible to all animals. Each species has a range of normal

hearing for both loudness (amplitude) and pitch (frequency). Many animals use sound to

communicate with each other, and hearing in these species is particularly important for

survival and reproduction. In species that use sound as a primary means of communication,

hearing is typically most acute for the range of pitches produced in calls and speech.

Frequencies capable of being heard by humans are called audio or sonic. The range is

typically considered to be between 15Hz and 20,000Hz. Frequencies higher than audio are

referred to as ultrasonic, while frequencies below audio are referred to as infrasonic. Some

bats use ultrasound for echo location while in flight. Dogs are able to hear ultrasound, which

is the principle of 'silent' dog whistles. Snakes sense infrasound through their bellies, and

whales, giraffes and elephants use it for communication.

In theory, natural-language processing is a very attractive method of human-computer

interaction. Early systems such as SHRDLU, working in restricted "blocks worlds" with

restricted vocabularies, worked extremely well, leading researchers to excessive optimism,

which was soon lost when the systems were extended to more realistic situations with real-

world ambiguity and complexity.

Natural-language understanding is sometimes referred to as an AI-complete problem, because

natural-language recognition seems to require extensive knowledge about the outside world
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and the ability to manipulate it. The definition of "understanding" is one of the major

problems in natural-language processing.

2. Auditory system

The auditory system is the sensory system for the sense of hearing.

2.1 Ear

The ear is the sense organ that detects sounds. The vertebrate ear shows a common

biology from fish to humans, with variations in structure according to order and

species. It not only acts as a receiver for sound, but plays a major role in the sense of

balance and body position. The ear is part of the auditory system.

The word "ear" may be used correctly to describe the entire organ or just the visible

portion. In most animals, the visible ear is a flap of tissue that is also called the pinna.

The pinna may be all that shows of the ear, but it serves only the first of many steps in

hearing and plays no role in the sense of balance. In people, the pinna is often called

the auricle. Vertebrates have a pair of ears, placed symmetrically on opposite sides of

the head. This arrangement aids in the ability to localize sound sources.

2.1.1 Outer ear

The folds of cartilage surrounding the ear canal are called the pinna. Sound

waves are reflected and attenuated when they hit the pinna, and these changes

provide additional information that will help the brain determine the direction

from which the sounds came.

The sound waves enter the auditory canal, a deceptively simple tube. The ear

canal amplifies sounds that are between 3 and 12 kHz. At the far end of the ear

canal is the eardrum (or tympanic membrane), which marks the beginning of

the middle ear.

2.1.2 Middle ear

Sound waves traveling through the ear canal will hit the tympanum, or

eardrum. This wave information travels across the air-filled middle ear cavity
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via a series of delicate bones: the malleus (hammer), incus (anvil) and stapes

(stirrup). These ossicles act as a lever and a teletype, converting the lower-

pressure eardrum sound vibrations into higher-pressure sound vibrations at

another, smaller membrane called the oval (or elliptical) window. Higher

pressure is necessary because the inner ear beyond the oval window contains

liquid rather than air. The sound is not amplified uniformly across the

ossicular chain. The auditory reflex of the middle ear muscles helps protect the

inner ear from damage. The middle ear still contains the sound information in

wave form; it is converted to nerve impulses in the cochlea.

2.1.3 Inner ear

The inner ear consists of the cochlea and several non-auditory structures. The

cochlea has three fluid-filled sections, and supports a fluid wave driven by

pressure across the basilar membrane separating two of the sections.

Strikingly, one section, called the cochlear duct or scala media, contains an

extracellular fluid similar in composition to endolymph, which is usually

found inside of cells. The organ of Corti is located at this duct, and transforms

mechanical waves to electric signals in neurons.

2.2 Organ of Corti

The organ of Corti forms a ribbon of sensory epithelium which runs lengthwise down

the entire cochlea. The hair cells of the organ of Corti transform the fluid waves into

nerve signals. The journey of a billion nerves begins with this first step; from here

further processing leads to a panoply of auditory reactions and sensations.

2.3 Hair cell

Hair cells are columnar cells, each with a bundle of 100-200 specialized cilia at the

top, for which they are named. These cilia are the mechanosensors for hearing.

Lightly resting atop the longest cilia is the tectorial membrane, which moves back and

forth with each cycle of sound, tilting the cilia and allowing electric current into the

hair cell.
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Hair cells, like the photoreceptors of the eye, show a graded response, instead of the

spikes typical of other neurons. These graded potentials are not bound by the all or

none properties of an action potential.

At this point, one may ask how such a wiggle of a hair bundle triggers a difference in

membrane potential. The current model is that cilia are attached to one another by tip

links, structures which link the tips of one cilium to another. Stretching and

compressing the tip links may open an ion channel and produce the receptor potential

in the hair cell. Recently it has been shown that cdh23 and pchh15 are the adhesion

molecules associated with these tip links. It is thought that a calcium driven motor

causes a shortening of these links to regenerate tensions. This regeneration of tension

allows for apprehension of prolonged auditory stimulation.

2.4 Neurons

Afferent neurons innervate cochlear inner hair cells, at synapses where the

neurotransmitter glutamate communicates signals from the hair cells to the dendrites

of the primary auditory neurons.

There are far fewer inner hair cells in the cochlea than afferent nerve fibers. The

neural dendrites belong to neurons of the auditory nerve, which in turn joins the

vestibular nerve to form the vestibulocochlear nerve, or cranial nerve number VIII.

Efferent projections from the brain to the cochlea also play a role in the perception of

sound. Efferent synapses occur on outer hair cells and on afferent (towards the brain)

dendrites under inner hair cells.

3. Language

A set of commonly accepted symbols is only one feature of language; all languages must

define the structural relationships between these symbols in a system of grammar. Rules of

grammar are what distinguish language from other forms of communication. They allow a

finite set of symbols to be manipulated to create a potentially infinite number of grammatical

utterances.
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Another property of language is that its symbols are arbitrary. Any concept or grammatical

rule can be mapped onto a symbol. Most languages make use of sound, but the combinations

of sounds used do not have any inherent meaning they are merely an agreed-upon convention

to represent a certain thing by users of that language. For instance, there is nothing about the

Spanish word nada itself that forces Spanish speakers to convey the idea of "nothing".

Another set of sounds (for example, the English word nothing) could equally be used to

represent the same concept, but all Spanish speakers have acquired or learned to correlate this

meaning for this particular sound pattern. For Slovenian, Croatian, Serbian or Bosnian

speakers on the other hand, nada means something else; it means "hope".

3.1 Spoken Language

A spoken language is a human natural language in which the words are uttered

through the mouth. Most human languages are spoken languages.

Speech communication stands in contrast to sign language and written language.

From the point of view of linguistic evolution, spoken is prior to written language.

The writing system of any language is developed or "invented" by its users to record

speech when the need arises. Even today, there are many world languages that can be

spoken but have no standard written form. Hearing persons acquire their first

language by way of spoken language. Writing is learned later. In linguistics, spoken

language reveals many true features of human speech. Transcripts of actual speech

show numerous hesitancies which are usually glossed over in written forms of

'speech' such as screenplays. Thus linguists' data for investigation and analysis are

mostly drawn from everyday speech, which they regard as authentic. Even from the

point of view of syntax, spoken language usually has its own set of grammar patterns

which sometimes may be quite different from that in written language. Sign languages

have the same natural origin as spoken languages, and the same grammatical

complexities, but use the hands, arms, and face rather than parts of the mouth as their

place of articulation.
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3.2 Visual Language

A visual language is a set of practices by which images can be used to communicate

concepts. Creation of an image to communicate an idea presupposes the use of a

visual language. Just as people can 'verbalize' their thinking, they can 'visualize' it.

The elements in an image represent concepts in a spatial context, rather than the linear

form used for words. Speech and visual communication are parallel and usually

interdependent means by which humans exchange information. A diagram, a map,

and a painting are all examples of uses of visual language. Its structural units include

line, shape, color, motion, texture, pattern, direction, orientation, scale, angle, space

and proportion.

4. Aphasia

Aphasia (from Greek, aphatos : 'speechless'), also known as aphemia, is a loss of the ability

to produce and/or comprehend language, due to injury to brain areas specialized for these

functions, Broca's area, which governs language production, or Wernicke's area, which

governs the interpretation of language. It is not a result of deficits in sensory, intellect, or

psychiatric functioning, nor due to muscle weakness or a cognitive disorder.

Depending on the area and extent of the damage, someone suffering from aphasia may be

able to speak but not write, or vice versa, or display any of a wide variety of other

deficiencies in language comprehension and production, such as being able to sing but not

speak. Aphasia may co-occur with speech disorders such as dysarthria or apraxia of speech,

which also result from brain damage.

Aphasia can be assessed in a variety of ways, from quick clinical screening at the bedside to

several-hour-long batteries of tasks that examine the key components of language and

communication. The prognosis of those with aphasia varies widely, and is dependent uponage

of the patient, site and size of lesion, and type of aphasia.

4.1 Causes

Usually, aphasias are a result of damage (lesions) to the language centres of the brain

(like Broca's area). These areas are almost always located in the left hemisphere, and
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in most people this is where the ability to produce and comprehend language is found.

However, in a very small number of people, language ability is found in the right

hemisphere. In either case, damage to these language areas can be caused by a stroke,

traumatic brain injury, or other head injury. Aphasia may also develop slowly, as in

the case of a brain tumor or progressive neurological disease, e.g., Alzheimer's or

Parkinson's disease. It may also be caused by a sudden hemorrhagic event within the

brain. Certain chronic neurological disorders, such as epilepsy or migraine, can also

include transient aphasia as a prodromal or episodic symptom. Certain

benzodiazepines such as temazepam and flunitrazepam have also been known causes

of aphasias. Aphasia is also listed as a rare side effect of the fentanyl patch, an opioid

used to control chronic pain.

5. Alexia

Alexia (from the Greek ἀ, privative, expressing negation, andλέξις = "word") is an acquired

type of sensory aphasia where damage to the brain causes a patient to lose the ability to read.

It is also called word blindness, text blindness or visual aphasia.

5. 1Causes

Alexia typically occurs following damage to the left hemisphere of the brain or to the

areas of the occipital and parietal lobes, which are responsible for processing auditory,

phonological and visual aspects of language. The region at the junction of occipital

and temporal lobes (sometimes called the occipito-temporal junction) coordinates

information that is gathered from visual and auditory processing and assigns meaning

to the stimulus. Alexia can also occur following damage to the inferior frontal lobe,

especially Broca's area. Damage to these different areas cortex result in somewhat

different patterns of difficulty in affected individuals.

6. Aprosodias

Aprosodias are defined as acquired or developmental conditions marked by an impaired
ability to comprehend or generate the emotion conveyed in spoken language.

6. 1 Symptoms

Aprosodias have several subtypes:
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o Motor aprosodia

o Sensory aprosodia

o Global aprosodia

o Transcortical motor aprosodia

o Transcortical sensory aprosodia

o Mixed transcortical aprosodia

o Expressive aprosodia Disruption in pitch, loudness, rate, or rhythm that convey

a speakers emotional intent. It can have devastating effects on communication

and personal relationship. It is less awareness than for aphasia. Partner or

family may think they have become uncaring.

Topic : Emotion

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the overview:

 Understand the theoretical traditions

 Understand the disciplinary approaches

 Understand the klver-bucy syndrome

 Understand the mood disorders

Definition/Overview:

Emotion: An emotion is a mental and physiological state associated with a wide variety of

feelings, thoughts, and behaviours. It is a prime determinant of the sense of subjective well-

being and appears to play a central role in many human activities. As a result of this

generality, the subject has been explored in many, if not all of the human sciences and art

forms. There is much controversy concerning how emotions are defined and classified.
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Key Points:

1. Overview:

To begin, many researchers distinguish feeling and emotion, where feeling refers to the

subjective experience of the emotion. Some believe that emotions can occur unconsciously,

and hence that emotion is a more general phenomenon than its subjective feeling. Feelings

may also more narrowly refer to the experience of bodily changes.

A second distinction focuses on the difference between the emotion and the cause of the

emotion. For example do we say that thoughts about a loved one cause the emotion of love or

that these thoughts are part of the emotion? One way to resolve this issue is to see whether

the emotion can occur independently of these thoughts. Thus, thoughts about a particular

person or situation could not be part of the emotion of love, since one can experience the

same emotion about many other things. Yet could one experience love without some thought

or other of a loved person or object? If not, then we may stipulate that thoughts of a loved

object are part of the emotion. Some theorists argue that at least some emotions can be caused

without any thoughts or indeed 'cognitive activity' at all. They point to very immediate

reactions (e.g. LeDoux 1996), as well as the conjectured emotions of infants and animals as

justification here. Debate on this point is ongoing but represents a major distinction between

what are called 'cognitive' theories of emotions and 'non-cognitive' theories of emotions,

where non-cognitive theories regard some other feature of emotions, such as bodily responses

to be essential.

A related distinction is between the emotion and the results of the emotion, principally

behaviours and emotional expressions. People often behave in certain ways as a direct result

of their emotional state, such as crying, fighting or fleeing. Yet again, if one can have the

emotion without the corresponding behaviour then we may consider the behaviour not to be

essential to the emotion. However some theorists such as Nico Frijda who hold a functionalist

approach to emotions point to the idea that emotions have evolved for a particular function,

such as to keep the subject safe. If the behaviours associated with an emotion are the

determining factor for the very existence of that emotion then goal-directed behaviour should

be regarded as essential to the emotion. Yet since we recognise that the behaviour need not

necessarily occur, we can stipulate that emotions involve what are called 'action tendencies'.
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So for instance, fear involves the tendency to flee, which means that the probability that the

subject will flee from a given situation is increased when they are undergoing fear.

2. Theoretical traditions

Theories about emotions stretch back at least as far as the Ancient Greek Stoics, as well as

Plato and Aristotle. We also see sophisticated theories in the works of philosophers such as

Ren Descartes, Baruch Spinoza and David Hume. More recent theories of emotions tend to

be informed by advances in empirical research. Often theories are not mutually exclusive and

many researchers incorporate multiple perspectives in their work.

2.1 Somatic theories

Somatic theories of emotion claim that bodily responses rather than judgements are

essential to emotions. The first modern version of such theories comes from William

James in the 1880s. The theory lost favour in the 20th Century, but has regained

popularity more recently thanks largely to theorists such as Antnio Damsio, Joseph E.

LeDoux and Robert Zajonc who are able to appeal to neurological evidence.

2.2 James-Lange theory

William James in the article 'What is an Emotion?' (Mind, 9, 1884: 188-205) argued

that emotional experience is largely due to the experience of bodily changes. These

changes might be visceral, postural, or facially expressive. Danish psychologist Carl

Lange also proposed a similar theory at around the same time and thus the resulting

position is known as the James-Lange theory. This theory and its derivates state that a

changed situation leads to a changed bodily state. As James says 'the perception of

bodily changes as they occur IS the emotion.' James further claims that 'we feel sorry

because we cry, angry because we strike, afraid because we tremble, and not thatwe

cry, strike, or tremble, because we are sorry, angry, or fearful, as the case may be.'

This theory is supported by experiments in which by manipulating the bodily state, a

desired emotion is induced. Such experiments also have therapeutic implications (e.g.

in laughter therapy, dance therapy). The James-Lange theory is often misunderstood

because it seems counter-intuitive. Most people believe that emotions give rise to

emotion-specific actions: i.e. "I'm crying because I'm sad," or "I ran away because I
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was scared." The James-Lange theory, conversely, asserts that first we react to a

situation (running away and crying happen before the emotion), and then we interpret

our actions into an emotional response. In this way, emotions serve to explain and

organize our own actions to us.

2.3 Cognitive theories

There are a number of theories of emotions that argue that cognitive activity in the

form of judgements, evaluations, or thoughts are necessary in order for an emotion to

occur. This, it is argued[who?], is necessary to capture the fact that emotions are

about something or have intentionality. Such cognitive activity may be conscious or

unconscious and may or may not take the form of conceptual processing. An

influential theory here is that of Richard Lazarus (1991). A prominent philosophical

exponent is Robert C. Solomon (e.g. The Passions, Emotions and the Meaning of

Life, 1993). The theory proposed by Nico Frijda where appraisal leads to action

tendencies is another example.

2.4 Perceptual theory

A recent hybrid of the somatic and cognitive theories of emotion is the perceptual

theory. This theory is neo-Jamesian in arguing that bodily responses are central to

emotions, yet it emphasises the meaningfulness of emotions or the idea that emotions

are about something, as is recognised by cognitive theories. The novel claim of this

theory is that conceptually based cognition is unnecessary for such meaning. Rather

the bodily changes themselves perceive the meaningful content of the emotion as a

result of being causally triggered by certain situations. In this respect emotions are

held to be analogous to faculties such as vision or touch, which provide information

about the relation between the subject and the world in various ways. A sophisticated

defense of this view is found in philosopher Jesse Prinz's book Gut Reactions (2004)

and psychologist James Laird's book Feelings: The Perception of Self (2007). Related

views are also found in the work of Peter Goldie and Ronald de Sousa.
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2.5 Affective Events Theory

The Affective Events Theory is a communication-based theory developed by Howard

M. Weiss and Russell Cropanzano (1996), that looks at the causes, structures, and

consequences of emotional experience (especially in work contexts.) This theory

suggests that emotions are influenced and caused by events which in turn influence

attitudes and behaviors. This theoretical frame also emphasizes time in that human

beings experience what they call emotion episodes - a series of emotional states

extended over time and organized around an underlying theme (Weiss & Beal, 2005,

p. 6). This theory has been utilized by numerous researchers to better understand

emotion from a communicative lens, and was reviewed further by Howard M. Weiss

and Daniel J. Beal in their article, Reflections on Affective Events Theory published

in Research on Emotion in Organizations in 2005.

2.6 Cannon-Bard theory

Walter Bradford Cannon argued against the dominance of the James-Lange theory

regarding the physiological aspects of emotions in the second edition of Bodily

Changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear and Rage. Where James argued that emotional

behaviour often precedes or defines the emotion, Cannon and Bard argued that the

emotion arises first and then stimulates typical behaviour.

2.7 Two factor theory

Another cognitive theory is the Singer-Schachter theory. This is based on experiments

purportedly showing that subjects can have different emotional reactions despite

being placed into the same physiological state with an injection of adrenaline.

Subjects were observed to express either anger or amusement depending on whether

another person in the situation displayed that emotion. Hence the combination of the

appraisal of the situation (cognitive) and whether participants received adrenaline or a

placebo together determined the response. This experiment has been criticised in Jesse

Prinz (2004) Gut Reactions.
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2.8 Component process model

A recent version of the cognitive theory comes from Klaus Scherer which regards

emotions more broadly as the synchronisation of many different bodily and cognitive

components. Emotions are identified with the overall process whereby low level

cognitive appraisals, in particular the processing of relevance, trigger bodily reactions,

behaviours, feelings,and actions.

3. Disciplinary approaches

Many different disciplines have produced work on the emotions. Human sciences study the

role of emotions in mental processes, disorders, and neural mechanisms. In psychiatry,

emotions are examined as part of the discipline's study and treatment of mental disorders in

humans. Psychology examines emotions from a scientific perspective by treating them as

mental processes and behavior and they explore the underlying physiological and

neurological processes. In neuroscience subfields such as affective neuroscience, scientists

study the neural mechanisms of emotion by combining neuroscience with the psychological

study of personality, emotion, and mood. In linguistics, the expression of emotion may

change to the meaning of sounds. In education, the role of emotions in relation to learning are

examined.

Social sciences often examine emotion for the role that it plays in human culture and social

interactions. In sociology, emotions are examined for the role they play in human society,

social patterns and interactions, and culture. In anthropology, the study of humanity, scholars

use ethnography to undertake contextual anlyses and cross-cultural comparisons of a range of

human activities; some anthropology studies examine the role of emotions in human

activities. Archaeology is a sub-field of anthropology which studies human cultures through

the recovery, documentation, analysis, and interpretation of material remains and

environmental data, in order to document and explain human cultures.

In economics, the social science that studies the production, distribution, and consumption of

goods and services, emotions are analyzed in some sub-fields of microeconomics, in order to

assess the role of emotions on purchase decision-making and risk perception. In criminology,

a social science approach to the study of crime, scholars often draw on behavioral sciences,

sociology, and psychology; emotions are examined in criminology issues such as anomie
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theory and studies of "toughness", aggressive behavior, and hooliganism. In law, which

underpins civil obedience, politics, economics and society, evidence about people's emotions

is often raised in tort law claims for compensation and in criminal law prosecutions against

alleged lawbreakers (as evidence of the defendent's state of mind during trials, sentencing,

and parole hearings). In political science, emotions are examined in a number of subfields,

such as the analysis of voter decision-making.

In philosophy, emotions are studied in subfields such as ethics, the philosophy of art (e.g.,

sensory-emotional values, and matters of taste and sentiment), and the philosophy of music.

In history, scholars examine documents and other sources to interpret and analyze past

activities; speculation on the emotional state of the authors of historical documents is one of

the tools of interpretation. In literature and filmmaking, the expression of emotion is the

cornerstone of genres such as drama, melodrama, and romance. In communication studies,

scholars study the role that emotion plays in the dissemination of ideas and messages.

Emotion is also studied in non-human animals in ethology, a branch of zoology which

focuses on the scientific study of animal behavior. Ethology is a combination of laboratory

and field science, with strong ties to ecology and evolution. Ethologists often study one type

of behavior (e.g. aggression) in a number of unrelated animals.

3.1 Evolutionary biology

Perspectives on emotions from evolution theory were initiated in the late 19th century

with Charles Darwin's book The Expression of Emotions in Man and Animals.

Darwin's original thesis was that emotions evolved via natural selection and therefore

have cross-culturally universal counterparts. Furthermore animals undergo emotions

comparable to our own (see emotion in animals). Evidence of universality in the

human case has been provided by Paul Ekman's seminal research on facial expression.

Other research in this area focuses on physical displays of emotion including body

language of animals and humans (see affect display). The increased potential in

neuroimaging has also allowed investigation into evolutionarily ancient parts of the

brain. Important neurological advances were made from this perspectives in the 1990s

by, for example, Joseph E. LeDoux and Antnio Damsio.
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American evolutionary biologist Robert Trivers argues that moral emotions are based

on the principal of reciprocal altruism. The notion of group selection is of particular

relevance. This theory posits tha different emotions have different reciprochal effects.

Sympathy prompts a person to offer the first favor, particularly to someone in need

for whom the help would go the furthest. Anger protects a person against cheaters

who accept a favor without reciprocating, by making him want to punish the ingrate

or sever the relationship. Gratitude impels a beneficiary to reward those who helped

him in the past. Finally, guilt prompts a cheater who is in danger of being found out,

by making them want to repair the relationship by redressing the misdeed. As well,

guilty feelings encourage a cheater who has been caught to advertise or promise that

he will behave better in the future.

3.2 Sociology

We try to regulate our emotions to fit in with the norms of the situation, based on

many - sometimes conflicting - demands upon us which originate from various

entities studied by sociology on a micro level -- such as social roles and 'feeling rules'

the everyday social interactions and situations are shaped by and, on a macro level, by

social institutions, discourses, ideologies etc. For example, (post-)modern marriage is,

on one hand, based on the emotion of love and on the other hand the very emotion is

to be worked on and regulated by it. The sociology of emotions also focuses on

general attitude changes in a population. Emotional appeals are commonly found in

advertising, health campaigns and political messages. Recent examples include no-

smoking health campaigns and political campaign advertising emphasizing the fear of

terrorism.

3.3 Psychotherapy

Depending on the particular school's general emphasis either on cognitive component

of emotion, physical energy discharging, or on symbolic movement and facial

expression components of emotion, different schools of psychotherapy approach

human emotions differently. While, for example, the school of Re-evaluation

Counseling propose that distressing emotions are to be relieved by discharging them -

hence crying, laughing, sweating, shaking, and trembling. Other more cognitively

oriented schools approach them via their cognitive components, such as rational
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emotive behavior therapy. Yet other approach emotions via symbolic movement and

facial expression components (like in contemporary gestalt therapy).

3.4 Emotional and behavioral disorders:

Emotional and behavioural disorders (EBD) is a broad category which is used

commonly in educational settings, to group a range of more specific perceived

difficulties of children and adolescents. Both general definitions as well as concrete

diagnosis of EBD may be controversial as the observed behaviour may depend on

many factors.

Often EBD students may have other disabilities such as: PDD, autism, Rett syndrome,

PDD-NOS, Asperger syndrome and ADHD.

4. Klver-Bucy Syndrome

Klver-Bucy syndrome is a behavioral disorder that occurs when both the right and left medial

temporal lobes of the brain malfunction. The amygdala has been a particularly implicated

brain region in the pathogenesis of this syndrome.

4.1 In rhesus monkeys

The syndrome is named for Heinrich Klver and Paul Bucy, who removed the temporal

lobe bilaterally in rhesus monkeys in an attempt to determine its function. This caused

the monkeys to develop visual agnosia, emotional changes, altered sexual behavior,

hypermetamorphosis and oral tendencies.

Though the monkeys could see, they were unable to recognize even previously

familiar objects, or their use. They would examine their world with their mouths

instead of their eyes ("oral tendencies") and developed a desire to explore everything

("hypermetamorphosis"). The monkeys indulged in indiscriminate sexual behavior

including masturbation, heterosexual acts and homosexual acts. Contrary to popular

belief, however, the findings did not show an increase in sexual behavior

("hypersexualism").
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Emotionally, the monkeys became dulled, and their facial expressions and

vocalizations became far less expressive. They were also less fearful of things that

would have instinctively panicked them in their natural state, such as humans or

snakes. Even after being attacked by a snake, they would willingly approach it again.

This aspect of change was termed "placidity".

4.2 In humans

People with lesions in their temporal lobes (a bilateral lesion) show similar behaviors.

They may display oral or tactile exploratory behavior (socially inappropriate licking

or touching); hypersexuality; bulimia; memory disorders; flattened emotions

(placidity); and an inability to recognize objects or inability to recognize faces. The

full syndrome rarely, if ever, develops in humans. However, parts of it are often noted

in patients with extensive bilateral temporal damage caused by herpes or other

encephalitis, dementias of degenerative (Alzheimer's disease, Pick's Disease) or post-

traumatic etiologies or cerebrovascular disease.

5. Mood Disorders

A mood disorder is the term given for a group of diagnoses in the DSM IV TR classification

system where a disturbance in the person's emotional mood is hypothesised to be the main

underlying feature. The classification is known as mood (affective) disorders in ICD 10.

English psychiatrist Henry Maudsley proposed an overarching category of affective disorder.

The term was then replaced by mood disorder, as the latter term refers to the underlying or

longitudinal emotional state, whereas the former the external expression observed by others.

Two groups of mood disorders are broadly recognized; the division is based on whether the

person has ever had a manic or hypomanic episode. Thus, there are depressive disorders, of

which the best known and most researched is Major depressive disorder commonly called

Major depression, and Bipolar disorder, formerly known as "manic depression" and described

by intermittent periods of manic and depressed episodes.

5.1 Depressive disorders

o Major depressive disorder, commonly called Major depression or unipolar

depression, where a person has one or more major depressive episodes.
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Depression without periods of mania is sometimes referred to as unipolar

depression because the mood remains at one emotional state or "pole".

Diagnosticians recognize several subtypes or course specifiers:

o Atypical depression is characterized by mood reactivity (paradoxical anhedonia)

and positivity, significant weight gain or increased appetite ("comfort eating"),

excessive sleep or somnolence (hypersomnia), an sensation of heaviness in limbs

known as leaden paralysis, and significant social impairment as a consequence of

hypersensitivity to perceived interpersonal rejection. Difficulties in measuring this

subtype have led to questions of its validity and prevalence.

o Melancholic depression is characterized by a loss of pleasure (anhedonia) in most

or all activities, a failure of reactivity to pleasurable stimuli, a quality of depressed

mood more pronounced than that of grief or loss, a worsening of symptoms in the

morning hours, early morning waking, psychomotor retardation, excessive weight

loss (not to be confused with anorexia nervosa), or excessive guilt.

o Psychotic depression is the term for a major depressive episode, particularly of

melancholic nature, where the patient experiences psychotic symptoms such as

delusions or, less commonly, hallucinations. These are most commonly mood-

congruent (content coincident with depressive themes).

o Catatonic depression is a rare and severe form of major depression involving

disturbances of motor behavior and other symptoms. Here the person is mute and

almost stuporose, and either immobile or exhibits purposeless or even bizarre

movements. Catatonic symptoms also occur in schizophrenia, a manic episode, or

be due to neuroleptic malignant syndrome.

o Postpartum depression is listed as a course specifier in DSM-IV-TR; it refers to the

intense, sustained and sometimes disabling depression experienced by women

after giving birth. Postpartum depression, which has incidence rate of 1015%,

typically sets in within three months of labor, and lasts as long as three months.

o Seasonal affective disorder is a specifier. Some people have a seasonal pattern,

with depressive episodes coming on in the autumn or winter, and resolving in

spring. The diagnosis is made if at least two episodes have occurred in colder

months with none at other times over a two-year period or longer.

o Dysthymia, which is a chronic, milder mood disturbance where a person reports a

low mood almost daily over a span of at least two years. The symptoms are not as

severe as those for major depression, although people with dysthymia are
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vulnerable to secondary episodes of major depression (sometimes referred to as

double depression).

o Depressive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (DD-NOS) is designated by the code

311 for depressive disorders that are impairing but do not fit any of the officially

specified diagnoses. According to the DSM-IV, DD-NOS encompasses "any

depressive disorder that does not meet the criteria for a specific disorder." It

includes the research diagnoses of Recurrent brief depression, and Minor

Depressive Disorder listed below.

o Recurrent brief depression (RBD), distinguished from Major Depressive Disorder

primarily by differences in duration. People with RBD have depressive episodes

about once per month, with individual episodes lasting less than two weeks and

typically less than 23 days. Diagnosis of RBD requires that the episodes occur

over the span of at least one year and, in female patients, independently of the

menstrual cycle. People with clinical depression can develop RBD, and vice versa,

and both illnesses have similar risks.

o Minor depression, which refers to a depression that does not meet full criteria for

major depression but in which at least two .

Topic : Spatial Ability

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the overview

 Understand the parietal lobe

 Understand the frontal lobes

 Understand the the temporal lobes

Definition/Overview:

Spatial Ability: Spatial visualization ability or Visual-spatial ability is the ability to mentally

manipulate 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional figures. It is typically measured with simple

cognitive tests and is predictive of user performance with some kinds of user interfaces.
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Spatial visualization ability or Visual-spatial ability refers to the ability to mentally

manipulate 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional figures. It is typically measured with simple

cognitive tests and is predictive of user performance with some kinds of user interfaces.

Key Points:

1. Overview

The cognitive tests used to measure spatial visualization ability include mental rotation tasks

and cognitive tests like the VZ-1 (Form Board), VZ-2 (Paper Folding), and VZ-3 (Surface

Development) tests from the Kit of Factor-Reference cognitive tests produced by the College

Board. Though the descriptions of spatial visualization and mental rotation sound similar,

mental rotation is a particular task that can be accomplished using spatial visualization. The

Form Board test involves giving participants a shape and a set of smaller shapes. They are

then instructed to determine which combination of small shapes will fill the larger shape

completely without overlapping.

The Paper Folding test involves showing participants a sequence of folds in a piece of paper,

through which a set of holes is then punched. The participants must choose which of a set of

unfolded papers with holes corresponds to the one they have just seen. The Surface

Development test involves giving participants a flat shape with numbered sides and a three-

dimensional shape with lettered sides and asking the participants to indicate which numbered

side corresponds to which lettered side. Men on average have a standard deviation higher

spatial intelligence quotient than women. This domain is one of the few where clear sex

differences in cognition appear. It has also been found that spatial ability correlates with

verbal ability in women but not in men, suggesting that women may use different strategies

for spatial visualization tasks than men do.

Older adults tend to perform worse on measures of spatial visualization ability than younger

adults, and this effect seems to occur even among people who use spatial visualization

frequently on the job, such as architects (though architects still perform better on the

measures than non-architects of the same age). It is, however, possible that the types of

spatial visualization used by architects are not measured accurately by the tests. In Human-

Computer Interaction, differences in spatial visualization ability lead to certain users

performing more efficiently than others at information search and information retrieval. This
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performance difference does not mean that users with low spatial visualization ability cannot

find information, but that they tend to be slower at doing so. Spatial visualization ability is

also not completely static; it can be improved with practice. However, since the onus in the

design of computer systems is on the designer to provide systems that can be used by the

majority of users or customers, compensating for low spatial abilities in the target populations

is generally considered to be a good idea.

Interventions that help out those with low spatial abilities on the WWW include spatial

organizers like site maps and site structure previews, which can improve the performance of

people with lower spatial visualization ability while not hurting those with higher spatial

visualization ability. Improving the interface apparency by reducing the number of hidden

dependencies between actions also improves the performance of low Spatial Visualization

individuals while increasing the performance of high Spatial Visualization individuals to a

slightly lesser degree.

Spatial visualization ability itself is not new. The construct of spatial visualization ability was

first identified as a separate thing from general intelligence in the 20th Century, and its

implications for computer system design were identified in the 1980's. In 1987, Kim Vicente

and colleagues ran a battery of cognitive tests on a set of participants and then determined

which cognitive abilities correlated with performance on a computerized information search

task. They found that the only significant predictors of performance were vocabulary and

spatial visualization ability, and that those with high spatial visualization ability were twice as

fast to perform the task as those with lower levels of spatial visualization ability.

2. Parietal lobe

The parietal lobe is a lobe in the brain. It is positioned above (superior to) the occipital lobe

and behind (posterior to) the frontal lobe. The parietal lobe integrates sensory information

from different modalities, particularly determining spatial sense and navigation. For example,

it comprises somatosensory cortex and the dorsal stream of the visual system. This enables

regions of the parietal cortex to map objects perceived visually into body coordinate

positions.
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2.1 Anatomy

The parietal lobe is defined by four anatomical boundaries: the central sulcus

separates the parietal lobe from the frontal lobe; the parieto-occipital sulcus separates

the parietal and occipital lobes; the lateral sulcus (sylvian fissure) is the most lateral

boundary separating it from the temporal lobe; and the medial longitudinal fissure

divides the two hemispheres.

Immediately posterior to the central sulcus, and the most anterior part of the parietal

lobe, is the postcentral gyrus (Brodmann area 3), the primary somatosensory cortical

area. Dividing this and the posterior parietal cortex is the postcentral sulcus.

The posterior parietal cortex can be subdivided into the superior parietal lobule

(Brodmann areas 5 + 7) and the inferior parietal lobule (39 + 40), separated by the

intraparietal sulcus (IP). The intraparietal sulcus and adjacent gyri are essential in

guidance of limb and eye movement, and based on cytoarchitectural and functional

differences is further divided into medial (MIP), lateral (LIP), ventral (VIP), and

anterior (AIP) areas.

2.2 Function

The parietal lobe plays important roles in integrating sensory information from

various parts of the body, knowledge of numbers and their relations, and in the

manipulation of objects. Portions of the parietal lobe are involved with visuospatial

processing. Although multisensory in nature, the posterior parietal cortex is often

referred to by vision scientists as the dorsal stream of vision (as opposed to the ventral

stream in the temporal lobe). This dorsal stream has been called both the 'where'

stream (as in spatial vision) and the 'how' stream (as in vision for action).

Various studies in the 1990s found that different regions of the posterior parietal

cortex in Macaques represent different parts of space.

o The lateral intraparietal (LIP) contains a 2-dimensional topographic map of

retinotopically-coded space representing the saliency of spatial locations. It

can be used by the oculomotor system for targeting eye movements, when

appropriate.
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o The ventral intraparietal (VIP) area receives input from a number of senses

(visual, somatosensory, auditory, and vestibular). Neurons with tactile

receptive fields represented space in a head-centered reference frame. The

cells with visual receptive fields also fire with head-centered reference frames

but possibly also with eye-centered coordinates

o The medial intraparietal (MIP) area neurons encode the location of a reach

target in eye-centered coordinates.

o The anterior intraparietal (AIP) area contains neurons responsive to shape, size,

and orientation of objects to be grasped as well as for manipulation of hands

themselves, both to viewed and remembered stimuli.

More recent fMRI studies have shown that humans have similar functional regions in

and around the intraparietal sulcus and parietal-occipital junction. The human 'parietal

eye fields' and 'parietal reach region', equivalent to LIP and MIP in the monkey, also

appear to be organized in gaze-centered coordinates so that their goal-related activity

is 'remapped' when the eyes move.

2.3 Pathology

Gerstmann's syndrome is associated with lesion to the dominant (usually left) parietal

lobe. Balint's syndrome is associated with bilateral lesions. The syndrome of

hemispatial neglect is usually associated with large deficits of attention of the non-

dominant hemisphere. Optic ataxia is associated with difficulties reaching toward

objects in the visual field opposite to the side of the parietal damage. Some aspects of

optic ataxia have been explained in terms of the functional organization described

above

3. Frontal Lobes

The frontal lobe is an area in the brain of mammals. It is located at the front of each cerebral

hemisphere and positioned anterior to (in front of) the parietal lobes and above and anterior to

the temporal lobes. It is separated from the parietal lobe by the primary motor cortex, which

controls voluntary movements of specific body parts associated with the precentral gyrus.
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The frontal lobe reaches full maturity around age 25, marking the cognitive maturity

associated with adulthood. Arthur Toga, UCLA, found increased myelin in the frontal lobe

white matter of young adults compared to that of teens. Typical onset of schizophrenia in

early adult years correlates with poorly myelinated and thus inefficient connections between

cells in the fore-brain. The frontal lobe contains most of the dopamine-sensitive neurons in

the cerebral cortex. The dopamine system is associated with pleasure, long-term memory,

planning, and drive. Dopamine tends to limit and select sensory information arriving from the

thalamus to the fore-brain. A report from the National Institute of Mental Health says a gene

variant that reduces dopamine activity in the prefrontal cortex is related to poorer

performance and inefficient functioning of that brain region during working memory tasks,

and to slightly increased risk for schizophrenia.

3.1 Function

The executive functions of the frontal lobes involve the ability to recognize future

consequences resulting from current actions, to choose between good and bad actions

(or better and best), override and suppress unacceptable social responses, and

determine similarities and differences between things or events. The frontal lobes also

play an important part in retaining longer term memories which are not task-based.

These are often memories associated with emotions derived from input from the

brain's limbic system. The frontal lobe modifies those emotions to generally fit

socially acceptable norms.

Psychological tests that measure frontal lobe function include Finger tapping,

Wisconsin Card Sorting Task, and measures of verbal and figural fluency.

3.2 Psychosurgery

In the early 20th century, a medical treatment for mental illness, first developed by

Portuguese neurologist Egas Moniz, involved damaging the pathways connecting the

frontal lobe to the limbic system. Frontal lobotomy (sometimes called frontal

leucotomy) successfully reduced distress but at the cost of often blunting the subject's

emotions, volition and personality. The indiscriminate use of this psychosurgical

procedure, combined with its severe side effects and dangerous nature, gained it a bad

reputation. The frontal lobotomy has largely died out as a psychiatric treatment.
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More precise psychosurgical procedures are still used, although rarely. They may

include anterior capsulotomy (bilateral thermal lesions of the anterior limbs of the

internal capsule) or the bilateral cingulotomy (involving lesions of the anterior

cingulate gyri) and might be used to treat otherwise untreatable obsessional disorders

or clinical depression.

4. The temporal lobes

The temporal lobes are parts of the cerebrum that are involved in speech, memory, and

hearing. They lie at the sides of the brain, beneath the lateral or Sylvian fissure. Seen in

profile, the human brain looks something like a boxing glove. The temporal lobes are where

the thumbs would be. The temporal lobe is involved in auditory processing and is home to the

primary auditory cortex. It is also heavily involved in semantics both in speech and vision.

The temporal lobe contains the hippocampus and is therefore involved in memory formation

as well.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Attention And Consciousness

Humans, Human Brains, And Evolution

Neural Development And Developmental Disorders

Topic : Attention And Consciousness

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the overview

 Understand the clinical model of attention

 Understand the philosophical approaches of consciousness

 Understand the functions of consciousness

Definition/Overview:

Attention: Attention is the cognitive process of selectively concentrating on one aspect of the

environment while ignoring other things. Examples include listening carefully to what

someone is saying while ignoring other conversations in a room (the cocktail party effect) or
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listening to a cell phone conversation while driving a car. Sometimes attention shifts to

matters unrelated to the external environment, a phenomenon referred to as mind-wandering

or "spontaneous thought". Attention is one of the most intensely studied topics within

psychology and cognitive neuroscience.

Consciousness: Consciousness has been defined loosely as a constellation of attributes of

mind such as subjectivity, self-awareness, sentience, and the ability to perceive a relationship

between oneself and one's environment. It has been defined from a more biological and

causal perspective as the act of autonomously modulating attentional and computational

effort, usually with the goal of obtaining, retaining, or maximizing specific parameters (food,

a safe environment, family, mates). Consciousness may involve thoughts, sensations,

perceptions, moods, emotions, dreams, and an awareness of self, although not necessarily any

particular one or combination of these. Consciousness is a point of view, an I, or what

Thomas Nagel called the existence of "something that it is like" to be something. Julian

Jaynes has emphasized that "consciousness is not the same as cognition and should be

sharply distinguished from it. ... The most common error ... is to confuse consciousness with

perception." He says, "Mind-space I regard as the primary feature of consciousness". The

exact definition of consciousness is still open to debate among academics.

Key Points:

1. Overview

"Consciousness" derives from Latin conscientia which primarily means moral conscience. In

the literal sense, "conscientia" (or "con scientia") means knowledge-with, that is, shared

knowledge. The word first appears in Latin juridic texts by writers such as Cicero. Here,

conscientia is the knowledge that a witness has of the deed of someone else. In Christian

theology, conscience stands for the moral conscience in which our actions and intentions are

registered and which is only fully known to God. Medieval writers such as Thomas Aquinas

describe the conscientia as the act by which we apply practical and moral knowledge to our

own actions. Ren Descartes has been said to be the first philosopher to use "conscientia" in a

way that does not seem to fit this traditional meaning, and, as a consequence, the translators

of his writings in other languages like French and English coined new words in order to

denote merely psychological consciousness. These are, for instance, conscience, and

Bewusstsein. However, it has also been argued that John Locke was in fact the first one to
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use the modern meaning of consciousness in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding,

although it remains closely intertwined with moral conscience (I may be held morally

responsible only for the act of which I am conscious of having achieved; and my personal

identity - my self - goes as far as my consciousness extends itself). The modern sense of

"consciousness" was therefore first found not in Descartes' work - who sometimes used the

word in a modern sense, but did not distinguish it as much as Locke would do -, but in

Locke's text. The contemporary sense of the word (consciousness associated to the idea of

personal identity, which is assured by the repeated consciousness of oneself) was therefore

introduced by Locke; but the word "conscience" itself was coined by Pierre Costes, French

translator of Locke. Henceforth, the modern sense first appeared in Locke's works, but the

word itself first appeared in the French language. Locke's influence upon the concept can be

found in Samuel Johnson's celebrated Dictionary, in which Johnson abstains from offering a

definition of "consciousness," choosing instead to simply quote Locke.

Phenomenal consciousness (P-consciousness) is simply experience; it is moving, coloured

forms, sounds, sensations, emotions and feelings with our bodies and responses at the center.

These experiences, considered independently of any impact on behavior, are called qualia.

The hard problem of consciousness was formulated by Chalmers in 1996, dealing with the

issue of "how to explain a state of phenomenal consciousness in terms of its neurological

basis" (Block 2004).

Access consciousness (A-consciousness) is the phenomenon whereby information in our

minds is accessible for verbal report, reasoning, and the control of behavior. So, when we

perceive, information about what we perceive is often access conscious; when we introspect,

information about our thoughts is access conscious; when we remember, information about

the past (e.g., something that we learned) is often access conscious; and so on. Chalmers

thinks that access consciousness is less mysterious than phenomenal consciousness, so that it

is held to pose one of the easy problems of consciousness. Dennett denies that there is a "hard

problem", asserting that the totality of consciousness can be understood in terms of impact on

behavior, as studied through heterophenomenology. There have been numerous approaches to

the processes that act on conscious experience from instant to instant. Philosophers who have

explored this problem include Gerald Edelman, Edmund Husserl and Daniel Dennett. Daniel

Dennett (1988) suggests that what people think of as phenomenal consciousness, such as

qualia, are judgments and consequent behaviour. He extends this analysis (Dennett, 1996) by
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arguing that phenomenal consciousness can be explained in terms of access consciousness,

denying the existence of qualia, hence denying the existence of a "hard problem." Chalmers,

on the other hand, makes a strong case for the hard problem, and shows that all of Dennett's

supposed explanatory processes merely address aspects of the easy problem, albeit disgused

in obfuscating verbiage. Eccles and others have pointed out the difficulty of explaining the

evolution of qualia, or of 'minds' which experience them, given that all the processes

governing evolution are physical and so have no direct access to them. There is no guarantee

that all people have minds, nor any way to verify whether one does or does not possess one.

The possibility has indeed been proposed that those denying the existence of qualia, hence

denying the existence of a "hard problem," do so since they do not possess this faculty.

Events that occur in the mind or brain that are not within phenomenal or access

consciousness is known as subconscious events.

2. Clinical model of attention

Clinical models frequently differ from investigation models. This is the case of attention

models. One of the most used models for the evaluation of attention in patients with very

different neurologic pathologies is the model of Sohlberg and Mateer. This hierarchic model

is based in the recovering of attention processes of brain damage patients after coma. Five

different kinds of activities of growing difficulty are described in the model; connecting with

the activities that patients could do as their recovering process advanced.

o Focused attention: This is the ability to respond discretely to specific visual,

auditory or tactile stimuli.

o Sustained attention: This refers to the ability to maintain a consistent behavioral

response during continuous and repetitive activity.

o Selective attention: This level of attention refers to the capacity to maintain a

behavioral or cognitive set in the face of distracting or competing stimuli.

Therefore it incorporates the notion of "freedom from distractibility"

o Alternating attention: It refers to the capacity for mental flexibility that allows

individuals to shift their focus of attention and move between tasks having

different cognitive requirements.

o Divided attention: This is the highest level of attention and it refers to the ability

to respond simultaneously to multiple tasks or multiple task demands.
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This model has been shown to be very useful in evaluating attention in very different

pathologies, correlates strongly with daily difficulties and is especially helpful in designing

stimulation programmes such as APT (attention process training), a rehabilitation programme

for neurologic patients of the same authors.

2.1 Overt and covert attention

Attention may be differentiated according to its status as 'overt' versus 'covert' . Overt

attention is the act of directing sense organs towards a stimulus source. Covert

attention is the act of mentally focusing on one of several possible sensory stimuli.

Covert attention is thought to be a neural process that enhances the signal from a

particular part of the sensory panorama.

There are studies that suggest the mechanisms of overt and covert attention may not

be as separate as previously believed. Though humans and primates can look in one

direction but attend in another, there may be an underlying neural circuitry that links

shifts in covert attention to plans to shift gaze. For example, if individuals attend to

the right hand corner field of view, movement of the eyes in that direction may have

to be actively suppressed.

The current view is that visual covert attention is a mechanism for quickly scanning

the field of view for interesting locations. This shift in covert attention is linked to eye

movement circuitry that sets up a slower saccade to that location.

2.2 Executive attention

Inevitably situations arise where it is advantageous to have cognition independent of

incoming sensory data or motor responses. There is a general consensus in

psychology that there is an executive system based in the frontal cortex that controls

our thoughts and actions to produce coherent behavior. This function is often referred

to as executive function, executive attention, or cognitive control.

No exact definition has been agreed upon. However, typical descriptions involve

maintaining behavioral goals, and using these goals as a basis for choosing what

aspects of the environment to attend to and which action to select.
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2. 3 Neuralcorrelates of attention

Most experiments show that one neural correlate of attention is enhanced firing. If a

neuron has a certain response to a stimulus when the animal is not attending to the

stimulus, then when the animal does attend to the stimulus, the neuron's response will

be enhanced even if the physical characteristics of the stimulus remain the same.

In a recent review, Knudsen describes a more general model which identifies four

core processes of attention, with working memory at the center:

o Working memory temporarily stores information for detailed analysis.

o Competitive selection is the process that determines which information gains

access to working memory.

o Through top-down sensitivity control, higher cognitive processes can regulate

signal intensity in information channels that compete for access to working

memory, and thus give them an advantage in the process of competitive

selection. Through top-down sensitivity control, the momentary content of

working memory can influence the selection of new information, and thus

mediate voluntary control of attention in a recurrent loop (endogenous

attention).

o Bottom-up saliency filters automatically enhance the response to infrequent

stimuli, or stimuli of instinctive or learned biological relevance (exogenous

attention).

Neurally, at different hierarchical levels spatial maps can enhance or inhibit activity in

sensory areas, and induce orienting behaviors like eye movement.

o At the top of the hierarchy, the frontal eye fields (FEF) on the dorsolateral

frontal cortex contain a retinocentric spatial map. Microstimulation in the FEF

induces monkeys to make a saccade to the relevant location. Stimulation at

levels too low to induce a saccade will nonetheless enhance cortical responses

to stimuli located in the relevant area.
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o At the next lower level, a variety of spatial maps are found in the parietal cortex.

In particular, the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) contains a saliency map and is

interconnected both with the FEF and with sensory areas.

o Certain automatic responses that influence attention, like orienting to a highly

salient stimulus, are mediated subcortically by the superior colliculi.

o At the neural network level, it is thought that processes like lateral inhibition

mediate the process of competitive selection.

3. Philosophical approaches of consciousness

There are many philosophical stances on consciousness, including: behaviorism, dualism,

idealism, functionalism, reflexive monism, phenomenalism, phenomenology and

intentionality, physicalism, emergentism, mysticism, personal identity etc.

3.1 Phenomenal and access consciousness

Phenomenal consciousness (P-consciousness) is simply experience; it is moving,

coloured forms, sounds, sensations, emotions and feelings with our bodies and

responses at the center. These experiences, considered independently of any impact

on behavior, are called qualia. The hard problem of consciousness was formulated by

Chalmers in 1996, dealing with the issue of "how to explain a state of phenomenal

consciousness in terms of its neurological basis" (Block 2004).

Access consciousness (A-consciousness) is the phenomenon whereby information in

our minds is accessible for verbal report, reasoning, and the control of behavior. So,

when we perceive, information about what we perceive is often access conscious;

when we introspect, information about our thoughts is access conscious; when we

remember, information about the past (e.g., something that we learned) is often access

conscious; and so on. Chalmers thinks that access consciousness is less mysterious

than phenomenal consciousness, so that it is held to pose one of the easy problems of

consciousness. Dennett denies that there is a "hard problem", asserting that the totality

of consciousness can be understood in terms of impact on behavior, as studied

through heterophenomenology. There have been numerous approaches to the

processes that act on conscious experience from instant to instant. Dennett (1988)
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suggests that what people think of as phenomenal consciousness, such as qualia, are

judgments and consequent behaviour. He extends this analysis (Dennett, 1996) by

arguing that phenomenal consciousness can be explained in terms of access

consciousness, denying the existence of qualia, hence denying the existence of a "hard

problem." Chalmers, on the other hand, argues that Dennett's explanatory processes

merely address aspects of the easy problem. Eccles and others have pointed out the

difficulty of explaining the evolution of qualia, or of 'minds' which experience them,

given that all the processes governing evolution are physical and so have no direct

access to them. There is no guarantee that all people have minds, nor any way to

verify whether one does or does not possess one.

3.2 The description and location of phenomenal consciousness

For centuries, philosophers have investigated phenomenal consciousness. Ren

Descartes, who arrived at the famous dictum 'cogito ergo sum', wrote Meditations on

First Philosophy in the seventeenth century. He described, extensively, what it is to be

conscious. Conscious experience, according to Descartes, included such ideas as

imaginings and perceptions laid out in space and time that are viewed from a point,

and appearing as a result of some quality (qualia) such as color, smell, and so on.

(Modern readers are often confused by this Descartes' notion of interchangeability

between the terms 'idea' and 'imaginings.')

Now among these figures, it is not those imprinted on the external sense organs, or on

the internal surface of the brain, which should be taken to be ideas - but only those

which are traced in the spirits on the surface of gland H [where the seat of the

imagination and the 'common sense' is located]. That is to say, it is only the latter

figures which should be taken to be the forms or images which the rational soul united

to this machine will consider directly when it imagines some object or perceives it by

the senses.

Thus Descartes does not identify mental ideas or 'qualia' with activity within the sense

organs, or even with brain activity, but rather with interaction between body and the

'rational soul', through the mediating 'gland H'. This organ is now known as the pineal

gland. Descartes notes that, anatomically, while the human brain consists of two

symmetrical hemispheres the pineal gland, which lies close to the brain's centre, is
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singular. Thus he extrapolated from this that it was the mediator between body and

soul.

Other philosophers agreed with Descartes to varying degrees. They include Nicolas

Malebranche, Thomas Reid, John Locke, David Hume and Immanuel Kant.

Malebranche, for example, agreed with Descartes that the human being was

composed of two elements, body and mind, and that conscious experience resided in

the latter. He did, however, disagree with Descartes as to the ease with which we

might become aware of our mental constitution, stating 'I am not my own light unto

myself'. David Hume and Immanuel Kant also differ from Descartes, in that they

avoid mentioning a place from which experience is viewed (see "Further reading"

below); certainly, few if any modern philosophers have identified the pineal gland as

the seat of dualist interaction.

The extension of things in time was considered in more detail by Kant and James.

Kant wrote that "only on the presupposition of time can we represent to ourselves a

number of things as existing at one and the same time [simultaneously] or at different

times [successively]." William James stressed the extension of experience in time and

said that time is "the short duration of which we are immediately and incessantly

sensible."

When we look around a room or have a dream, things are laid out in space and time

and viewed as if from a point. However, when philosophers and scientists consider

the location of the form and contents of this phenomenal consciousness, there are

fierce disagreements. As an example, Descartes proposed that the contents are brain

activity seen by a non-physical place without extension (the Res Cogitans), which, in

Meditations on First Philosophy, he identified as the soul. This idea is known as

Cartesian Dualism. Another example is found in the work of Thomas Reid who

thought the contents of consciousness are the world itself, which becomes conscious

experience in some way. This concept is a type of Direct realism. The precise physical

substrate of conscious experience in the world, such as photons, quantum fields, etc.

is usually not specified.

Other philosophers, such as George Berkeley, have proposed that the contents of

consciousness are an aspect of minds and do not necessarily involve matter at all. This
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is a type of Idealism. Yet others, such as Leibniz, have considered that each point in

the universe is endowed with conscious content. This is a form of Panpsychism.

Panpsychism is the belief that all matter, including rocks for example, is sentient or

conscious. The concept of the things in conscious experience being impressions in the

brain is a type of representationalism, and representationalism is a form of indirect

realism. It is sometimes held that consciousness emerges from the complexity of brain

processing. The general label 'emergence' applies to new phenomena that emerge

from a physical basis without the connection between the two explicitly specified.

Physicalists claim that consciousness must arise from the neuronal interactions in the

brain, a hugely complicated machine with about 10 million million neurones, each

with thousands of excitatory and inhibitory connections votes, with no mystery stuff.

These neuronal interactions must use voting mechanisms to deliver outcomes. But

voting systems can produce different results from the same voter base and such voting

result variations provide the required indeterminacy which provides freedom from

rigid deterministic mechanisms (Welsby PD. Problems with voting: the ultimate

source? Int Journal of Design & Nature Vol2, No 4, 2007). Sufficiently complex

brains will have a coordinating system which, when confronted by such

indeterminacy, will become aware that it has been burdened with free will as it has to

determine which of the voting systems will be chosen to get the result. This,

according to the theory, is the origin of free will; awareness of free will in turn leads

to self-awareness, and self-awareness is consciousness.

Investigators have failed to agree on an anatomical mechanism for consciousness. To

those who support the emergence theory, this is predictable because consciousness is

not an anatomical feature but a function; one that that emerges from billions of

neurones and their voting interactions, in the way that a rainbow emerges from

billions of raindrops.

Some theorists hold that phenomenal consciousness poses an explanatory gap. Colin

McGinn takes the New Mysterianism position that it can't be solved, and Chalmers

criticizes purely physical accounts of mental experiences based on the idea that

philosophical zombies are logically possible and supports property dualism. But

others have proposed speculative scientific theories to explain the explanatory gap,

such as Quantum mind, space-time theories of consciousness, reflexive monism, and
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Electromagnetic theories of consciousness to explain the correspondence between

brain activity and experience. Parapsychologists sometimes appeal to the unproven

concepts of psychokinesis or telepathy to support the belief that consciousness is not

confined to the brain.

3.3 Consciousness and language

Because humans express their conscious states using language, it is tempting to

equate language abilities and consciousness. There are, however, speechless humans

(infants, feral children, aphasics, severe forms of autism), to whom consciousness is

attributed despite language lost or not yet acquired. Moreover, the study of brain

states of non-linguistic primates, in particular the macaques, has been used

extensively by scientists and philosophers in their quest for the neural correlates of the

contents of consciousness.

Julian Jaynes argued to the contrary, in The Origin of Consciousness in the

Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind, that for consciousness (which he defines as not

merely perception of an object, but awareness that one is an entity which is perceiving

it) to arise in a person, language needs to have reached a fairly high level of

complexity. According to Jaynes, human consciousness emerged as recently as 1300

BCE or thereabouts. Some philosophers, including W.V. Quine, and some

neuroscientists, including Christof Koch, contest this hypothesis, arguing that it

suggests that prior to this "discovery" of consciousness, experience simply did not

exist. Ned Block argued that Jaynes had confused consciousness with the concept of

consciousness, the latter being what was discovered between the Iliad and the

Odyssey. Daniel Dennett points out that these approaches misconceive Jaynes's

definition of consciousness as more than mere perception or awareness of an object.

He notes that consciousness is like money in that having the thing requires having the

concept of it, so it is a revolutionary proposal and not a ridiculous error to suppose

that consciousness only emerges when its concept does.

4. Functions of consciousness

We generally agree that our fellow human beings are conscious, and that much simpler life

forms, such as bacteria, are not. Many of us attribute consciousness to higher-order animals
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such as dolphins and primates; academic research is investigating the extent to which animals

are conscious. This suggests the hypothesis that consciousness has co-evolved with life,

which would require it to have some sort of added value, especially survival value. People

have therefore looked for specific functions and benefits of consciousness. Bernard Baars

(1997), for instance, states that "consciousness is a supremely functional adaptation" and

suggests a variety of functions in which consciousness plays an important, if not essential,

role: prioritization of alternatives, problem solving, decision making, brain processes

recruiting, action control, error detection, planning, learning, adaptation, context creation, and

access to information. Antonio Damasio (1999) regards consciousness as part of an

organism's survival kit, allowing planned rather than instinctual responses. He also points out

that awareness of self allows a concern for one's own survival, which increases the drive to

survive, although how far consciousness is involved in behaviour is an actively debated issue.

Many psychologists, such as radical behaviorists, and many philosophers, such as those that

support Ryle's approach, would maintain that behavior can be explained by non-conscious

processes akin to artificial intelligence, and might consider consciousness to be

epiphenomenal or only weakly related to function.

Regarding the primary function of conscious processing, a recurring idea in recent theories is

that phenomenal states somehow integrate neural activities and information-processing that

would otherwise be independent (see review in Baars, 2002). This has been called the

integration consensus. However, it has remained unspecified which kinds of information are

integrated in a conscious manner and which kinds can be integrated without consciousness.

Obviously not all kinds of information are capable of being disseminated consciously (e.g.,

neural activity related to vegetative functions, reflexes, unconscious motor programs, low-

level perceptual analyses, etc.) and many kinds can be disseminated and combined with other

kinds without consciousness, as in intersensory interactions such as the ventriloquism effect

(cf., Morsella, 2005).

Ervin Laszlo argues that self-awareness, the ability to make observations of oneself, evolved.

Emile Durkheim formulated the concept of so called collective consciousness, which is

essential for organization of human, social relations. The accelerating drive of human race to

explorations, cognition, understanding and technological progress can be explained by some

features of collective consciousness (collective self - concepts) and collective intelligence
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4.1 Tests

As there is no clear definition of consciousness and no empirical measure exists to test

for its presence, it has been argued that due to the nature of the problem of

consciousness, empirical tests are intrinsically impossible. However, several tests

have been developed which attempt to provide an operational definition of

consciousness and try to determine whether computers and other non-human animals

can demonstrate through their behavior, by passing these tests, that they are

conscious. In medicine, several neurological and brain imaging techniques, like EEG

and fMRI, have proven useful for physical measures of brain activity associated with

consciousness. This is particularly true for EEG measures during anesthesia that can

provide an indication of anesthetic depth, although with still limited accuracies of ~

70 % and a high degree of patient and drug variability seen.

4.2 Turing

Though often thought of as a test for consciousness, the Turing test (named after

computer scientist Alan Turing, who first proposed it) is actually a test to determine

whether or not a computer satisfied his operational definition of "intelligent" (which is

actually quite different from a test for consciousness or self-awareness). This test is

commonly cited in discussion of artificial intelligence. The essence of the test is based

on "the Imitation Game", in which a human experimenter attempts to converse, via

computer keyboards, with two others. One of the others is a human (who, it is

assumed, is conscious) while the other is a computer. Because all of the conversation

is via keyboards (teletypes, in Turing's original conception) no cues such as voice,

prosody, or appearance will be available to indicate which is the human and which is

the computer. If the human is unable to determine which of the conversants is human,

and which is a computer, the computer is said to have "passed" the Turing test

(satisfied Turing's operational definition of "intelligent").

The Turing test has generated a great deal of research and philosophical debate. For

example, Daniel Dennett and Douglas Hofstadter argue that anything capable of

passing the Turing test is necessarily conscious, while David Chalmers,argues that a

philosophical zombie could pass the test, yet fail to be conscious. It has been argued

that the question itself is excessively anthropomorphic. Edsger Dijkstra commented
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that "The question of whether a computer can think is no more interesting than the

question of whether a submarine can swim", expressing the view that different words

are appropriate for the workings of a machine to those of animals even if they produce

similar results, just as submarines are not normally said to swim.

Philosopher John Searle developed a thought experiment, the Chinese room argument,

which is intended to show problems with the Turing Test. Searle asks the reader to

imagine a non-Chinese speaker in a room in which there are stored a very large

number of Chinese symbols and rule books. Questions are passed to the person in the

form of written Chinese symbols via a slot, and the person responds by looking up the

symbols and the correct replies in the rule books. Based on the purely input-output

operations, the "Chinese room" gives the appearance of understanding Chinese.

However, the person in the room understands no Chinese at all. This argument has

been the subject of intense philosophical debate since it was introduced in 1980, even

leading to edited volumes on this topic alone.

The application of the Turing test to human consciousness has even led to an annual

competition, the Loebner Prize with "Grand Prize of $100,000 and a Gold Medal for

the first computer whose responses were indistinguishable from a human's." For a

summary of research on the Turing Test, see here.

4.3 Mirror

With the mirror test, devised by Gordon Gallup in the 1970s, one is interested in

whether animals are able to recognize themselves in a mirror. The classic example of

the test involves placing a spot of coloring on the skin or fur near the individual's

forehead and seeing if they attempt to remove it or at least touch the spot, thus

indicating that they recognize that the individual they are seeing in the mirror is

themselves. Humans (older than 18 months), great apes (except for most gorillas),

bottlenose dolphins, pigeons, elephants and magpies have all been observed to pass

this test. The test is usually carried out with an identical 'spot' being placed elsewhere

on the head with a non-visible material as a control, to assure the subject is not

responding to the touch stimuli of the spot's presence. Proponents of the hard problem

of consciousness claim that the mirror test only demonstrates that some animals

possess a particular cognitive capacity for modelling their environment, but not for
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the presence of phenomenal consciousness per se. Gallup's mirror test has also been

criticized as logically invalid because negative results are uninterpretable.

Prosopagnosiacs, for example, may fail the test despite having the ability to report self

awareness.

4.5 Delay

One problem researchers face is distinguishing nonconscious reflexes and instinctual

responses from conscious responses. Neuroscientists Francis Crick and Christof Koch

have proposed that by placing a delay between stimulus and execution of action, one

may determine the extent of involvement of consciousness in an action of a biological

organism.

For example, when psychologists Larry Squire and Robert Clark combined a tone of a

specific pitch with a puff of air to the eye, test subjects came to blink their eyes in

anticipation of the puff of air when the appropriate tone was played. When the puff of

air followed a half of a second later, no such conditioning occurred. When subjects

were asked about the experiment, only those who were asked to pay attention could

consciously distinguish which tone preceded the puff of air. Ability to delay the

response to an action implies that the information must be stored in short-term

memory, which is conjectured to be a closely associated prerequisite for

consciousness. However, this test is only valid for biological organisms. While it is

simple to create a computer program that passes, such success does not suggest

anything beyond a clever programmer.

Topic : Humans, Human Brains, And Evolution

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the overview

 Understand the heredity

 Understand the variation

 Understand the mutation

 Understand the sex and recombination
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 Understand the population genetics

 Understand the evolutionary history of life

 Understand the common descent

 Understand the evolution of life

 Understand the evolution, and behavior:

Definition/Overview:

Human: Human beings, humans or man (Origin: 15901600; < L homō man; OL hemō the

earthly one (see humus), also Homo sapiens Latin: "wise human" or "knowing human"), are

bipedal primates in the family Hominidae. DNA evidence indicates that modern humans

originated in Africa about 200,000 years ago. Humans have a highly developed brain, capable

of abstract reasoning, language, introspection, problem solving and emotion. This mental

capability, combined with an erect body carriage that frees the forelimbs (arms) for

manipulating objects, has allowed humans to make far greater use of tools than any other

species. Humans are distributed worldwide, large populations inhabiting every continent on

Earth except Antarctica. The human population on Earth is greater than 6.7 billion, as of July,

2008. There is only one extant subspecies, Homo sapiens sapiens. As of 2008, humans are

listed as a species of least concern for extinction by the International Union for Conservation

of Nature.

Like most higherprimates, humans are social by nature. Humans are particularly adept at

utilizing systems of communication for self-expression, exchanging of ideas, and

organization. Humans create complex social structures composed of many cooperating and

competing groups, from families to nations. Social interactions between humans have

established an extremely wide variety of traditions, rituals, ethics, values, social norms, and

laws, which together form the basis of human society. Humans have a marked appreciation

for beauty and aesthetics, which, combined with the desire for self-expression, has led to

cultural innovations such as art, writing, literature and music.

Humans are notable for their desire to understand and influence the world around them,

seeking to explain and manipulate natural phenomena through philosophy, art, science,

mythology and religion. This natural curiosity has led to the development of advanced tools

and skills; humans are the only species known to build fires, cook their food, clothe
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themselves; they also manipulate and develop numerous other technologies. Humans pass

down their skills and knowledge to the next generations through education.

Human Brain: The human brain controls the central nervous system (CNS), by way of the

cranial nerves and spinal cord, the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and regulates virtually all

human activity. Involuntary, or "lower," actions, such as heart rate, respiration, and digestion,

are unconsciously governed by the brain, specifically through the autonomic nervous system.

Complex, or "higher," mental activity, such as thought, reason, and abstraction, is

consciously controlled.

Anatomically, the brain can be divided into three parts: the forebrain, midbrain, and

hindbrain; the forebrain includes the several lobes of the cerebral cortex that control higher

functions, while the mid- and hindbrain are more involved with unconscious, autonomic

functions. During encephalization, human brain mass increased beyond that of other species

relative to body mass. This process was especially pronounced in the neocortex, a section of

the brain involved with language and consciousness. The neocortex accounts for about 76%

of the mass of the human brain; with a neocortex much larger than other animals, humans

enjoy unique mental capacities despite having a neuroarchitecture similar to that of more

primitive species. Basic systems that alert humans to stimuli, sense events in the

environment, and maintain homeostasis are similar to those of basic vertebrates. Human

consciousness is founded upon the extended capacity of the modern neocortex, as well as the

greatly developed structures of the brain stem.

Human Evolution: Human evolution, or anthropogenesis, is the part of biological evolution

concerning the emergence of Homo sapiens as a distinct species from other hominans, great

apes and placental mammals. It is the subject of a broad scientific inquiry that seeks to

understand and describe how this change occurred. The study of human evolution

encompasses many scientific disciplines, most notably physical anthropology, linguistics and

genetics.

The term "human", in the context of human evolution, refers to the genus Homo, but studies

of human evolution usually include other hominins, such as the australopithecines. The Homo

genus diverged from the australopithecines about 2 million years ago in Africa. Several

typological species of Homo, now extinct, evolved. These include Homo erectus, which

inhabited Asia, and Homo neanderthalensis, which inhabited Europe.
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Archaic Homo sapiens evolved between 400,000 and 250,000 years ago. The dominant view

among scientists is the recent African origin of modern humans (RAO) that H. sapiens

evolved in Africa and spread across the globe, replacing populations of H. erectus and H.

neanderthalensis. Scientists supporting the alternative hypothesis on the multiregional origin

of modern humans (MTO) view modern humans as having evolved as a single, widespread

population from existing Homo species, particularly H. erectus. The fossil evidence is

insufficient to resolve this vigorous debate.

Starting with H. habilis, humans began using stone tools of increasing sophistication. About

50,000 years ago, human technology and culture began to change more rapidly.

Key Points:

1. Overview

By 1859, the morphological similarity of humans to certain great apes had been discussed

and argued for some time, but the idea of the biological evolution of species in general was

not legitimized until Charles Darwin published On the Origin of Species in November of that

year. Darwin's first book on evolution did not address the specific question of human

evolution: "Light will be thrown on the origin of man and his history," was all Darwin wrote

on the subject. Nevertheless, the implications of evolutionary theory were clear to

contemporary readers.

Debates between Thomas Huxley and Richard Owen focused on human evolution. Huxley

convincingly illustrated many of the similarities and differences between humans and apes in

his 1863 book Evidence as to Man's Place in Nature. By the time Darwin published his own

book on the subject, The Descent of Man, it was already a well-known interpretation of his

theory, and the interpretation which made the theory highly controversial. Even many

ofDarwin's original supporters (such as Alfred Russel Wallace and Charles Lyell) did not like

the idea that human beings could have evolved their impressive mental capacities and moral

sensibilities through natural selection.

Since the time of Carolus Linnaeus, scientists have considered the great apes to be the closest

relatives of human beings because they look very similar. In the 19th century, they speculated

that the closest living relatives of humans are chimpanzees. Based on the natural range of
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these creatures, they surmised that humansshare a common ancestor with other African great

apes and that fossils of these ancestors would be found in Africa. It is now accepted by

virtually all biologists that humans are not only similar to the great apes but, in fact, are great

apes.Classification of Hominidae

It was only in the 1920s that such fossils were discovered in Africa. In 1925, Raymond Dart

described Australopithecus africanus. The type specimen was the Taung Child, an

australopithecine infant discovered in a cave. This cave, in Taung, South Africa, was being

mined for raw materials used to make concrete. The child's remains were a remarkably well-

preserved tiny skull and an endocranial cast of the individual's brain. Although the brain was

small (410 cm), its shape was rounded, unlike that of chimpanzees and gorillas, and more like

a modern human brain. Also, the specimen showed short canine teeth, and the position of the

foramen magnum was evidence of bipedal locomotion. All of these traits convinced Dart that

the Taung baby was a bipedal human ancestor, a transitional form between apes and humans.

Another 20 years would pass before Dart's claims were taken seriously, following the

discovery of more fossils that resembled his find. The prevailing view of the time was that a

large brain evolved before bipedality. It was thought that intelligence on par with modern

humans was a prerequisite to bipedalism.

The australopithecines are now thought to be immediate ancestors of the genus Homo, the

group to which modern humans belong. Both australopithecines and Homo sapiens are part of

the tribe Hominini, but recent data has brought into doubt the position of A. africanus as a

direct ancestor of modern humans; it may well have been a dead-end cousin. The

australopithecines were originally classified as either gracile or robust. The robust variety of

Australopithecus has since been reclassified as Paranthropus, although it is still regarded as a

subgenus of Australopithecus by some authors. In the 1930s, when the robust specimens were

first described, the Paranthropus genus was used. During the 1960s, the robust variety was

moved into Australopithecus. The recent trend has been back to the original classification as

a separate genus.

Using tools has been interpreted as a sign of intelligence, and it has been theorized that tool

use may have stimulated certain aspects of human evolution - most notably the continued

expansion of the human brain. Paleontology has yet to explain the expansion of this organ

over millions of years despite being extremely demanding in terms of energy consumption.
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The brain of a modern human consumes about 20 Watts (400 kilocalories per day), which is

one fifth of the energy consumption of a human body. Increased tool use would allow for

hunting and consuming meat, which is more energy-rich than plants. Researchers have

suggested that early hominids were thus under evolutionary pressure to increase their

capacity to create and use tools.

Precisely when early humans started to use tools is difficult to determine, because the more

primitive these tools are (for example, sharp-edged stones) the more difficult it is to decide

whether they are natural objects or human artifacts. There is some evidence that the

australopithecines (4 mya) may have used broken bones as tools, but this is debated.

2. Heredity

Evolution in organisms occurs through changes in heritable traits particular characteristics of

an organism. In humans, for example, eye color is an inherited characteristic, which

individuals can inherit from one of their parents. Inherited traits are controlled by genes and

the complete set of genes within an organism's genome is called its genotype.

The complete set of observable traits that make up the structure and behavior of an organism

is called its phenotype. These traits come from the interaction of its genotype with the

environment. As a result, not every aspect of an organism's phenotype is inherited. Suntanned

skin results from the interaction between a person's genotype and sunlight; thus, suntans are

not passed on to people's children. However, people have different responses to sunlight,

arising from differences in their genotype; a striking example is individuals with the inherited

trait of albinism, who do not tan and are highly sensitive to sunburn.

Heritable traits are propagated between generations via DNA, a molecule which is capable of

encoding genetic information. DNA is a polymer composed of four types of bases. The

sequence of bases along a particular DNA molecule specify the genetic information, in a

manner akin to a sequence of letters specifying a text or a sequence of bits specifying a

computer program. Portions of a DNA molecule that specify a single functional unit are

called genes; different genes have different sequences of bases. Within cells, the long strands

of DNA associate with proteins to form condensed structures called chromosomes. A specific

location within a chromosome is known as a locus. If the DNA sequence at a locus varies

between individuals, the different forms of this sequence are called alleles. DNA sequences
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can change through mutations, producing new alleles. If a mutation occurs within a gene, the

new allele may affect the trait that the gene controls, altering the phenotype of the organism.

However, while this simplecorrespondence between an allele and a trait works in some cases,

most traits are more complex and are controlled by multiple interacting genes.

3. Variation

An individual organism's phenotype results from both its genotype and the influence from the

environment it has lived in. A substantial part of the variation in phenotypes in a population

is caused by the differences between their genotypes. The modern evolutionary synthesis

defines evolution as the change over time in this genetic variation. The frequency of one

particular allele will fluctuate, becoming more or less prevalent relative to other forms of that

gene. Evolutionary forces act by driving these changes in allele frequency in one direction or

another. Variation disappears when an allele reaches the point of fixation when it either

disappears from the population or replaces the ancestral allele entirely.

Variation comes from mutations in genetic material, migration between populations (gene

flow), and the reshuffling of genes through sexual reproduction. Variation also comes from

exchanges of genes between different species; for example, through horizontal gene transfer

in bacteria, and hybridization in plants. Despite the constant introduction of variation through

these processes, most of the genome of a species is identical in all individuals of that species.

However, even relatively small changes in genotype can lead to dramatic changes in

phenotype: chimpanzees and humans differ in only about 5% of their genomes.

4. Mutation

Genetic variation comes from random mutations that occur in the genomes of organisms.

Mutations are changes in the DNA sequence of a cell's genome and are caused by radiation,

viruses, transposons and mutagenic chemicals, as well as errors that occur during meiosis or

DNA replication. These mutagens produce several different types of change in DNA

sequences; these can either have no effect, alter the product of a gene, or prevent the gene

from functioning. Studies in the fly Drosophila melanogaster suggest that if a mutation

changes a protein produced by a gene, this will probably be harmful, with about 70 percent of

these mutations having damaging effects, and the remainder being either neutral or weakly

beneficial. Due to the damaging effects that mutations can have on cells, organisms have
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evolved mechanisms such as DNA repair to remove mutations. Therefore, the optimal

mutation rate for a species is a trade-off between costs of a high mutation rate, such as

deleterious mutations, and the metabolic costs of maintaining systems to reduce the mutation

rate, such as DNA repair enzymes. Some species such as retroviruses have such high

mutation rates that most of their offspring will possess a mutated gene. Such rapid mutation

may have been selected so that these viruses can constantly and rapidly evolve, and thus

evade the responses of the human immune system.

Mutations can involve large sections of DNA becoming duplicated, which is a major source

of raw material for evolving new genes, with tens to hundreds of genes duplicated in animal

genomes every million years. Most genes belong to larger families of genes of shared

ancestry. Novel genes are produced by several methods, commonly through the duplication

and mutation of an ancestral gene, or by recombining parts of different genes to form new

combinations with new functions. For example, the human eye uses four genes to make

structures that sense light: three for color vision and one for night vision; all four arose from a

single ancestral gene. An advantage of duplicating a gene (or even an entire genome) is that

overlapping or redundant functions in multiple genes allows alleles to be retained that would

otherwise be harmful, thus increasing genetic diversity.

Changes in chromosome number may involve even larger mutations, where segments of the

DNA within chromosomes break and then rearrange. For example, two chromosomes in the

Homo genus fused to produce human chromosome 2; this fusion did not occur in the lineage

of the other apes, and they retain these separate chromosomes. In evolution, the most

important role of such chromosomal rearrangements may be to accelerate the divergence of a

population into new species by making populations less likely to interbreed, and thereby

preserving genetic differences between these populations.

Sequences of DNA that can move about the genome, such as transposons, make up a major

fraction of the genetic material of plants and animals, and may have been important in the

evolution of genomes. For example, more than a million copies of the Alu sequence are

present in the human genome, and these sequences have now been recruited to perform

functions such as regulating gene expression. Another effect of these mobile DNA sequences

is that when they move within a genome, they can mutate or delete existing genes and

thereby produce genetic diversity.
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5. Sex and Recombination

In asexual organisms, genes are inherited together, or linked, as they cannot mix with genes

in other organisms during reproduction. However, the offspring of sexual organisms contain

random mixtures of their parents' chromosomes that are produced through independent

assortment. In the related process of genetic recombination, sexual organisms can also

exchange DNA between two matching chromosomes. Recombination and reassortment do

not alter allele frequencies, but instead change which alleles are associated with each other,

producing offspring with new combinations of alleles. While this process increases the

variation in any individual's offspring, genetic mixing can be predicted to either have no

effect, increase, or decrease the genetic variation in the population, depending on how the

various alleles in the population are distributed. For example, if two alleles are randomly

distributed in a population, then sex will have no effect on variation; however, if two alleles

tend to be found as a pair, then genetic mixing will even out this non-random distribution and

over time make the organisms in the population more similar to each other. The overall effect

of sex on natural variation remains unclear, but recent research suggests that sex usually

increases genetic variation and may increase the rate of evolution.

Recombination allows even alleles that are close together in a strand of DNA to be inherited

independently. However, the rate of recombination is low, since in humans in a stretch of

DNA one million base pairs long there is about a one in a hundred chance of a recombination

event occurring per generation. As a result, genes close together on a chromosome may not

always be shuffled away from each other, and genes that are close together tend to be

inherited together. This tendency is measured by finding how often two alleles of different

genes occur together, which is called their linkage disequilibrium. A set of alleles that is

usually inherited in a group is called a haplotype.

Sexual reproduction helps to remove harmful mutations and retain beneficial mutations.

Consequently, when alleles cannot be separated by recombination such as in mammalian Y

chromosomes, which pass intact from fathers to sons harmful mutations accumulate. In

addition, recombination and reassortment can produce individuals with new and

advantageous gene combinations. These positive effects are balanced by the fact that this

process can cause mutations and separate beneficial combinations of genes.
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6. Population Genetics

From a genetic viewpoint, evolution is a generation-to-generation change in the frequencies

of alleles within a population that shares a common gene pool. A population is a localized

group of individuals belonging to the same species. For example, all of the moths of the same

species living in an isolated forest represent a population. A single gene in this population

may have several alternate forms, which account for variations between the phenotypes of the

organisms. An example might be a gene for coloration in moths that has two alleles: black

and white. A gene pool is the complete set of alleles in a single population, so each allele

occurs a certain number of times in a gene pool. The fraction of genes within the gene pool

that are a particular allele is called the allele frequency. Evolution occurs when there are

changes in the frequencies of alleles within a population of interbreeding organisms; for

example the allele for black color in a population of moths becoming more common.

To understand the mechanisms that cause a population to evolve, it is useful to consider what

conditions are required for a population not to evolve. The Hardy-Weinberg principle states

that the frequencies of alleles (variations in a gene) in a sufficiently large population will

remain constant if the only forces acting on that population are the random reshuffling of

alleles during the formation of the sperm or egg, and the random combination of the alleles in

these sex cells during fertilization. Such a population is said to be in Hardy-Weinberg

equilibrium - it is not evolving.

7. Evolutionary History Of Life

The origin of life is a necessary precursor for biological evolution, but understanding that

evolution occurred once organisms appeared and investigating how this happens does not

depend on understanding exactly how life began.[150] The current scientific consensus is that

the complex biochemistry that makes up life came from simpler chemical reactions, but it is

unclear how this occurred.[151] Not much is certain about the earliest developments in life,

the structure of the first living things, or the identity and nature of any last universal common

ancestor or ancestral gene pool.[152][153] Consequently, there is no scientific consensus on

how life began, but proposals include self-replicating molecules such as RNA,[154] and the

assembly of simple cells.[155]
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8. Common descent

All organisms on Earth are descended from a common ancestor or ancestral gene pool.[156]

Current species are a stage in the process of evolution, with their diversity the product of a

long series of speciation and extinction events.[157] The common descent of organisms was

first deduced from four simple facts about organisms: First, they have geographic

distributions that cannot be explained by local adaptation. Second, the diversity of life is not a

set of completely unique organisms, but organisms that share morphological similarities.

Third, vestigial traits with no clear purpose resemble functional ancestral traits, and finally,

that organisms can be classified using these similarities into a hierarchy of nested groups.

Past species have also left records of their evolutionary history. Fossils, along with the

comparative anatomy of present-day organisms, constitute the morphological, or anatomical,

record.[158] By comparing the anatomies of both modern and extinct species, paleontologists

can infer the lineages of those species. However, this approach is most successful for

organisms that had hard body parts, such as shells, bones or teeth. Further, as prokaryotes

such as bacteria and archaea share a limited set of common morphologies, their fossils do not

provide information on their ancestry.

More recently, evidence for common descent has come from the study of biochemical

similarities between organisms. For example, all living cells use the same basic set of

nucleotides and amino acids.[159] The development of molecular genetics has revealed the

record of evolution left in organisms' genomes: dating when species diverged through the

molecular clock produced by mutations.[160] For example, these DNA sequence

comparisons have revealed the close genetic similarity between humans and chimpanzees and

shed light on when the common ancestor of these species existed.[161]

9 Evolution Of Life

Despite the uncertainty on how life began, it is clear that prokaryotes were the first organisms

to inhabit Earth,[163] approximately 34 billion years ago.[164] No obvious changes in

morphology or cellular organization occurred in these organisms over the next few billion

years.[165] The eukaryotes were the next major development in cell evolution. These came

from ancient bacteria being engulfed by the ancestors of eukaryotic cells, in a cooperative

association called endosymbiosis.[166] The engulfed bacteria and the host cell then
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underwent co-evolution, with the bacteria evolving into either mitochondria or

hydrogenosomes.[167] An independent second engulfment of cyanobacterial-like organisms

led to the formation of chloroplasts in algae and plants.[168] It is unknown when the first

eukaryotic cells appeared though they first emerged between 1.6 - 2.7 billion years ago.

The history of life was that of the unicellular eukaryotes, prokaryotes, and archaea until about

610 million years ago when multicellular organisms began to appear in the oceans in the

Ediacaran period.[163][169] The evolution of multicellularity occurred in multiple

independent events, in organisms as diverse as sponges, brown algae, cyanobacteria, slime

moulds and myxobacteria.[170]

Soon after the emergence of these first multicellular organisms, a remarkable amount of

biological diversity appeared over approximately 10 million years, in an event called the

Cambrian explosion. Here, the majority of types of modern animals appeared in the fossil

record, as well as unique lineages that subsequently became extinct.[171] Various triggers for

the Cambrian explosion have been proposed, including the accumulation of oxygen in the

atmosphere from photosynthesis.[172] About 500 million years ago, plants and fungi

colonized the land, and were soon followed by arthropods and other animals.[173]

Amphibians first appeared around 300 million years ago, followed by early amniotes, then

mammals around 200 million years ago and birds around 100 million years ago (both from

"reptile"-like lineages). However, despite the evolution of these large animals, smaller

organisms similar to the types that evolved early in this process continue to be highly

successful and dominate the Earth, with the majority of both biomass and species being

prokaryotes.

10. Evolution, and behavior

Evolution,and Behavior: A Life History Perspective is a controversial book written by J.

Philippe Rushton, a professor of psychology at the University of Western Ontario, and the

current head of the Pioneer fund. Rushton argues that race is a valid biological concept and

that racial differences frequently arrange in a continuum of Mongoloids (Orientals, East

Asians) at one extreme, Negroids (blacks, Africans) at the opposite extreme, and Caucasoids

(whites, Europeans) in the middle. Rushton's book is focused on what he considers the three

broadest racial groups, and does not address other populations such as South East Asians or
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Australian aboriginals. The book grew out of his earlier paper, Evolutionary Biology and

Heritable Traits (With Reference to Oriental-White-Black Difference)

Topic : Neural Development And Developmental Disorders

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the overview

 Understand the neuronal migration

 Understand the support and selection of neurons

 Understand the causes of developmental disabilities

Definition/Overview:

Neural development: The study of neural development draws on both neuroscience and

developmental biology to describe the cellular and molecular mechanisms by which complex

nervous systems emerge during embryonic development and throughout life.

Some landmarks of embryonic neural development include the birth and differentiation of

neurons from stem cell precursors, the migration of immature neurons from their birthplaces

in the embryo to their final positions, outgrowth of axons from neurons and guidance of the

motile growth cone through the embryo towards postsynaptic partners, the generation of

synapses between these axons and their postsynaptic partners, and finally the lifelong

changes in synapses which are thought to underlie learning and memory.

Typically, these neurodevelopmental processes can be broadly divided into two classes:

activity-independent mechanisms and activity-dependent mechanisms. Activity-independent

mechanisms are generally believed to occur as hardwired processes determined by genetic

programs played out within individual neurons. These include differentiation, migration and

axon guidance to their initial target areas. These processes are thought of as being

independent of neural activity and sensory experience. Once axons reach their target areas,

activity-dependent mechanisms come into play. Neural activity and sensory experience will

mediate formation of new synapses, as well as synaptic plasticity, which will be responsible

for refinement of the nascent neural circuits.
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Developmental disorders: Developmental disorders are disorders that occur at some stage in

a child's development, often retarding the development. These may include psychological or

physical disorders.

Key Points:

1. Overview

Neurulation is the formation of the neural tube from the ectoderm of the embryo. It follows

gastrulation in all vertebrates. During gastrulation cells migrate to the interior of embryo,

forming three germ layers the endoderm (the deepest layer), mesoderm and ectoderm (the

surface layer)from which all tissues and organs will arise. In a simplified way, it can be said

that the ectoderm gives rise to skin and nervous system, the endoderm to the guts and the

mesoderm to the rest of the organs.

After gastrulation the notochorda flexible, rod-shaped body that runs along the back of the

embryohas been formed from the mesoderm. The notochord sends signals to the overlying

ectoderm, inducing it to become neuroectoderm. This results in a strip of neuronal stem cells

that runs along the back of the fetus. This strip is called the neural plate, and is the origin of

the entire nervous system.

The neural plate folds outwards during the third week of gestation to form the neural groove.

Beginning in the future neck region, the neural folds of this groove close to create the neural

tube. The anterior (front) part of the neural tube is called the basal plate; the posterior (rear)

part is called the alar plate. The hollow interior is called the neural canal. By the end of the

fourth week of gestation, the open ends of the neural tube (the neuropores) close off. The

ventral half of the neural plate is controlled by the notochord, which acts as the 'organiser'.

The dorsal half is controled by the ectoderm plate which flanks the neural plate on either side.

Ectoderm follows a default pathway to become neural tissue. Evidence for this comes from

single, cultured cells of ectoderm which go on to form neural tissue. This is postulated to be

because of a lack of BMPs, which are blocked by the organiser. The organiser may produce

molecules such as follistatin, noggin and chordin which inhibit BMPs. The ventral neural

tube is patterned by Shh from the notochord, which acts as the inducing tissue. The Shh

inducer causes differentiation of the floor plate. Shh-null tissue fails to generate all cell types
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in the ventral tube, suggesting Shh is necessary for its induction. The hypothesised

mechanism suggests that Shh binds patched, relieving patched inhibition of smoothend,

leading to activation of gli transcription factors.

In this context Shh acts as a morphogen - it induces cell differentiation dependent on its

concentration. At low concentrations it forms ventral interneurones, at higher concentrations

it induced motor neurone development, and at highest concentrations it induces floor plate

differentiation. Failure of Shh-modulated differentiation causes haloprosencephaly. The

dorsal neural tube is patterned by BMPS from the epidermal ectoderm flanking the neural

plate. These induce sensory interneurones by activating Sr/Thr kinases and altering SMAD

transcription factor levels.

Developmental disability is a term used to describe life-long disabilities attributable to mental

and/or physical or combination of mental and physical impairments, manifested prior to age

twenty-two. The term is used most commonly in the United States to refer to disabilities

affecting daily functioning in three or more of the following areas:

Developmental disability is a broad term and encompasses more than intellectual disabilities.

It includes disabilities or delays in growth, development, or learning for any reason.

Frequently, people with mental retardation, cerebral palsy, autism spectrum disorder, various

genetic and chromosomal disorders such as Down syndrome and Fragile X syndrome, and

Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder are described as having developmental disabilities. This use

of the term is synonymous with the use of the term learning disability in the United Kingdom,

Canada(however, not in the United States) and intellectual disability in Australia,Europe and

elsewhere. Cognitive disability is also used synonymously in some jurisdictions. However,

developmental disability also includes purely physical disabilities, such as deafness or vision

impairment due to congenital rubella. Developmental disabilities are usually classified as

severe, profound, moderate or mild, as assessed by the individual's need for supports, which

may be lifelong. There are many social, environmental and physical causes of developmental

disabilities, although for some a definitive cause may never be determined. Common factors

causing developmental disabilities include:

o Brain injury or infection before, during or after birth

o Growth or nutrition problems

o Abnormalities of chromosomes and genes
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o Babies born long before the expected birth date - also called extreme prematurity

o Poor diet and health care

o Drug misuse during pregnancy, including alcohol intake and smoking.

o Child abuse can also have a severe effect on the development of a child,

specifically the socio-emotional development.

Developmental disabilities affect between 1 and 2% of the population in most western

countries, although many government sources acknowledge that statistics are flawed in this

area. The worldwide proportion of people with developmental disabilities is believed to be

approximately 1.4%. It is twice as common in males as in females, and some researchers

have found that the prevalence of mild developmental disabilities is likely to be higher in

areas of poverty and deprivation, and among people of certain ethnicities.

2. Neuronal migration

Neuronal migration is the method by which neurons travel from their origin or birth place to

their final position in the brain. There are several ways they can do this, e.g. by radial

migration or tangential migration. (see time lapse sequences of radial migration (also known

as glial guidance) and somal translocation.)

2.1 Radial migration

Neuronal precursor cells proliferate in the ventricular zone of the developing

neocortex. The first postmitotic cells to migrate form the preplate which are destined

to become Cajal-Retzius cells and subplate neurons. These cells do so by somal

translocation. Neurons migrating with this mode of locomotion are bipolar and attachs

the leading edge of the process to the pia. The soma is then transported to the pial

surface by nucleokinesis, a process by which a microtubule "cage" around the nucleus

elongates and contracts in association with the centrosome to guide the nucleus to its

final destination. Radial glia, whose fibers serve as a scaffolding for migrating cells,

can itself divide or translocate to the cortical plate and differentiate either into

astrocytes or neurons. Somal translocation can occur at any time during development.

Subsequent waves of neurons split the preplate by migrating along radial glial fibres

to form the cortical plate. Each wave of migrating cells travel past their predecessors
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forming layers in an inside-out manner, meaning that the youngest neurons are the

closest to the surface. It is estimated that glial guided migration represents 90% of

migrating neurons in human and about 75% in rodents.

2.2 Tangential migration

Most interneurons migrate tangentially through multiple modes of migration to reach

their appropriate location in the cortex. An example of tangential migration is the

movement of Cajal-Retzius cells from the ganglionic eminence to the cerebral cortex.

One example of ongoing tangential migration in a mature organism, observed in some

animals, is the rostral migratory stream connecting subventricular zone and olfactory

bulb.

3. Support and selection of neurons

Survival of a neuron depends on competitions between synapses. The processing ability of a

synapse is refined through its use, called selection via correlated activity. Evidence for this

comes from the neuromuscular junction.

3.1 Neuromuscular junction

Clustering of muscarinic receptors at synapses is dependent on agrin, which is

released from the neurone when it is stimulated. This shows how neurones can

strengthen a synapse by inducing an upregulation of receptors for its

neurotransmission through activity alone. In this instance, agrin transuces the signal

via MuSK receptor to rapsyn. MuSK receptor-null tissue shows no muscarinic

receptor clustering at the synapse. Increased expression of the muscarinic receptor is

also caused by neuregulin. Heterozygous mice for the neuregulin genes show

decreased muscarinic receptor expression by 50%. Denervation sensitivity shows how

nerve activity causes a deregulation of muscarinic receptors at non-synpatic sites.

When the nerve is cut, receptors become upregulated in areas other than the synpase.

Acetylcholine is thought to cause this effect via influx of calcium.
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3.2 Synapse Elimination

Several motorneurones compete for each neuromuscular junction, but only one

survives till adulthood. The evolutionary purpose for this has been suggested to be a

method that ensures each muscle fibre is innervated. Competition in vitro has been

shown to involve a limited neurotrophic substance that is released, or that neural

activity infers advantage to strong post-synaptic connections by giving resistance to a

toxin also released upon nerve stimulation. In vivo it is suggested that muscle fibres

select the strongest neurone through a retrograde signal.

4. Causes of developmental disabilities

There are many social, environmental and physical causes of developmental disabilities,

although for some a definitive cause may never be determined. Common factors causing

developmental disabilities include:

o Brain injury or infection before, during or after birth

o Growth or nutrition problems

o Abnormalities of chromosomes and genes

o Babies born long before the expected birth date - also called extreme prematurity

o Poor diet and health care

o Drug misuse during pregnancy, including alcohol intake and smoking.

o Child abuse can also have a severe effect on the development of a child,

specifically the socio-emotional development.

Developmental disabilities affect between 1 and 2% of the population in most western

countries, although many government sources acknowledge that statistics are flawed in this

area. The worldwide proportion of people with developmental disabilities is believed to be

approximately 1.4%. It is twice as common in males as in females, and some researchers

have found that the prevalence of mild developmental disabilities is likely to be higher in

areas of poverty and deprivation, and among people of certain ethnicities.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Human Brain Damage

Neuropsychological Assessment

Recovery Of Function
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Topic : Human Brain Damage

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the overview:

 Understand the causes of brain damage

 Understand the brain tumor

 Understand the epilepsy

 Understand the schizophrenia

Definition/Overview:

Brain damage: Brain damage, or acquired brain injury, is the destruction or degeneration of

brain cells.

Brain damage may occur due to a wide range of conditions, illnesses, injuries, and as a result

of iatrogenesis. Possible causes of widespread (diffuse) brain damage include prolonged

hypoxia (shortage of oxygen), poisoning by teratogens (including alcohol), infection, and

neurological illness. Chemotherapy can cause brain damage to the neural stem cells and

oligodendrocyte cells that produce myelin. Common causes of focal or localized brain

damage are physical trauma (traumatic brain injury), stroke, aneurysm, surgery, or

neurological illness. The extent and effect of brain injury is often assessed by the use of

neurological examination, neuroimaging, and neuropsychological assessment.

Key Points:

1. Overview:

Brain injury does not necessarily result in long-term impairment or disability, although the

location and extent of damage both have a significant effect on the likely outcome. In serious

cases of brain injury, the result can be permanent disability, including neurocognitive deficits,

delusions (often specifically monothematic delusions), speech or movement problems, and

mental handicap. There may also be personality changes. Severe brain damage may result in

persistent vegetative state, coma, or death.
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Brain injury whether from stroke, alcohol abuse, traumatic brain injury, or B vitamin

deficiency can sometimes result in Korsakoff's Psychosis, where the individual engages in

confabulations. Confabulations involve the inability to separate daydream memory from real

memory and the filling in of memory lapses with daydreams. Korsakoff's Psychosis can be

easily mis-diagnosed as schizophrenia. Lithium treatment is sometimes helpful.

Various professions may be involved in the medical care and rehabilitation of someone who

suffers impairment after brain damage. Neurologists, neurosurgeons, and physiatrists are

physicians who specialise in treating brain injury. Neuropsychologists (especially clinical

neuropsychologists) are psychologists who specialise in understanding the effects of brain

injury and may be involved in assessing the extent of brain damage or creating rehabilitation

programmes. Occupational therapists may be involved in running rehabilitation programs to

help restore lost function or help re-learn essential skills.

It is a common misconception that brain damage sustained during childhood has a better

chance of successful recovery than similar injury acquired in adult life. It is contested that in

recent studies, severe brain damage inflicted upon children can be alleviated by the

interaction of nicotinamide repropagation in nerve cells. In fact, the consequences of

childhood injury may simply be more difficult to detect in the short term. This is because

different cortical areas mature at different stages, with some major cell populations and their

corresponding cognitive faculties remaining unrefined until early adulthood. In the case of a

child with frontal brain injury, for example, the impact of the damage may be undetectable

until that child fails to develop normal executive functions in his or her late teens and early

twenties.

The effects of impairment or disability resulting from brain injury may be treated by a

number of methods, including medication, psychotherapy, neuropsychological rehabilitation,

snoezelen, surgery, or physical implants such as deep brain stimulation.

2. Causes of brain Damage

Brain damage may occur due to a wide range of conditions, illnesses, injuries, and as a result

of iatrogenesis. Possible causes of widespread (diffuse) brain damage include prolonged

hypoxia (shortage of oxygen), poisoning by teratogens (including alcohol), infection, and

neurological illness. Chemotherapy can cause brain damage to the neural stem cells and
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oligodendrocyte cells that produce myelin. Common causes of focal or localized brain

damage are physical trauma (traumatic brain injury), stroke, aneurysm, surgery, or

neurological illness.

2.1 Diagnosis

The extent and effect of brain injury is often assessed by the use of neurological

examination, neuroimaging, and neuropsychological assessment.

2.2 Signs and symptoms

Brain injury does not necessarily result in long-term impairment or disability,

although the location and extent of damage both have a significant effect on the likely

outcome. In serious cases of brain injury, the result can be permanent disability,

including neurocognitive deficits, delusions (often specifically monothematic

delusions), speech or movement problems, and mental handicap. There may also be

personality changes. Severe brain damage may result in persistent vegetative state,

coma, or death.

Brain injury whether from stroke, alcohol abuse, traumatic brain injury, or B vitamin

deficiency can sometimes result in Korsakoff's Psychosis, where the individual

engages in confabulations. Confabulations involve the inability to separate daydream

memory from real memory and the filling in of memory lapses with daydreams.

Korsakoff's Psychosiscan be easily mis-diagnosed as schizophrenia. Lithium

treatment is sometimes helpful.

3. Brain Tumor

A brain tumor is any intracranial tumor created by abnormal and uncontrolled cell division,

normally either in the brain itself (neurons, glial cells (astrocytes, oligodendrocytes,

ependymal cells), lymphatic tissue, blood vessels), in the cranial nerves (myelin-producing

Schwann cells), in the brain envelopes (meninges), skull, pituitary and pineal gland, or spread

from cancers primarily located in other organs (metastatic tumors). Primary (true) brain

tumors are commonly located in the posterior cranial fossa in children and in the anterior

two-thirds of the cerebral hemispheres in adults, although they can affect any part of the

brain. In the United States in the year 2005, it was estimated that there were 43,800 new cases
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of brain tumors (Central Brain Tumor Registry of the United States, Primary Brain Tumors in

the United States, Statistical Report, 2005 - 2006), which accounted for 1.4 percent of all

cancers, 2.4 percent of all cancer deaths, and 2025 percent of pediatric cancers. Ultimately, it

is estimated that there are 13,000 deaths per year in the United States alone as a result of

brain tumors.

Medical professionals are still unsure of the exact causes of brain tumors. In recent years,

some scientists have drawn the conclusion that heavy use of cell phones is linked to brain

tumors. There are also concerns that Wi-Fi carries the same risk.

3.1 Primary tumors

Tumors occurring in the brain include: astrocytoma, pilocytic astrocytoma,

dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor, oligodendrogliomas, ependymoma,

glioblastoma multiforme, mixed gliomas, oligoastrocytomas, medulloblastoma,

retinoblastoma, neuroblastoma, germinoma and teratoma.

Most primary brain tumors originate from glia (gliomas) such as astrocytes

(astrocytomas), oligodendrocytes (oligodendrogliomas), or ependymal cells

(ependymoma). There are also mixed forms, with both an astrocytic and an

oligodendroglial cell component. These are called mixed gliomas or

oligoastrocytomas. Plus, mixed glio-neuronal tumors (tumors displaying a neuronal,

as well as a glial component, e.g. gangliogliomas, disembryoplastic neuroepithelial

tumors) and tumors originating from neuronal cells (e.g. gangliocytoma, central

gangliocytoma) can also be encountered.

Other varieties of primary brain tumors include: primitive neuroectodermal tumors

(PNET, e.g. medulloblastoma, medulloepithelioma, neuroblastoma, retinoblastoma,

ependymoblastoma), tumors of the pineal parenchyma (e.g. pineocytoma,

pineoblastoma), ependymal cell tumors, choroid plexus tumors, neuroepithelial

tumors of uncertain origin (e.g. gliomatosis cerebri, astroblastoma), etc. From a

histological perspective, astrocytomas, oligondedrogliomas, oligoastrocytomas, and

teratomas may be benign or malignant. Glioblastoma multiforme represents the most

aggressive variety of malignant glioma. At the opposite end of the spectrum, there are

so-called pilocytic astrocytomas, a distinct variety of astrocytic tumors. The majority
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of them are located in the posterior cranial fossa, affect mainly children and young

adults, and have a clinically favorable course and prognosis. Teratomas and other

germ cell tumors also may have a favorable prognosis, although they have the

capacity to grow very large.

Another type of primary intracranial tumor is primary cerebral lymphoma, also known

as primary CNS lymphoma, which is a type of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma that is much

more prevalent in those with severe immunosuppression, e.g. AIDS. In contrast to

other types of cancer, primary brain tumors rarely metastasize, and in this rare event,

the tumor cells spread within the skull and spinal canal through the cerebrospinal

fluid, rather than via bloodstream to other organs. There are various classification

systems currently in use for primary brain tumors, the most common being the World

Health Organization (WHO) brain tumor classification, introduced in 1993.

3.2 Secondary tumors and non-tumor lesions

Secondary or metastatic brain tumors originate from malignant tumors (cancers)

located primarily in other organs. Their incidence is higher than that of primary brain

tumors. The most frequent types of metastatic brain tumors originate in the lung, skin

(malignant melanoma), kidney (hypernephroma), breast (breast carcinoma), and colon

(colon carcinoma). These tumor cells reach the brain via the blood-stream. Some non-

tumoral masses and lessions can mimic tumors of the central nervous system. These

include tuberculosis of the brain, cerebral abscess (commonly in toxoplasmosis), and

hamartomas (for example, in tuberous sclerosis and von Recklinghausen

neurofibromatosis).

3.3 Signs and symptoms

Symptoms of brain tumors may depend on two factors: tumor size (volume) and

tumor location. The time point of symptom onset in the course of disease correlates in

many cases with the nature of the tumor ("benign", i.e. slow-growing/late symptom

onset, or malignant, fast growing/early symptom onset).

Many low-grade (benign) tumors can remain asymptomatic (symptom-free) for years

and they may accidentally be discovered by imaging exams for unrelated reasons
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(such as a minor trauma). New onset of epilepsy is a frequent reason for seeking

medical attention in brain tumor cases. Large tumors or tumors with extensive

perifocal swelling edema inevitably lead to elevated intracranial pressure (intracranial

hypertension), which translates clinically into headaches, vomiting (sometimes

without nausea), altered state of consciousness (somnolence, coma), dilatation of the

pupil on the side of the lesion (anisocoria), papilledema (prominent optic disc at the

funduscopic examination). However, even small tumors obstructing the passage of

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) may cause early signs of increased intracranial pressure.

Increased intracranial pressure may result in herniation (i.e. displacement) of certain

parts of the brain, such as the cerebellar tonsils or the temporal uncus, resulting in

lethal brainstem compression. In young children, elevated intracranial pressure may

cause an increase in the diameter of the skull and bulging of the fontanelles.

Depending on the tumor location and the damage it may have caused to surrounding

brain structures, either through compression or infiltration, any type of focal

neurologic symptoms may occur, such as cognitive and behavioral impairment,

personality changes, hemiparesis, hypesthesia, aphasia, ataxia, visual field

impairment, facial paralysis, double vision, tremor etc. These symptoms are not

specific for brain tumors - they may be caused by a large variety of neurologic

conditions (e.g. stroke, traumatic brain injury). What counts, however, is the location

of the lesion and the functional systems (e.g. motor, sensory, visual, etc.) it affects. A

bilateral temporal visual field defect (bitemporal hemianopiadue to compression of

the optic chiasm), often associated with endocrine disfunctioneither hypopituitarism

or hyperproduction of pituitary hormones and hyperprolactinemia is suggestive of a

pituitary tumor.

3.4 Diagnosis

Although there is no specific clinical symptom or sign for brain tumors, slowly

progressive focal neurologic signs and signs of elevated intracranial pressure, as well

as epilepsy in a patient with a negative history for epilepsy should raise red flags.

However, a sudden onset of symptoms, such as an epileptic seizure in a patient with

no prior history of epilepsy, sudden intracranial hypertension (this may be due to

bleeding within the tumour, brain swelling or obstruction of cerebrospinal fluid's

passage) is also possible.
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Glioblastoma multiforme and anaplastic astrocytoma have been associated in case

reports on Pubmed with the genetic acute hepatic porphyrias, including positive

testing associated with drug refractory seizures. Unexplained complications

associated with drug treatments with these tumors should alert physicians to an

undiagnosed neurological porphyria. Symptoms include phantom odors and tastes.

Often, in the case of metastatic tumors, the smell of vulcanized rubber is prevalent.

Imaging plays a central role in the diagnosis of brain tumors. Early imaging

methodsinvasive and sometimes dangeroussuch as pneumoencephalography and

cerebral angiography, have been abandoned in recent times in favor of non-invasive,

high-resolution modalities, such as computed tomography (CT) and especially

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Benign brain tumors often show up as hypodense

(darker than brain tissue) mass lesions on cranial CT-scans. On MRI, they appear

either hypo- (darker than brain tissue) or isointense (same intensity as brain tissue) on

T1-weighted scans, or hyperintense (brighter than brain tissue) on T2-weighted MRI.

Perifocal edema also appears hyperintense on T2-weighted MRI. Contrast agent

uptake, sometimes in characteristic patterns, can be demonstrated on either CT or

MRI-scans in most malignant primary and metastatic brain tumors. This is because

these tumors disrupt the normal functioning of the blood-brain barrier and lead to an

increase in its permeability.

Electrophysiological exams, such as electroencephalography (EEG) play a marginal

role in the diagnosis of brain tumors. The definitive diagnosis of brain tumor can only

be confirmed by histological examination of tumor tissue samples obtained either by

means of brain biopsy or open surgery. The histologic examination is essential for

determining the appropriate treatment and the correct prognosis. This examination,

performed by a pathologist, typically has three stages: interoperative examination of

fresh tissue, preliminary microscopic examination of prepared tissues, and followup

examination of prepared tissues after immunohistochemical staining or genetic

analysis.

4. Epilepsy

Epilepsy is a common chronic neurological disorder that is characterized by recurrent

unprovoked seizures. These seizures are transient signs and/or symptoms due to
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abnormal, excessive or synchronous neuronal activity in the brain. About 50 million

people worldwide have epilepsy at any one time. Epilepsy is usually controlled, but

not cured, with medication, although surgery may be considered in difficult cases.

However, over 30% of people with epilepsy do not have seizure control even with the

best available medications .Not all epilepsy syndromes are lifelong some forms are

confined to particular stages of childhood. Epilepsy should not be understood as a

single disorder, but rather as a group of syndromes with vastly divergent symptoms

but all involving episodic abnormal electrical activity in the brain.

4.1 Classification

Epilepsies are classified in five ways:

o By their first cause (or etiology).

o By the observable manifestations of the seizures, known as semiology.

o By the location in the brain where the seizures originate.

o As a part of discrete, identifiable medical syndromes.

o By the event that triggers the seizures, as in primary reading epilepsy.

In 1981, the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) proposed a classification

scheme for individual seizures that remains in common use. This classification is

based on observation (clinical and EEG) rather than the underlying pathophysiology

or anatomy and is outlined later on in this article. In 1989, the ILAE proposed a

classification scheme for epilepsies and epileptic syndromes. This can be broadly

described as a two-axis scheme having the cause on one axis and the extent of

localisation within the brain on the other. Since 1997, the ILAE have been working on

a new scheme that has five axes: ictal phenomenon, seizure type, syndrome, etiology

and impairment.

4.2 Diagnosis

The diagnosis of epilepsy requires the presence of recurrent, unprovoked seizures;

accordingly, it is usually made based on the medical history. Imaging and
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measurement technologies such as electroencephalography (EEG), magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI), single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT),

positron emission tomography (PET), and magnetoencephalography (MEG) may be

useful to discover an etiology for the epilepsy, discover the affected brain region, or

classify the epileptic syndrome, but these studies are not useful in making the initial

diagnosis.

Long-term video-EEG monitoring for epilepsy is the gold standard for diagnosis, but

it is not routinely employed owing to its high cost, low availability and

inconvenience. Convulsive or other seizure-like activity, non-epileptic in origin, can

be observed in many other medical conditions. These non-epileptic seizures can be

hard to differentiate and may lead to misdiagnosis. Epilepsy covers conditions with

different etiologies, natural histories and prognoses, each requiring different

management strategies. A full medical diagnosis requires a definite categorization of

seizure and syndrome types.

5. Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia (pronounced /ˌskɪtsəˈfriːniə/),from the Greek roots schizein (σχίζειν, "to split")

and phrēn, phren- (φρήν,φρεν-, "mind") is a psychiatric diagnosis that describes a mental

disorder characterized by abnormalities in the perception or expression of reality. It most

commonly manifests as auditory hallucinations, paranoid or bizarre delusions, or

disorganized speech and thinking with significant social or occupational dysfunction. Onset

of symptoms typically occurs in young adulthood, with approximately 0.40.6% of the

population affected. Diagnosis is based on the patient's self-reported experiences and

observed behavior. No laboratory test for schizophrenia currently exists.

Studies suggest that genetics, early environment, neurobiology, psychological and social

processes are important contributory factors; some recreational and prescription drugs appear

to cause or worsen symptoms. Current psychiatric research is focused on the role of

neurobiology, but no single organic cause has been found. Due to the many possible

combinations of symptoms, there is debate about whether the diagnosis represents a single

disorder or a number of discrete syndromes. For this reason, Eugen Bleuler termed the

disease the schizophrenias (plural) when he coined the name. Despite its etymology,
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schizophrenia is not the same as dissociative identity disorder, previously known as multiple

personality disorder or split personality; in popular culture the two are often confused.

5.1 Signs and symptoms

A person diagnosed with schizophrenia may demonstrate auditory hallucinations, delusions,

and disorganized and unusual thinking and speech; this may range from loss of train of

thought and subject flow, with sentences only loosely connected in meaning, to incoherence,

known as word salad, in severe cases. Social isolation commonly occurs for a variety of

reasons. Impairment in social cognition is associated with schizophrenia, as are symptoms of

paranoia from delusions and hallucinations, and the negative symptoms of avolition (apathy

or lack of motivation). In one uncommon subtype, the person may be largely mute, remain

motionless in bizarre postures, or exhibit purposeless agitation; these are signs of catatonia.

No one sign is diagnostic of schizophrenia, and all can occur in other medical and psychiatric

conditions. The current classification of psychoses holds that symptoms need to have been

present for at least one month in a period of at least six months of disturbed functioning. A

schizophrenia-like psychosis of shorter duration is termed a schizophreniform disorder.

Late adolescence and early adulthood are peak years for the onset of schizophrenia. These are

critical periods in a young adult's social and vocational development, and they can be

severely disrupted. To minimize the effect of schizophrenia, much work has recently been

done to identify and treat the prodromal (pre-onset) phase of the illness, which has been

detected up to 30 months before the onset of symptoms, but may be present longer. Those

who go on to develop schizophrenia may experience the non-specific symptoms of social

withdrawal, irritability and dysphoria in the prodromal period, and transient or self-limiting

psychotic symptoms in the prodromal phase before psychosis becomes apparent.

5.2 Schneiderian classification

The psychiatrist Kurt Schneider (18871967) listed the forms of psychotic symptoms that he

thought distinguished schizophrenia from other psychotic disorders. These are called first-

rank symptoms or Schneider's first-rank symptoms, and they include delusions of being

controlled by an external force; the belief that thoughts are being inserted into or withdrawn

from one's conscious mind; the belief that one's thoughts are being broadcast to other people;

and hearing hallucinatory voices that comment on one's thoughts or actions or that have a
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conversation with other hallucinated voices. The reliability of first-rank symptoms has been

questioned, although they have contributed to the current diagnostic criteria.

5.3 Positive and negative symptoms

Schizophrenia is often described in terms of positive and negative (or deficit) symptoms.

Positive symptoms include delusions, auditory hallucinations, and thought disorder, and are

typically regarded as manifestations of psychosis. Negative symptoms are so-named because

they are considered to be the loss or absence of normal traits or abilities, and include features

such as flat or blunted affect and emotion, poverty of speech (alogia), inability to experience

pleasure (anhedonia), and lack of motivation (avolition). Despite the appearance of blunted

affect, recent studies indicate that there is often a normal or even heightened level of

emotionality in schizophrenia, especially in response to stressful or negative events. A third

symptom grouping, the disorganization syndrome, is commonly described, and includes

chaotic speech, thought, and behavior. There is evidence for a number of other symptom

classifications.

Topic : Neuropsychological Assessment

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the neuropsychological assessment

 Understand the uses of clinical neuropsychological assessment

 Understand the applications of neuropsychological assessment

 Understand the methods of neuropsychological assessment

Definition/Overview:

Neuropsychological assessmen: Neuropsychological assessment was traditionally carried

out to assess the extent of impairment to a particular skill and to attempt to locate an area of

the brain which may have been damaged after brain injury or neurological illness. With the

advent of neuroimaging techniques, location of space-occupying lesions can now be

accurately determined so the focus has now moved onto the measurement of cognition and

behaviour, including examining the effects of any brain injury or neuropathological process
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that a person may have experienced. A core part of neuropsychological assessment is the

administration of neuropsychological tests for the formal assessment of cognitive

functioning. Aspects of cognitive functioning that are assessed typically include orientation,

new-learning/memory, intelligence, language, visuoperception, and executive-functioning.

However, clinical neuropsychological assessment is more than this and also focuses on a

person's psychological, personal, interpersonal and wider contextual circumstances.

Key Points:

1. Neuropsychological Assessment

Assessment may be carried for a variety of reasons, such as:

o Clinical evaluation, to understand the pattern of cognitive strengths as well as any

difficulties a person may have, and to aid decision making for use in a medical or

rehabilitation environment.

o Scientific investigation, to examine an hypothesis about the structure and function

of cognition to be tested, or to provide information that allows experimental

testing to be seen in context of a wider cognitive profile.

o Medico-legal assessment, to be used in a court of law as evidence in a legal claim

or criminal investigation.

Miller outlined three broad goals of neuropsychological assessment. Firstly, diagnosis, to

determine the nature of the underlying problem. Secondly, to understand the nature of any

brain injury or resulting cognitive problem and its impact on the individual, as a means of

devising a rehabilitation programme or offering advice as to an individual's ability to carry

out a certain tasks (for example, fitness to drive, or returning to work). And lastly,

assessments may be undertaken to measure change in functioning over time, such as to

determine the consequences of a surgical procedure or the impact of a rehabilitation

programme over time.
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2. Uses of Clinical Neuropsychological Assessment

2.1 Diagnostic Clarification

In confusing or complex cases, neuropsychological assessment can be useful for

teasing out the relative contributions of neurological conditions (e.g., cellular

degeneration, neurochemical disruption), emotional states (e.g., anxiety, depression),

and psychiatric illnesses (e.g., personality disorder, psychoses). Although

neuropsychological assessment can be used to help localize brain damage, high

quality neuroimaging techniques have diminished its clinical utility in this area.

2.2 Measuring Change

Repeat assessment can be valuable in charting progress (e.g., recovery from

cerebrovascular accident or closed head injury) as well as for recognizing a decline in

mental status (e.g., following the course of various dementias, identifying unexpected

declines in patients undergoing various treatments or during the process of recovery).

2. 3Evaluating Cognitive and Functional Status

Neuropsychological testing is able to delineate an individual's pattern of cognitive

strengths and weaknesses relative to his or her own ability as well as compared to

normative samples of age-matched peers (Ideally, norms should be matched for age,

education, gender, and race if each variable has been shown to affect test

performance). Inferences regarding functional ability can be drawn from

neuropsychological data or from actual tasks designed to evaluate the relevant

behaviors.

3. Applications of Neuropsychological Assessment

3.1 Vocational Interventions

With the input of the neuropsychologist, a patient's ability to rejoin the work force can

be evaluated and efforts toward re-entry can be facilitated (e.g., develop specific

routines that are tailored to the patient's existing strengths and that anticipate the

impact of his or her limitations). Aspects of neuropsychological testing can be
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integrated with organizational psychology in order to enhance the quality of

vocational assessment.

3.2 Academic Interventions

As with vocational interventions, results of a neuropsychological assessment may be

used to plan a special educational program to better meet the needs

ofan individual. This may be useful with developmental disorders as well as with

patients recovering from illness or injury.

3.3 Family Interventions

Accurate knowledge about a patient's functional status may assist him or her to adjust

their role within a family system. Neuropsychological information may enable family

members to recognize the need for changes and accommodations within their

relationships, highlight the need for environmental changes to accommodate patient

deficits, and provide an opportunity for emotional processing and eventual acceptance

of the patient's limitations.

3.4 Competency Issues

Neuropsychological status plays an important role in determining a patient's overall

competency. Questions typically involve one's ability to exercise rational judgment,

make competent decisions, and live in an independent fashion. In addition to

cognitive status, assessment of the patient's awareness of their limitations is also

important in establishing ability for independent functioning.

4. Methods of Neuropsychological Assessment

4.1 Medical History

All relevant medical records, especially results of neurological examination, imaging

studies, and electrophysiological (EEG) results.
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4.2 Clinical Interview

Includes review of cognitive, sensorimotor, and neurovegetative complaints as well as

medical, psychiatric, and substance abuse history. Family members may be

interviewed when necessary.

4.3 Behavioral Observations

Qualitative assessment of mentation, motor function, speech, motivation for optimal

test performance, emotion, manner of relating, and humor.

4.5 Psychometric Tests

These may be "paper and pencil" tasks or measures requiring performance of a

relevant skill (e.g., assembly of blocks or puzzles, reaction time tasks). Major

cognitive domains typically assessed include: Attention, Memory, Intelligence,

Visual-Spatial-Perceptual functions, Psychosensory and Motor abilities, "Executive"

or "Frontal Lobe" functions, and Personality or Emotional Functioning.

4.6 Interpretation of Results

Deficit patterns occurring across neuropsychological tests can be suggestive of various sites

of cerebral dysfunction and neurological processes underlying the deficit pattern. An effort is

made by the neuropsychologist to integrate test data, history, clinical interview, behavioral

observations, and available laboratory and radiological evidence into one cohesive summary

report that arrives at a neurobehavioral diagnosis, discusses the neurological implications

(e.g, localization, course, prognosis), and can be used in the process of treatment planning.

4.7 Clinical Purposes of Neuropsychological Assessment

o Aid in the detection of neurological disorders.

o Determine if a developmental learning disorder or other neurodevelopmental

disorder exists and specify subtype, prognosis, and treatment strategies

o Assess adaptive functioning in response to neuropathology or psychopathology

and use this information to assist in educational and vocational planning.

o Provide information about the course and prognosis of deficits.
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o Evaluate improvement or deterioration in cognition to determine treatment

efficacy (e.g., drug effects) or to track decline in progressive diseases.

Topic : Recovery Of Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to:

 Understand the overview

 Understand the degeneration

 Understand the expressive therapy

Definition/Overview:

Recovery of Function: Many patients emerge spontaneously from a vegetative state within a

few weeks. The chances of recovery depend on the extent of injury to the brain and the

patient's age younger patients having a better chance of recovery than older patients.

Generally, adults have a 50 percent chance and children a 60 percent chance of recovering

consciousness from a PVS within the first 6 months. After a year, the chances that a PVS

patient will regain consciousness are very low and most patients who do recover

consciousness experience significant disability. The longer a patient is in a PVS, the more

severe the resulting disabilities are likely to be. Rehabilitation can contribute to recovery, but

many patients never progress to the point of being able to take care of them. Recovery after

long periods of time in a PVS has been reported on several occasions and is often treated as

spectacular events.

There are two dimensions of recovery from a persistent vegetative state: recovery of

consciousness and recovery of function. Recovery of consciousness can be verified by

reliable evidence of awareness of self and the environment, consistent voluntary behavioral

responses to visual and auditory stimuli, and interaction with others. Recovery of function is

characterized by communication, the ability to learn and to perform adaptive tasks, mobility,

self-care, and participation in recreational or vocational activities. Recovery of consciousness

may occur without functional recovery, but functional recovery cannot occur without

recovery of consciousness.
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Therapeutic Intervention: The therapeutic use of groups in modern clinical practice can be

traced to the early years of the 20th century, when the American chest physician Pratt,

working in Boston, described forming 'classes' of fifteen to twenty patients with tuberculosis

who had been rejected for sanatorium treatment. The term group therapy, however, was first

used around 1920 by Jacob L. Moreno, whose main contribution was the development of

psychodrama, in which groups were used as both cast and audience for the exploration of

individual problems by reenactment under the direction of the leader.

The more analytic and exploratory use of groups in both hospital and out-patient settings was

pioneered by a few European psychoanalysts who emigrated to the USA, such as Paul

Schilder, who treated severely neurotic and mildly psychotic out-patients in small groups at

Bellevue Hospital, New York. The power of groups was most influentially demonstrated in

Britainduring the Second World War, when several psychoanalysts and psychiatrists proved

the value of group methods for officer selection in the War Office Selection Boards. A

chance to run an Army psychiatric unit on group lines was then given to several of these

pioneers, notably Wilfred Bion and Rickman, followed by S. H. Foulkes, Main, and Bridger.

The Northfield Hospitalin Birminghamgave its name to what came to be called the two

'Northfield Experiments', which provided the impetus for the development since the war of

both social therapy, that is, the therapeutic community movement, and the use of small

groups for the treatment of neurotic and personality disorders.

Key Points:

1. Overview

This unexpected and late recovery of consciousness raises an interesting hypothesis of

possible effects of partially regained spinal cord outputs on reactivation of cognition. Other

case studies have shown that recovery of consciousness with persistent severe disability 19

months after a non-traumatic brain injury was at least in part triggered and maintained by

intrathecal baclofen administration (Sar M et al, 2007).

Another documented case reports recovery of a small number of patients following the

removal of assisted respiration with cold oxygen. The researchers found that in many nursing

homes and hospitals unheated oxygen is given to non-responsive patients via tracheal

intubation. This bypasses the warming of the upper respiratory tract and causes a chilling of
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aortic blood and chilling of the brain. The researchers describe a small number of cases in

which removal of the chilled oxygen was followed by recovery from the PVS and

recommend either warming of oxygen with a heated nebulizer or removal of the assisted

oxygen if it is no longer needed. The authors further recommend additional research to

determine if this chilling effect may either delay recovery or even may contribute to brain

damage

2. Degeneration

The idea of degeneration had significant influence on science, art and politics from the 1850s

to the 1950s. The social theory developed consequently from Charles Darwin's Theory of

Evolution. Evolution meant that mankind's development was no longer fixed and certain, but

could change and evolve or degenerate into an unknown future, possibly a bleak future that

clashes with the analogy between evolution and civilization as a progressive positive

direction. As a consequence theorists assumed the human species might be overtaken by a

more adaptable species or circumstances might change and suit a more adapted species.

Degeneration theory presented a pessimistic outlook for the future of western civilization as it

believed the progress of the 19th century had begun to work against itself. In 1890 those most

concerned by degeneration were progressives unlike the conservatives defenders of the status

quo.[ 1 ]

Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (1707-1788) was the first to define "degeneration"

as a theory of nature. Buffon incorrectly argued that entire species "degenerated" becoming

sterile, weaker, or smaller due to harsh climates. By 1890 there was a growing fear of

degeneration sweeping across Europe creating disorders that led to poverty, crime,

alcoholism, moral perversion and political violence. Degeneration raised the possibility that

Europemay be creating a class of degenerate people who may attack the social norms, this led

to support for a strong state which polices degenerates out of existence with the assistance of

scientific identification.

In the 1850s French doctor Bndict Morel argued more vigorously that certain groups of

people were degenerating, going backwards in terms of evolution so each generation became

weaker and weaker. This was based on pre-Darwinian ideas of evolution, especially those of

Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, who argued that acquired characteristics like drug abuse and sexual
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perversions, could be inherited. Genetic predispositions have been observed for alcoholism

and criminality.

Max Nordau's 1890s bestseller Degeneration attempted to explain all modern art, music and

literature by pointing out the degenerate characteristics of the artists involved. In this fashion

a whole biological explanation for social problems was developed.

The first scientific criminologist Cesare Lombroso working in the 1880s believed he found

evidence of degeneration by studying the corpses of criminals. After completing an autopsy

on murderer Villela he found the indentation where the spine meets the neck to be a signal of

degeneration and subsequent criminality. Lombroso was convinced he had found the key to

degeneration that had concerned liberal circles. [ 2 ]

In the twentieth century, eradicating "degeneration" became a justification for various

eugenic programs, mostly in Europe and the United States. Eugenicists adopted the concept,

using it to justify the sterilization of the supposedly unfit. The Nazis took up these eugenic

efforts as well, including extermination, for those who would corrupt future generations.

They also used the concept in art, banning "degenerate" (entartete) art and music: see

degenerate art.

3. Expressive therapy

Expressive therapy is a form of therapy that utilizes artistic expression as its core means of

treating clients. Expressive therapists use the different disciplines of the creative arts as

therapeutic interventions. This includes the modalities dance therapy, drama therapy, art

therapy, music therapy, writing therapy, among others. Expressive therapists believe that

often the most effective way of treating a client is through the expression of imagination in a

creative work and integrating and processing what issues are raised in the act.

Narrative therapy gives attention to each person's "dominant story" by means of therapeutic

conversations, which also may involve exploring unhelpful ideas and how they came to

prominence. Possible social and cultural influences may be explored if the client deems it

helpful There is considerable controversy over which form of psychotherapy is most

effective, and more specifically, which types of therapy are optimal for treating which sorts

of problems. The dropout level is quite high, one meta-analysis of 125 studies concluded that
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mean dropout rate was 46.86%. The high level of dropout has raised some criticism about the

relevance and efficacy of psychotherapy. Psychotherapy outcome researchin which the

effectiveness of psychotherapy is measured by questionnaires given to patients before,

during, and after treatmenthas had difficulty distinguishing between the success or failure of

the different approaches to therapy. Not surprisingly, those who stay with their therapist for

longer periods are more likely to report positively on what develops into a longer term

relationship. Of course, this might mean that "treatment" is open-ended and related concerns

regarding the total financial costs.

As early as 1952, in one of the earliest studies of psychotherapy treatment, Hans Eysenck

reported that two thirds of therapy patients improved significantly or recovered on their own

within two years, whether or not they received psychotherapy. Many psychotherapists believe

that the nuances of psychotherapy cannot be captured by questionnaire-style observation, and

prefer to rely on their own clinical experiences and conceptual arguments to support the type

of treatment they practice. This means that "if you believe you are doing some good, you

are," a conception of dubious merit.

Critics of psychotherapy are skeptical of the healing power of a psychotherapeutic

relationship. Since any intervention takes time, critics note that the passage of time, without

therapeutic intervention, can frequently result in psycho-social healing. Many resources

available to a person experiencing emotional distressthe friendly support of friends, peers,

family members, clergy contacts, personal reading, research, and independent copingpresent

considerable value, indicating that psychotherapy is frequently inappropriate or unneeded by

many. Critics note that humans have been dealing with crises, navigating severe social

problems and finding solutions long before the advent of psychotherapy.

Some psychotherapeutics have answered to scientific critique saying that psychotherapy is

not a science since it is a craft. Further critiques have emerged from feminist, constructionist

and discursive sources. Key to these is the issue of power. In this regard there is a concern

that clients are persuadedboth inside and outside of the consulting roomto understand

themselves and their difficulties in ways that are consistent with therapeutic ideas. This

means that alternative ideas (e.g., feminist, economic, spiritual) are sometimes implicitly

undermined. Critics suggest that we idealise the situation when we think of therapy only as a

helping relation. It is also fundamentally a political practice, in that some cultural ideas and

practices are supported while others are undermined or disqualified. So, while it is seldom
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intended, the therapist-client relationship always participates in society's power relations and

political dynamics.
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